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PREFACE

I have often thought of a prefacet especially a pref*  

ace to a formal thesis, as a sort of safety valve# In it, 
to some extent, the writer can abandon the role of imper
sonal investigator and resume that of an interested party# 
I became an interested party early in 19^1 when I first 
heard of the projected Community Experiences for Prospective 
Teachers course# As a teacher with background in language, 
social studies, speech, mathematics, and recreation work 
from the sixth to the thirteen grade and as a graduate stu
dent in guidance, I was Immediately intrigued with the pos*  

sibilities of such a course in meeting the individual needs 
of embryo teachers# It was, therefore, with alacrity that I 
welcomed the opportunity to observe and participate in the 
initial class In the fall of 1951 and to observe and test 
the class of the spring of 1952#

There were several directions that a study of the 
data from such a testing program could take, but, as a 
search of the literature multiplied evidence of the spread
ing acceptance of community experience in teacher training 
both in educational practice and legal requirement, my inter 
est turned toward an Investigation of the use that might be 
made of a testing program in the guidance of students 
enrolled in the community experiences course# This remained



ill
the primary purpose, although as an a priori adherent of the 
course I was naturally interested in any results that might 
produce objective proof of the results almost universally 
ascribede

I thought I had acquired patience and perseverance in 
the army*  But I know now that that was merely an apprentice
ship# It is certainly not the least of the values of this 
study to me# Others, too, have either acquired or exercised 
the same qualities# My long-suffering wife, Betty, deserves 
a share of any credit due# The advice, encouragement, and 
never-failing human-kindness of Dr# Harold Bottrell in his 
dual capacity as originator of the course and chairman of 
my committee have constituted a well-spring of encouragement#

Elvan P# Kelley 
Alice, Texas 
April, 1955
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I. THE PROBLEM

In the fall of 1951 the University of Houston inaug
urated a course entitled Community Experiences for Prospec
tive Teacherie In the spring of 1952 forty-one freshmen en
rolled in the course*  They spent three hours per week with 
groups of children in community agencies and two hours per 
week in seminars and general sessions on caucus*  Optimum 
development of the course, it was assumed, would be aided by 
building-in evaluation techniques from the start*

Problem stated* What guidance tests and procedures 
now being used, and what simple additions, practicable within 
the framework of the course, show promise in its evaluation?

Licitations. 1) A final, or a comparative, evaluation 
of the course would require a longitudinal study*  2) The study 
did not propose to establish conclusively the attainment of 
course objectives*  3) All the objectives of the course were 
not Included In the scope of the Investigation*  U) No at
tempt was made to ascribe certain results to definite course 
objectives*

II*  PROCEDURES

Guidance and professional objectives of the course, 
taken from orienting materials, were found comparable to 
those found in a survey of recent literature*



Hypotheses encompassing guidance objectives in areas 
of student attitudes, interests, and adjustment vere set up 
and two designs developed to test them 1) readministration 
of Kuder Preference Record and California Test of Personality 
(which had been given entering freshmen) in February and May, 
1952, to provide data for comparison of movement during the 
semester preceding the course and the semester of the course; 
2) three other instruments — Guilford-Martin Personnel In
ventory, the Wandt Inventory of Teacher Opinion, and an orlgi 
nal instrument on vocational choices — vere administered in 
February and May to students of the course and to a matched 
group not enrolled in the course*

Certain instruments and analyses of data vere added as 
means to investigate differences related to sex and/or grade 
level and to take into account student evaluation of various 
course activities.

III. CONCLUSIONS

Tne null hypothesis vas retained in all confutations 
comparing community experiences students vith non-community 
experiences students as to personality changes during the 
course. It vas retained also as to comparison betveen the 
personality changes during the previous semester and the 
semester covered by the course. There vas, hovever, abundant 
evidence from comments systematically collected during the 
course that many students felt more secure in vocational 
choices.
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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM, ITS NATURE AND BACKGROUND

I, INTRODUCTION

Tomorrow^ teachers are in the teachers colleges and 
schools of education today*  The faith that Americans put in 
education, as veil as their constant observation and criti
cism of their educational systems, requires that tomorrow’s 
teachers be thoroughly prepared to carry out their profes
sional duties*  Every technique, every area of study, whether 
old or new, should be subjected to the same merciless and 
constant evaluation*  This is doubtless true of any level of 
education, but no point in the educational cycle has a poten
tially wider influence on long-range results than teacher 
training*

The University of Houston began in 1951 the develop
ment of an expanded program of professional laboratory 
experiences for prospective teachers, one feature of which 
has been a program of community experiences*  It was first 
officially designated as Elementary or Secondary Education 
132, Community Experiences for Prospective Teachers, and 
placed in the second semester of the freshman year, but it 
is now numbered 232 as a sophomore course*  Enrolled students 
spend a minimum of two hours per week with a group of child
ren or youth In a non-school agency (selected In conference



2 
with the Instructor), as well as two hours per week on the 
campus in related seminars.1

After a pilot course of twenty-five students In the 
fall of 1951> it was felt that the situation warranted the 
incorporation for the following term of a program of evalua
tion activities• The research reported here may be charac
terized as developmental research In the sense that its 
ultimate purpose was the development, or Identification, of 
evaluation techniques useful in the process of building a 
program of community laboratory experiences for prospective 
teachers« Admittedly, the ultimate evaluation of any train
ing program lies in the quality of teachers turned out2 and 

is thus a long-range problem requiring longitudinal study 
after graduation rather than cross-sectional study of under
graduates*  In the meantime the store data available on 
participants of a new program the more possible a long-range 
evaluation becomes*  Thus, the evaluation suggested here is 

of proximate objectives whose loci may be found in the liter
ature, in the curriculum, in the instructor, in the student, 
or in any combination of these*

^See Appendix A for more complete description*
^The problem of desirable teacher characteristics is 

Itself a fertile field for investigation*
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II. THE PROBLEM

A valid purpose of curriculum research is to determine 
what has happened as a result of specified experiences with 
a view to validating them or recommending changes. Recent 
study group discussions of Association for Supervision and 
Curriculum Development members on curriculum research have 
agreed, "The purpose (of curriculum research) should be to 
improve curriculum practice and should determine whether a 
particular practice results in the consequences anticipated 
(the hypothesis)."3

As indicated above, the present study proposes to lay 
the groundwork for the attainment of this laudable purpose. 
The problem may correctly be stated thust

What guidance tests and procedures now being used, 
and what simple additions, practicable within the frame
work of the course, show promise in evaluation of the 
course, Community Experiences for Prospective Teachers?

III. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

In the interests of clarity certain implied, negative 
limitations on the study should be expressed.

3wm. M. Alexander, "ASCD*s  Role in Cooperative 
Curricuium Research," Mucational Leadership. 91^71, May, 
1952.



1, The study does not propose to establish conclu
sively the attainment of course objectives*

For statistical purposes certain definite hypotheses 
were set up, but it is recognized that unless students are 
placed in a vacuum (an impossibility for social beings who 
are in a dynamic learning situation) there is always a 
possibility that extraneous factors operate to bring about 
statistically significant results. As a modus operand1 cer
tain tests and procedures were selected on the basis of 
objectives that appear in the orienting materials of the 
course. These objectives in turn were validated by review 
of the literature in the field of this study. In addition 
to standardized measurements such documentary course mate
rials as student self-rating sheets, supervisors*  ratings, 
student journals, periodic student ratings on course activ
ities, and final evaluations of course learnings by indi
vidual students and groups were utilized to supplement test 
data,

2, Such a learning situation carries forward many 
objectives. It was not possible to Include all of them 
in the scope of the investigation.

The amount of time available for testing during class 
time, as well as the test saturation point for the students, 
dictated that a choice be made among possible objectives. 
The choice of personal adjustment, interests, and attitudes 
is discussed in Chapter II,



3*  Ko attempt was made to ascribe certain results 
to definite course activities*

To accomplish identification of specific causation 
would necessitate provision for separate experimental groups 
experiencing only selected parts of the total projected 
course activities*  It was felt that this division of a 
logically integrated program could not be justified*  To a 
limited extent the periodic evaluation of course activities 
yields pertinent data Insofar as student rating of the value 
of various activities can be assumed to indicate those having 
most inpact*

IV*  THE STEPS INVOLVED IN THE STUDY

On the basis of the preceding analysis of the nature 
and limitations of the problem, the necessary steps in the 
conduct of the study may now be outlined!

1*  determine the objectives involved in the course| 
2*  determine that portion of the objectives to be 

investigated!
3*  procure or construct and use measuring instru

ments!
assemble and treat data!

5e analyze student observations and periodic 
evaluations!

6*  make recommendations on basis of synthesis of 
objective and subjective data*

V* BACKGROUND AND ORIENTATION OF THE STUDY
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It is not the place of this study to labor further 
the point that recent technological progress has its 
foundation in research and that future research is urgently 
needed in social rather than physical sciences to narrow the 
cultural lag apparentf at least to sociologists, between 
social and physical advances*  It is apropos, however, to 
point out that, within the social field, teacher education 
has been a step-childe Caswell has pointed out:

In 191*5 i-6 the land-grant colleges of the Ue S, 
devoted more than 20 per cent of their budgets to 
research# During the same year teachers colleges 
devoted only a fraction of 1 per cent to this purpose# 
I believe we need to look at such fields as agriculture 
and medicine to see how it has been possible in these 
fields to command resources for their strong develop
ment of a research base# We should give a number-one 
place in our thinking about the future of teacher 
education to devising substantial programs of exper
imentation and securing support for them# Only on 
such a basis can we move ahead with assurance of doing 
that vhlch is best for our country and for thousands of young men and women we serve#*

In the same yearbook, Brownell, in discussing recent 
criticism of teacher education, such as that in Life Magazine 
of October, 1950, raised this question:

What evidence can we present that the institution 

^Hollis L# Caswell, “The Professional Sequence In
Teacher Education,*  Yeejbppk st the teXlSSn 
ton Snllsm Xsi. Ed.MS.U2n (State Teachers
College, Oneonta, New York: American Association of Colleges 
for Teacher Education, 1951), p*  90#
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Is using effectively the resources of the community > • * 
that would be valuable In the education of teachers?'

and observed!
One of the greatest weaknesses of the criticisms 

against teacher education Is that for the most part 
they are statements with little evidence*  The greatest 
weakness In the answers Is that they, too, are based on 
meager.evldence*  We are challenged to produce this evidence.6

The author possibly had In mind statements such as the 
following that appeared in the final report of the Commission 
on Teacher Education in 19^6»

* • ♦ sophs or juniors gave an afternoon or evening 
a week during a quarter or semester to assisting in the 
work of local youth serving agencies*  These experiences 
with boys and girls in non-school situations proved to 
have many values*'

No evidence of any kind was presented*
The Journal of Teacher Education has emphasized since 

its inception (1950) this need for research in the field of 
use of community resources in teacher education!

In an area as important as the laboratory aspects of 
teacher education, it is a tragic fact that significant 
research findings are practically nonexistent*  Indeed

^Samuel M*  Brownell, "Teacher Education—Its Challenge 
and Opportunity," E232HI1 the Associa-  
ilsn St X2I. l£l£h£Z. gdussllenvState Teachers 
College, Oneonta, New York! American Association of Colleges 
for Teacher Education, 1951), p*  55*

6I3212.m P « 56.
St Tssshst Education (Washington 0*  C*i  

American Council on Education, p*  96*
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the term ^experimental programs'*  must be used very 
loosely in this connection*  The pioneering has been 
done*  and innovations are springing up everywhere] but 
the job of scientific evaluation remains relatively 
untouched*

Experienced supervisors can cite many dramatic cases 
of student growth> and collectively the studied judg
ments of such specialists are probably sound*  Granting 
that assumption, however, the fact remains that there is 
little evidence to show that any particular pattern of 
experiences is the best one for this college or for that 
curriculum. Moreover, there is little more than the 
personal prejudices of advisers to serve as guides on 
planning the sequences of activities for any given stu
dent*  The difficulty of getting worthwhile data in this 
area is overshadowed by the even greater problem of 
securing concrete evidence as to what constitutes student 
teaching success, what the characteristics of a superior teacher are, and how to measure them* 8

and more recentlyi
Too much in the way of ectual achievement cannot be 

claimed for group-work experience at its present stage*  
A scientifically controlled comparison of the effective
ness of beginning teachers or even student teachers with 
group work experience as against those who have not had 
such experience might shed some light on the value of the program*?

It is of interest to note the allusion to the difficulty of 
evaluating the means to an end when the end itself is in 
doubt*  Reference to this dilemma is encountered in the 
literature*  It is rare, however, to find recognition that

8Leonard 0*  Andrews, "Experimental Programs of Labor
atory Experiences in Teacher Education,**  Journal of Teacher 

H265, December, 1950*
?Henry Miller, "The Role of Group-Work Experience in 

The Teacher Education Curriculum,**  jggnaX l£fiS±£E Ktitta- 
tion* 3il81, September, 1952*
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this problem has its roots in the question, "What do ve 
wish to accomplish?Ht and that the answer to this depends 
upon the frame of reference accepted*  The full implications 
of the problem are well illustrated by Olsen's observation 
on the new relationship of school and community i

We had better not forget that education in fascist 
Italy*  in Masi Germany, and in totalitarian Japan was 
definitely "life-centered"—each within Its fascist 
scheme of social values! Our conscious concern must 
fve£ J22. SSXeXSlJSfiL E2Z£ Hinsilsnfil P.chfi.21 BZfi.-
mas. f toynSsd. tesQ-x la liis <l£B2£XBil£. feUh sM

The first of ten guideposts in developing such programs 
suggested by Olsen was thisl

PlsUnCTish iinsfi, cgaltes. files, in ihn fiisa. s£ sshflal*  
ssranlix xfiJMinnsMw U) ssrial fjgMshgpslsn-- developing an understanding of the changing culture!
(b) saslal EatlXStlsa—establishlng incentives to demo- 
cratic social improvements and (c) fipslfil £KU1S— 
increasing personal competence in community participa
tion and leadership*  Such differentiation (even though 
it cannot actually be maintained in a functional learn
ing situation) serves to forestall a prevalent belief 
that community experiences are primarily a device for 
stimulating intellectual understanding*  Knowledge is 
needed but without adequate motivation it is sterile*  
Both knowledge and motivation are futile, even dangerous, 
unless they are utilized and directed by democratic group skills and values*11

Thus, the use of community resources at any given level of 
education might be justified on the basis of promoting intel-

lOEdward G*  Olsen, School £$& Prentice-Hall, 19^1 p*\o5. *i!*a*.Hitv (New Yorki

Hlbide*  p*  1O9-U10*  
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lectual understanding, but in the last analysis their use 
stems from a democratic*sociological  orientation*

However, regardless of orientation, it Is desirable 
not only that new ideas be tried out In teacher education, 
but also that these new ideas, along with traditional ones, 
face the tests of research*  It is important to the instruc
tor that he may have assurance that he is using the latest 
available methods| to the student that he may be afforded the 
best possible training! to the prospective teacher that he 
may so grow in the desirable professional skills, knowledge, 
and attitudes that their use is as natural as talkingt to 
the administrator at any level, that he may approach his 
public for support, armed with the most complete and sound 
data possible*

There are available at hand the results of a testing 
program for freshman students at the University of Houston, 
partly schoolwide and partly for students of Professional 
Education 131, Introduction to American Education*  In the 
guidance program it would be of great value in regard to 
such things as interests and personality adjustment to know 
how test scores correlate with success in working with chil
dren, or what effect, if any, the experiences in Community 
Experiences for Prospective Teachers have on interests or
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attitudes or adjustments (as measured by test instruments)*  

Inter-correlations between test scores। and eventually 
success in the field, would be trenchant data for counselling, 
for pre-selection, or for planning the experiences of the 
community experience program*̂

^•2This topic is considered at length in Chapter II* 
^3cf«, Edward G* Olsen, "Teacher Education in 

Community Study Techniques", Educational Record.
October, 19^3♦

l^illiam H* Kilpatrick, editor, The Teacher and 
Society. (Nev Yorkt D* Appleton-Century Co*, 1937), 
pp* 235-255*

ZIisl Saerallx Msal
There is a well defined movement discernible to bring 

schools and communities into a close functionable relation
ship*  In 1936 the U*  S*  Office of Education reported that 
trips into the community were used by four-fifths of the 
public schools*23  rhe use of excursions was considered in 

the first yearbook of the John Dewey Society as an initial 
step in a eontirwm that brings the school into intimate 
relation with community life and problemsThe Sloan 
Foundation has since then conducted extensive programs on 
all levels of education to implement the use of schools in



the study and solution of cocmmnity problems*̂^

(Gainesville, Florida! University of Florida Project in 
Applied Economics, College of Education, I?1*?), 230 pp*

!^The Community-School. Thirty-fifth Tearbook of 
the National Society for the Study of Education, Part II 
(Chicago, Illinois! University of Chicago Press, 1953)• 
p* vll.

12

Seay gives the following definition for the conmu- 
nity schools

On the theoretical side, this treatise identifies 
the community school as one which offers suitable 
educational opportunities to all age groups and which 
fashions learning experiences for both adults and young 
people out of the unsolved problems of community life*  
In its exposition of this viewpoint as a major objective 
of education the volume emphasizes the Interdependent 
relationship between the determination of the goals of 
education and the attainment of better standards of com
munity living**®

As an indication of the solid foundation of this movement 
the yearbook links this community-school movement to the 
continued growth and virility of democracy!

The community*school  program in a very real sense, • 
represents tho essence of democracy*  It Is in part a 
return to an older practice wherein the adults of the 
community worked together to improve their schools and 
through them, to bring added benefits to the community*  
In an earlier day, education was chiefly provided through 
the day to day living in the community itself| the 
school, therefore, was called upon only to supplement 
the child’s education by giving instruction in the three 
R’s*  Wile this education was haphazard and disorganized, 
it was reasonably effective because it was vital and 
meaningful and had its roots in the realities of life*

With the development of an elaborate educational *
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system, to meet the needs of an expanding Industrial 
society, the schools assumed Increasing responsibility 
for the education function, but, at the same time, kept 
themselves apart from the life of the community*  That 
vhieh took place In the schoolroom had little or no 
relationship to the experiences and problems of living*  
The school and life In the community were separated by 
numerous barriers*

The community*school  concept, while recognizing the 
values Inherent In the school as it has developed to the 
present time, holds that there are positive educational 
values to be achieved by making the life of the commu*  
nlty a part of the learning experience and that, by 
doing this, the educational process becomes more effec
tive*

The community-school serves the community, and the 
community serves the school*  Teachers, students, and 
citizens participate In planning the educational 
activities as well as taking part In them*  Such a school 
is an integral part of the community; Its program, In 
large measure grows out of the community itself*  Those 
who are Interested in controlling the growing centraliza
tion of authority and power In state and federal govern
ments will find In community schools a counter balance 
to that trend*  In our world we shall continue to have 
great powers in state and national governments*  The com
munity-school gives new vitality to the community and justifies the hope of a desirable balance,*7

The importance ascribed to this movement in the 
development of teacher training programs is well attested by 
the publications in the field over the past decade*  Olsen 
who first surveyed the field, had this to say at the end of 
World War III

A system of democratic*  life-centered education 
requires well socialized teachers who exhibit in their 
day-by-day behavior the basic democratic values, and who

17ibid** pe 2^6,7..



ere adept at social Interpretation and leadership*
1U

The teacher-education institutions will need to be 
experimental in attitude, creating a 3emocratic atmos
phere and providing experiences through vrtiich young men 
and young women may develop the insights, understandings, 
attitudes, and ways of behaving which are necessary for 
leaders in a democratic society*  This may necessitate 
eliminating some of the highly academic materials and 
formal procedures characteristic of the traditional 
colleges, and the substitution of cooperative effort toward the solution of vital problems of modern living** 8

Olsen and Cook posed this problem for researchI
What specific types of training and experience 

should be required of community*school  teachers, and how 
can such abilities best be developed on both the pre-service and in-service training levels?*?

Research that will throw light on the problems con
nected with an educational trend so solidly rooted in the 
development of our society should certainly be of value*

£ sUx Miajsls. in Issste Eteailsizi
Teacher education, in common with all types and levels 

of public and higher education, is receiving close scrutiny 
by both professional and lay groups*  Recent emphasis in 
the field of teacher education is illustrated by the numerous 
studies conducted by various groups such as those from 1938

18Edward G*  Olsen, gchSSll. fiM SfiMnUX C^ew Tbrki 
Prentice-Hall, 19^5), p. 398*

l?Lloyd Allen Cook and Edvard G*  Olsen, "Community 
School", En£X£12pe^la 21 finish• Walter S*  
Monroe, editor, (New Yorki The Macmillan Co* , 1950, p» 1078*  
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to 19^ by the Commission on Teacher Education of the Ameri
can Council on Education, from 19^ to 19^8 by the Council 
on Cooperation in Teacher Education of the American Council 
on Education, from 191>6 to 191*8  by the Standards and Surveys 
Committee of the American Association of Teachers Colleges, 
from 19^6 to 191*8  by the National Commission on Teacher 
Education and Professional Standards of the National Educa
tion Association*  Significant also is the merger in 191*8  

of the three associations in the teacher education field 
into the present American Association of Colleges for 
Teacher Education as a department of the National Educa
tion Association*  This association has published yearbooks 
since Among the common features and recommendations to 
be found in these various studies of teacher education, 
agreement is clearly evident on the value of vide community 
contacts for prospective teachers* 20

In addition to community emphasis to be found in gen
eral studies of teacher education, there have been many 
recent specific surveys of community emphasis in teacher 
education*  In 19^3 Blackwell2^ made a descriptive study 

of sixteen selected institutions for the American Council

SOrhls material is covered in detail in Chapter II*
21Gordon V, Blackwell, 

(Washington! American Council on Education, 19^3)*  
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on Education, and Olsen found that 161 of 273 Institutions 
queried conducted consaunity study programs of some type•22 
He also cited the increase in the number of pertinent arti
cles in leading educational journals from thirty-seven in 
the period 1930-1933 to 118 in 193^1937» and U02 in 1938- 
19Ule23 in 19M*  Gillen at the Community Service Center of 

Teachers College Columbia received only eighty replies from 
somewhat the same grotip of institutions but found definite 
community-centered work in sixty-eight of them* 21* A survey 

of student teaching practices, published by the American 
Association of Teachers Colleges in 19U6, established that 
at least seventy-one member schools Included youth group 
work in their curricula2? and the same group in 19MJ devoted 
its yearbook to the subject of laboratory experiences2^ 

^Edward Ge Olsen, "Teacher Education In Community 
Study Techniques,” B2£2l4» 2U1U2I-U35, October,
19^3 •

P*  ^21*
2l*Paul  Be Gillen, "Training Teachers for Active Par

ticipation in Solving Community Problems," Teachers College Record* ^71323-330, February, 191+6.
2?John Ge Flowers, Allen D# Patterson and Florence 

B« Stratemeyer, AnalXSlS. EE££il£SS. In 
nsiesI SshsslAt X£s.sh£M aaa MeptM Axis Colleges (Oneonta, New Yorki American Association of Teachers 
Colleges, Pe 1%

26S£h221 £^X Esmsnllx la Zsashsx to£lilsa» report of the Standards aed Surveys Committee (mpei American Association of Teachers Colleges, 
W).
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in school or community settings•
In 19^2 Nev York State initiated the practice of state 

requirements in this area with this criterioni
An appreciation of the nature of contemporary society 

and the role of the schools in the sound promotion of the 
enduring interests of this society. This implies a much 
larger measure of actual participation in community life 
than has been characteristic of either teachers or young people attending school.27

Olsen found in 1951 that five states had community 
experience requirements and others had them under considera*  
tion#28 in the gathering momentum of this movement, the 

State of Texas has adopted nev regulations for graduate 
programs of teacher education, effective September 1, 195^1

A well developed system of laboratories which provide 
students with opportunities (a) to study and observe 
children in learning situations, and (b) to study and 
observe school-community relationships in actual schoolcommunity settings.29

Texas has also proposed criteria for undergraduate programs 
of teacher education. Standard VI, Professional Laboratory

27Edward G. Olsen, "Teacher Education in Community 
Study Techniques," Educational Record. 2* m**23,  citing 
Criteria for Teacher Education (Commission on Teacher Edu
cation, Association of Colleges and Universities of the 
State of Nev York).

28 e "Community Foundations in Teacher Educa
tion," The Journal of Teacher Education. Is127, June, 1950.

29BeYlse<l Criteria fiM ElfifiSSEZSS. Recommended IhSL 
ABBZSXal 2l Jnstltvtlons Offering Graduate Programs al 
Teacher Education (Effective September 1, 1951*)  9 unpublished 
materials from the Texas Education Agency, Section II, A, 3.
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Experiences, reads in parti

Provide facilities in campus controlled schools or 
off-campus schools, and nonschool agencies for observa
tion and for teaching children and youth and for 
participation in other activities commonly expected of 
teachers in elementary and secondary schools*  • • •

Provision will be made for the students for observing 
children and youth prior to student teaching in activi
ties and classes*  The examining committee will look 
for evidence to indicate that the teachers of theory, of 
method, and of technique are utilizing the school and 
community in the development of their courses*  • • • 
A well-conceived program should provide for long and 
continuous contacts with children and youth over a period of time prior to student teaching*30

In 1952 the Association for Supervision and Curric
ulum Development vent on record in support of this movement*  

Resolution number tventy-one of the 1952 convention read, 
"It is recommended that experiences in community life should 
be included in the pre-service and in-service education of 
teachers, supervisors, and administrators* "31

Notwithstanding this long-continued emphasis on group 
work in the community, no attempts at controlled investiga
tion of the effect of such work on the personality of pro
spective teachers (that is, on their perceptions, interests,

30E.rgpo]?ed Criteria X2L Accrediting the Undergraduate 
ElSZIfiSS 2t geMte .Educatiorx in Texas Colleges £nd Univer
sities* unpublished materials from the Texas Education 
Agency, Standard VI*

31News item in the News Exchange* March-April, 1952 
(Washington, D.C*s  Association for Supervision and Curric
ulum Development)*
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attitudes) had been made prior to a study published in 1950 
by Maas»32 in developing the need for such a study, Maas 
cited lippitt's survey in & Decade of Group Work33 to the 
effect that his (Maas1) was the first such investigation.31*

VI. CHAPTER SUMMART

This chapter has defined the problem as one of iden
tification of the tests and procedures which show promise 
in aiding evaluation of the experiences provided by the 
course. Community Experiences for Prospective Teachers. 
Certain limitations were statedi (1) the study did not pro
pose to establish conclusively the attainment of course 
objectives, (2) all objectives of the course were not 
included, and (3) no attempt was made to ascribe certain 
results to definite course activities. The projected steps 
in the study were outlined and the orientation of the study 
was established from the point of view of (1) curriculum 
research, (2) a guidance program, (3) the community school, 
and (M the community emphasis in teacher education.

32nenry S. Maas, "Attitudinal Changes of Touth Group 
Leaders,*  Journal at Educational Research. ^3<660-9, May, 
1950.

33Ronald Lippitt, "Socio-psychological Research and 
Group Work,*  Decade of Group Work. Charles E. Hendry, edi
tor (New Torkt Association Press, 191*8),  pp*  166-177•

31+Maas, op. cit.. p. 661.
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The sequence of chapters to follow carries forward 

orientation for the study as developed in this chapter*  

Chapter II reviews the descriptive literature of the field 
with two purposes in mindi (1) to determine the objectives 
commonly projected for community experiences for prospective 
teachers and (2) to examine the Influence of the total train
ing program on the attainment of these objectives*  Chapter 
III is concerned with the methods and techniques used in 
assembling and analyzing the data of the study*  Chapter IV 
presents the findings and conclusions from this analysis for 
sixteen sets of data in three sectionsI Attitudes> Interests, 
Adjustment*  Chapter V summarizes the findings and conclu
sions of the study and presents the investigator's recommen
dations as to tests, techniques, and emphases for continued 
development of Community Experiences for Prospective Teachers 
as an integral part of a realistic training program for 
tomorrow's teachers*



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATtJRB

In this chapter has been gathered the literature and 
research utilized in preparation of this study. The only 
two controlled studies in the field are not included here 
but are summarized completely In the appendix.1 References 
have been grouped for discussion into two sections: (1) 
objectives, (2) program.

The section on objectives establishes the commonly 
accepted purposes of the use of community resources in 
teacher education by examining the reports of studies, sur
veys, and conferences relating to teacher education since 
19^3• These objectives have been compared with objectives 
of the course, samples of which are found in the appendix.2 
A choice of guidance program objectives was made from among 
these for purposes of the study and the reasons for the 
choice examined.

Guidance oriented objectives having been chosen for 
study, the next section is devoted to investigation of two 
questions of importance in development of a guidance program 
that relate primarily to the total teacher training program. 
These questions are:

ISee Appendix D. ^See Appendix A.
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le What evaluation policy is followed?
2*  How comprehensive and how well-integrated inter

nally and externally is the community education program?

!• OBJECTIVES FOR THE USE OF COMMUNIS RESOURCES
IN TEACHER EDUCATION

A convenient starting point is the 19^ study of 
laboratory experiences in teacher education of the American 
Association of Teachers Colleges, Among the principles 
validated by a questionnaire to 157 member institutions is 
a statement that the three-fold purpose of laboratory expe
riences, including student teaching, consists ofi 

le An opportunity to Implement theory—both to 
study the pragmatic value of theory and to check with 
the student his understanding of the theory in appli
cation}

2, A field of activity which, through raising 
questions and problems, helps the student to see his 
needs for further studyj

3# An opportunity to study with the student his 
ability to function effectively when guiding actual teaching-learning situations«3

It seems evident that these statements of purpose are 
most closely concerned with the program of the teacher train*

^School sjnd SogomillZ LstellSEZ 
.TsaPh,?^ E^usailsat report of the Standards and Surveys 
Committee (n.p.i American Association of Teachers Colleges, 
19W, P. 16k
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Ing Institution. Thus, the first is concerned with making 
the teaching of theory more valuable and effective; the 
second with aiding the student in planning his future program 
of study; and the third with aiding the faculty in guiding 
the student on the basis of observed performance. Moreover, 
it is tacitly assumed that the purposes of laboratory expe
riences in the conmunity and in the school situation are the

That this is not necessarily the case was indicated 
by Blackwell in 191*i3 iu the first publication of the Commis
sion on Teacher Education of the American Council on Educa
tion. In suggesting criteria for appraising programs for 
developing community understanding in the prospective 
teacher (a difficult task because of lack of common agree
ment on objectives and a great variety of environmental 
conditions), he identified three constituent elements!

1. Factual knowledge and insight concerning social 
behavior;

2. Skill and first hand experience In group methods;
3. Objectively formed social attitudes leading to a sense of responsibility for sharing in community life. 4.*
In stating these elements, and as the title of his 

report also implies, Blackwell is mainly interested in com-

^Gordon W. Blackwell, Toward Community Understanding 
(Washington! American Council on Education, 194-3), p. 93.



munity understanding as an area of concern to the general 
education of any student. Thus, he saysi

There vas no concern as to whether practices were 
thought of locally as part of general or of professional 
education so long as they seemed suitable to the needs 
of prospective teachers,5 

and at another points
Inasmuch as the goal of all attempts to develop com

munity understanding is to fit young men and women to 
take their place In the world as intelligent citizens, 
it is clear that the training is appropriate and desir
able for all students no matter what their vocational choice,6

However, he examined the reasons often given by teacher edu
cators for the special relevance of community understanding 
to teacher education, dividing them into two groups: (1) 
importance of the school as an agency for social action} 
(2) educators’ need in their daily work for insight into 
basic community factors. He cited the following illustra
tions of the latter: In order that a principal may know the 
programs possible in his community, that a teacher may know 
the standards of conduct and contributions expected and may 
be able to locate and use community resources, and that all 
may be aware of the Influence of the community on personal
ity, growth, and behavior,7

In discussing qualities needed for today’s teachers, 
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the Commission on Teacher Education lists community-minded- 
ness and gives the following reasons for its Importance:

le It is Important that teachers should know how 
to establish friendly relations with the people of the 
community In which they work, and be able and willing to 
adapt their behavior courteously to local mores and folk
ways;

2e For teachers to participate In the life of the 
community Is also Important because of the example 
thereby set. Teachers who do not exemplify . . . social 
sensitivity and social responsibility ... In their own 
Ilves are less likely to promote their development In 
children;

3. Good teachers will find it possible to make many kinds of contributions to community well-being.8

^Teachers for Our Times, report of the Commission 
on Teacher Education (Washington, D.C.: American Council on 
Education, 19W* pp» 15d-9»

These are pointed more toward the competencies needed by 
teachers In the field rather than the needs of a pre-service 
program.

The work of the Council on Cooperation In Teacher 
Education, l^^-l^S, Is reported in two volumes: College 
Irpgrma in, XatgJJXTO Sslatlons, and InlsagESya Relations 
la Teacher Education. The purpose of each Is stated in the 
preface by Bigelow:

This book is a report of the first cooperative effort 
in the United States to improve teacher education In 
respect to Intergroup relations. It Is the first volume 
of a two-volume report, with the second book scheduled 
for early publication. It Is, in substance, an account 
by college committees of their concrete studies, projects 
and activities, plus some orientation and analysis by the 
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editor, who vbs also the national director of the College 
Study In Intergroup Relations during Its four years of 
work. Volume II of the series, written by the director 
on the theme of "human relations In teacher education," 
will be of an analytical and Interpretative nature, mak
ing use both of College Study experiences and of other 
materials*7

9Uoyd Allen Cook, ££>11222. EZ22E2M IS MfiFOTm. _ x 
Relat|^ns (WashingtonI American Council on Education, 1950),

10Ibid.. p. 360.

The relationship of this work to community experiences 
is stated by Cook In the concluding chapter of the first 
volumes

Ko program of teacher education along Intergroup 
lines can De realistic or effective unless It provides 
■college students abundant opportunities for direct 6m 
the-job training • • • Much that needs to be taught 
about group relations can be taught only where people 
are In relations, at school, in homes, and throughout the community.9 10

The expected outcome as far as the teacher is con
cerned is stated by Cook in the preface to the second reports

It can be expected that teachers will look anew at 
area life about them, the culture of which they are a 
part, the prejudices Imposed on children, the curtains 
dropped about to blind out light. These teachers, we 
venture, will take action to end such mangling of young 
people, such distortion of every youngster’s birthright. 
They will support civic movements, perhaps organize 
them, to stop the waste of talent, to insure freedom 
under lav in the exercise of human rights. They will 
know their many educational allies, the good will and 
fair play agencies of the community and the nation, and 
they will work with these groups in whatever ways they 
can be professionally useful. Out of this process, we 
expect in time a new kind of teacher to emerge, a
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teecher-leadetp treated all too briefly In the present 
study.jL

Thus, we can add preparation for the reduction of prejudice 
in the community to the purposes for community experiences 
for prospective teachers* *

nUoyd Allen Cook, X^tgpgtffPP. Eslfillsna Ln T.ga,ffher 
Education (Washington! American Council on Education, 19>0), 
p* lx*

*2Mary K. Brooks, "Laboratory Experience and Student 
Teaching," Ihfi. EgSSStlSn X£££tl£Z2. (Washington! National
Education Association, 19*8), p* 239*2W*

In 19^8 the National Education Association Commission 
on Teacher Education and Professional Standards published a 
report of a conference on the education of teachers*  The 
conference group on Laboratory Experience and Student Teach*  

ing**High  School expressed the value of laboratory experi
ences and student teaching in these words:

It has become increasingly clear> however, that much 
learning in advance of actual work with boys and girls 
is without clear purpose on the part of the student! 
hence, such work is highly artificial and is forgotten readily*  Recently the need has become apparent for 
continuous and extensive laboratory experiences which 
begin early in the student's program and culminate in a period of full time responsible teaching* 12

The group then listed the specific functions of lab*  

oratory experiences and student teaching as followsi
1*  To help the prospective teacher see more clearly 

the purposes of education^
2*  To give the prospective teacher genuineness of 

purpose in the over-all aspects of his professional 
preparation!
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3» To develop understanding and skill In human rela

tionships with Individual pupils, pupil groups, col
leagues, and members of the community)

h-e To help the prospective teacher develop skill in 
the processes of democratic planning and policy-making In 
school and society)

5e To provide opportunity to develop the ability to 
organize and guide effective learning situations)

6« To develop teaching skills)
7*  To provide orientation Into technical school 

records, reports, and regulations)

^Brooks, loc. elt.

8« To develop a consciousness of professional respon
sibilities, ethics and opportunities)

9» To help the prospective teacher. In cooperation 
with his advisers, Identify his strengths and weaknesses 
and plan the next steps In his professional program more 
Intelligently)
10e To provide a practical, continuing basis for coun

seling, guidance, and selection)
He To develop confidence and the emotional stability 

that goes with professional competence,
The emphasis here, with exception of numbers three and four, 
Is largely on the professional program within the school 
and could apply to student teaching as well as, If not more 
than, to community experiences. However, when summarizing 
the types of laboratory experiences necessary for carrying 
out these functions, the predominance of extra-school activi
ties is apparent. The following is a condensation of this 
section of the reporti
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Ie Experiences which contribute to understanding 

childrent
le Study similarities and differences of indivi*  

duals at different age levels$
2« Study structure and dynamics of groups in and 

out of school।
3*  Study child behavior in home and community 

situations*
II*  Experiences which contribute to an understanding 

of community resources and problemst
1*  Juvenile agencies—Scouts, Hi-Y, Camp Fire)
2*  Survey aspects of community life—juvenile 

delinquency, tax structure and economy, race 
and nationality, out-of-school recreation, 
nutrition, cost-of•living, religious pro
grams and conflicts, community mores, high 
school attendance trends)

3*  Study purpose and operation of community 
agencies such as—service clubs, mental 
hygiene clinics, welfare departments;

^i-*  Study business, industry, government as poten
tial sources of learning units;

Participate In P*  T*  A*,  civic, and community 
meetings;

6*  Become acquainted with the functions and 
objectives of the school as a community 
institution*

III*  Experiences which contribute to development of a 
wholesome personality!

1*  Democratic situations involving sharing and 
respect for personalities and ideas of 
others, e*g«,  planning, leading, partici
pating in school and community activities— 
forums, social, recreational, cultural, 
civic activities*

IV*  Experiences which contribute to the development of
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responsibility of membership in the teaching 
profession:

le Developing realization that the improvement of 
public welfare and general conditions of 
living is dependent upon a better trained 
citizenry by: (a) contacting and partici
pating in community service and civic organ
izations, (b> surveying and studying 
community problems and causes, (c) becoming 
aware of the need of cooperation with all 
interested agencies in the solution of these 
problems)

2*  Developing highest tjrpe professional relation
ships with parents, parent groups, and lay 
people by learning and practicing techniques 
of desirable human and public relations)

ll*Ibld. f pp. 2U0-1*.

3*  Developing an awareness of the dignity and 
worth of the teaching profession by evaluat
ing its services to society by studying the 
Influence of the school in establishing the 
community pattern of living)

Developing a realization that participation 
in democratic government is a professional 
obligation by: (a) studying the accomplish
ments of an informed electorate, (b) accept
ing the obligations of democratic government 
by voting, (c) accepting the responsibility of community leadership when offered.1*

In the 195! yearbook of the American Association of 
Colleges for Teacher Education Caswell approaches the subject 
in terms of the professional sequence. His emphasis is dis
tributed between community study and child study:

The efforts of the Instructor in the professional 
sequence to broaden understanding and to create a criti
cally minded attitude toward educational programs and 
practices require the constant testing, in actual prac- ll 
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tlce. of ideas dealt with on the verbal level. Conse
quently, it is my belief that there should be provision 
for some laboratory experience from the very beginning of 
the professional sequence. Community study and child 
study should have a setting in appropriate guided» first
hand experience just as much as study of the curriculum 
and methods of teaching.

Laboratory experience provides one of the finest means 
of student guidance available to the faculty. Ability 
to work with children and to transform ideas into action can be determined in no other way,1'

1^Hollis L, Caswell, "The Professional Sequence In 
Teacher Education," Zgjslil tha. ArngxlSan Agsasla- 
tlon Colleges for Teacher Education (Washington, D,C,i 
The Association, 1951), p, 88,

SuMUMszanalzsli* Comparison of these various view
points reveals several possible analyses that might be of 
value in understanding the complete picture. One possible 
classification of the objectives might be as followsi

1*  those that alm to improve the quality of instruc
tion in the teachers colleges;

2, those that aid in student guidance;
3, those that contribute to general education;
U-. those that contribute to professional education. 

However, this classification includes considerable overlap
ping, A more fruitful analysis for the present study would 
be a classification such as thisi

1, those peculiar to community experiences;
2, those peculiar to school experiences;
3*  those common to both.
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The objectives discussed above in reviewing the liter*

ature have been classified below in Figure I according to 
these categories# Originally this classification was made a 
definite one, but this was abandoned In favor of a continuum 
from those objectives most commonly assigned to the school 
through those which could be pursued logically in either 
school or comunity to those most likely to be accomplished 
in a community setting# It is very likely that a school of 
the type described as a community school could implement the 
objectives ascribed here to community settings much more suc
cessfully than the traditional Insular school, and, in the 
viewpoint of many, could do a much better job on the objec
tives classified here as belonging to the school situation# 
The closer we approach the teaching of understandings, 
skills, and attitudes that are functional in the local, 
national, and International community, the less useful is a 
classification such as that attempted here#

Status st suites

In order to establish the status of the explicit 
objectives to be found in recent surveys and conference re
ports in this field, Figure 2# following, presents an analy
sis of the objectives of the course# These were stated.in 
the prospectus issued upon its organization, and also in a 
mimeographed sheet introducing the course to students in
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FIGURE 1

CLASSIFICATION OBJECTIVE

SCHOOL
1. Orientation into school records, reports, 

regulations
SETTING 2« Consciousness of professional responsibility, 

ethics, opportunities
3» Opportunity to develop ability to organise and 

guide learning situations
*U. Develop teaching skills

through

EITHER SCHOOL

*$• Help to see purposes of education
*6. Opportunity to implement theory
*7, Genuineness of purpose in professional train

ing
*8. Help identify strengths and weaknesses
*?e Develop confidence and emotional stability 

that go with professional competence
OR COMMUNITY *10, Discover age group to teach

*11, By raising problems, help to discover needs
*12, Basis for counseling and guidance
*13. Skill in human relations
*lh. Skill in group methods
*15, Reduction In intergroup prejudices

to *16, Knowledge of social behavior
*17, Skill In democratic planning and policy making
*18, Attitude of community responsibility
19. Setting exanple for pupils in community 

service
COMMUNITY

SETTING
20. Establishing friendly relations with the 

community
21. Contributions to the community

OBJECTIVES FOUND IN LITERATURE ON THE USE OF LA B3 RAT ORT EXPERIENCES 
IN TEACHER EDUCATION, ARRANGED AS A CONTINUUM FROM 

SCHOOL TO COMMUNITY SETTINGS
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iSgee Appendix A*

To facilitate the comparison, an asterisk has been 
placed before each objective in Figure 1, on the literature, 
which is also to be found in Figure 2, on the course; also 
the number of the objective from the literature has been 
placed before the specific course objective in Figure 2e 
The most obvious visual data resulting are that (1) all but 
two course objectives appear also in the literature, (2) the 
course objectives lie In the center range of the continuum, 
that is within those objectives common to both school and 
community settings, and (3) the objectives classed in Figure 
2 as guidance form the center core of the common objectives 
of Figure 1, As to the first point, it is probable that a 
more exhaustive search would find that these objectives are 
also included^ Certainly it may be safely assumed that these 
two objectives constitute the primary and perhaps tacitly 
assumed purpose of laboratory work with youth groups In a 
community, that is, understanding both children and commun
ity*  Point two is of passing interest as indication that 
the objectives deemed important by the instructor (in that 
they are made explicit) are those In which school and commun
ity are most intimately related*  Finally, both lists are 
selective rather exhaustive and indicate a general agreement *
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ANALYSIS OBJECTIVE

Provision of supervised participation in 
teacher-leader roles in the group work pro-

FRAMEWOPJt grams of comnunity agencies, together with 
correlated classroom instruction

AREAS OF STUDY Concurrently children, comraunity, and teacher 
preparation

OBJECTIVES
PROFESSIONAL UNDERSTANDINGS—external

A, Boys and girls of age to be taught
B. Community setting in which they live

(including community agencies)
(5) C, School as a social institution and teach-
(L) ing as a way children may develop into

(15) adjusted and effective members of groups 
and communities

SKILLS
(?) Ae Leadership

(lb) B« Group and individual techniques
(16) C. How to obtain and use data on children and
(18) communities in relation to professional

and civic activities of teachers 
(13) D, Human relations
(21) E, Render service to communities

GUIDANCE UNDERSTANDINGS—self
(7) A, Do I really want to teach?

(10) B, What age group do I fit best?
(8) C. What areas of preparation need my special

attention?
(11) De Have learned to recognise and meet wry own

needs and problems?

FIGURE 2

ANALYSIS OF OBJECTIVES R)H USE OF COMMUNITY IAEORATORY 
EXPERIENCES IN TEACHER EDUCATION, AS STATED IN 

DESCRIPTIVE AND ORIENTING COURSE MATERIALS
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on the outcomes to be hoped for from such a program.

It vlll be noted that objectives, as such, in Figure 2 
have been divided into professional and guidance classifies*  

tions. The professional objectives are those which, presum*  

ably, all teachers would need to develop according to our 
present knowledge and standards. The guidance objectives 
are those which help a student make a choice among possible 
alternatives, a distinction emphasized by Meyers In dis*  

cussing the meaning and desirable limitations of the term 
guidance.!? It Is noteworthy that these guidance objectives 
form the center of the continuum as listed in Figure 1» 
Illustrative of this close relationship at many points 
between school, community, and guidance is the following quo
tation from the director of the research bureau of Western 
Washington College of Education concerning the common ground 
of education and social group worki

With increasing acceptance of public responsibility 
for human welfare and with psychologic and sociologic 
emphasis on holistic theories and with increased organi
zation of recreation, it was inevitable that there would 
grow a closer affiliation between education and social 
group work. Several points of agreement may be noted 
here.

First, the clientele of one service Is rapidly becom
ing identical with that of the other. . • . These 
latter (social services) are no longer services for 

S2221&*  e • •

» 17ceorge E. Myers, £r.inq.X.pl^ find TechnjjTOes 
Vocational Guidance (Nev Yorki McGraw-Hill Book Co., 19*1),  
p« 36.
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The emotional isolation, high tension, spare time, 

and monotony of an Industrial society have made leisure 
a public problem and therefore a problem for all public 
agencies. • • • It follows that training in recreation 
methods is essential in teacher education, and partici
pation in social group work provides it.

A third bond arises in the recent common concern with 
major social issues. • • • Concern with group function
ing leads to the . . • conclusion that certain phases of 
teacher education are inseparably related to certain 
forms of social work. . . . One of the major functions 
of group work education is psychological and vocational 
guidance. This function is shared by the school. In 
fact it has been argued that group work has the advantage 
in the area since there is no requirement for specific 
increments of directed learning. • . .

A further connection arises in the common acceptance 
of a new kind of discipline . • . both advocate disci
pline arising from social understanding and a desire for 
social approval. ... The laboratory experience with 
groups has been seized as an opportunity for the student 
to learn the ways of discipline with something less than 
teacher authority.

Perhaps the most effective relationship between the 
two fields is established by a commonness of method . . . 
(which) arises from agreement on (1) what constitutes 
an effective learning situation, (2) what constitutes 
basic subject matter, and (3) what constitutes the most 
Important need. • • • Desirable teachers are described 
as having the traits • • • characteristic of desirable 
group leaders: maturity, emotional adjustment, resource
fulness, creative inquiry, culture, and social minded
ness.

£112122. fit £Jkl2fitlZ2S. tfi M Slfidlga,
A complete Investigation of changes effected in indi

vidual students in regard to each of the course objectives

iStfaurice F. Freehill, “Social Group Work as a 
Teacher Education Laboratory,“ Journal of Teacher Education. 
2:205-7, September, 1951.
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listed in Figures 1 and 2 and of those envisaged by the stu
dents themselves, insofar as the latter extend beyond the 
accumulation of required college credit, is obviously beyond 
the scope of a single study. Only a portion of these were 
chosen, a limitation Indicated by the title and mentioned in 
the limitations outlined in Chapter I. It remains to estab
lish the reason for the choice.

Preparation of the investigator. The preparation and 
interest of the investigator obviously determine the direc
tion a study will take. In the present case a graduate major 
in guidance and counseling dictated an emphasis on voca
tional, personal, and educational guidance. The writer’s 
interest was in determining what use might be made of the 
testing program already in operation and what additional 
simple measurements might be tailored to the course to give 
students as complete a self-knowledge as possible without 
unduly usurping the time allotted to correlating activities 
on the campus. It was felt that (facing the necessity of a 
choice) the evaluation of professional understandings and 
skills could, on the one hand, be delegated during the train
ing period to the principle that learning by doing embodies 
Its own evaluation, and, on the other hand, that the final 
evaluation of these must await a comparative analysis of the 
performance of the teachers developed with or without the
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community laboratory experience this early In their prepara
tion, This necessary limitation does not In any way Indicate 
that It would not be helpful to develop ways of demonstrating 
to students and instructors the accomplishments In these 
fields.

lha sssi xsi Allaslsli aaalallx slalsi 
teachers. In arriving at this decision, the viewpoint 
expressed by many educators over the last twenty years has 
influenced the writer. One of the first to give effective 
voice to the new movement for attention to the emotional 
characteristics and attitudes In the education of teachers 
was Meredith, a psychiatric worker and visiting teachers

It Is only very recently that the effect of person
alities of teachers upon the developing personalities 
of children has received attention and Is coming to be ■ 
regarded as a subject warranting the same degree of care
ful study hitherto given to the things we teach and the 
way we teach them. It is only recently that teacher 
training institutions are considering personality devel
opment of the teacher-to-be, and beginning to face their 
responsibility in regard to arriving at some basis for 
estimating personal fitness for teaching In those who 
seek admittance, and for creating conditions favorable 
to maximum personality development of students In their midst.™

Admitting first that the extent to which It Is possible to 
affect the behavior of late adolescents Is debatable and that 
there is no demonstrable effective teacher personality,

^9Lo1s A, Meredith, "Personality and Teacher Train
ing," Educational Method, 1Ui18U>, January, 1935.
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Meredith discussed two techniques—individual counseling and 
a course in mental hygiene#20 21

20Meredith, 122. eit»
21Daniel Prescott, Emotion and the Educative Process 

(Washington: American Council on Education, 193^), pp. 292-3.

Prescott in the classic Emotion and the Educative
Process brought the matter to national attentioni

Both creative imagination and scientific research need, 
to be called into play in shaping of experimental tech
niques for bringing prospective teachers and teachers in 
service to a sympathetic understanding of the needs of 
children. It Is equally necessary to free prospective 
teachers from the necessity for mastering so much tradi
tional subject matter and to find better ways of assist
ing them into insights about the society and the world In 
which they live. A wide variety of experiments in the 
forming of effective professional workers should be 
encouraged as soon as possible. So much that has been 
suggested earlier in this report depends upon a personnel 
with insight and sympathy to carry it out that the qual
ity of the training offered these persons is crucial. 
Professional training is the keystone in the arch of hygienic education.21

Prescott's emphasis was on the relationships between teacher 
and pupil and the need for developing understanding and 
insight in teacher training programs.

In l^S Tyler noted a trend toward:
Increased emphasis on early diagnosis of the stu

dent's strengths and weaknesses coupled with individual 
planning of the educational program and greater emphasis 
on the personality of the prospective teacher. . . .

Major emphasis is being placed on the development of 
social understanding on the part of teachers. . . . 
More attention is now being given to providing actual



community experience for the prospective teacher rather 
than concentrating his sole practice in work in a class- room«22

The emphasis here was on personality, social understanding, 
and individual diagnosis.

Blackwell’s study of the same year listed as one of 
the main issues in evaluating a community program, "To what 
extent are modern techniques of guidance and evaluation used 
in the program?"* 23

22Ralph W, Tyler, "Trends In the Preparation of 
Teachers," School Review. Jli207, April, 19*3.

23Qordon W. Blackwell, Toward Community UnderstandIng 
(Washington* American Council on Education, 19^3)>P» 95.

^Stanley A. Wengert, "Laboratory Experience and 
Student Teaching in the Elementary School," The Education 
of Teachers (Washington* National Education Association, 19^), p. 231*.

The Group Report of the 19lt8 National Education Asso
ciation conference at Bowling Green pinpointed the vocational 
guidance angle.

Experience indicates that the professional education 
of the teacher is too often about children but devoid of 
contact with children , • , the experiences of the pros
pective teacher should serve as a medium for discovering 
age groups and activities in which he can be happy and 
successful, • , , Too frequently the prospective teacher 
chooses a grade level or an area of teaching in complete 
ignorance of other levels or areas for which he might be 
better adapted by education, aptitude, and Interest. 
Prospective teachers frequently choose the area for which 
they wish to prepare from the recollection of their own 
school experiences. Because of the recency of their 
experience in the secondary school they are inclined to 
give this area an emphasis out of proportion to employment opportunities.2*
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The questionnaire sent to member institutions by the 

American Association of Teachers Colleges validated the 
acceptance by members of the principle that, "The nature and 
extent of professional laboratory experiences should be 
planned in terms of the abilities and needs of the student 
and should be an integral part of the total program of guid
ance."2?

The Importance of personality and relationships was 
again stressed by Sanford and Trump, writing on teacher 
ratings:

Research studies do not point to a scientific basis 
for preservice selection of teachers. A valid and 
reliable criterion of teaching success has not been 
found, the factors are not definitely known, and a satis
factory technique of investigation for applying the 
criterion and the factors has not been formulated. At 
present the best criterion of teaching success is the 
judgment of experts, although pupil achievement is more 
nearly ideal; the most important factors are personality, 
scholarship and intelligence; marks earned in practice 
teaching correlate with success in the field more highly 
than any other marks earned.

A study of each factor or teacher characteristic as 
it relates to enhanced pupil learning should prove prof
itable. It seems futile to continue to study teacher 
traits except as they relate to pupil achievement. An 
important phase of this study would be concerned with 
teacher-pupil relationships. It is obvious that such 
relationships must be important; otherwise the best 
conditions for learning do not obtain. Research should 
reveal the teacher traits and characteristics which lead

2?S£ii221 anl Sasnunltx Lab?rat?ry teszisiM&a in
19^S?eI* E<3^at'lori (Amerlcan Association of Teachers Colleges,



the pupil to make his best efforts.
This statement also illustrates the difficulty of evaluating 
a process, such as teacher training, when the evaluation of 
the end product, a good teacher, is far from satisfactory.
Great importance, however, was imputed by the writers to 
traits and characteristics.27

The Kappa Delta Pl lecture of 1951 stressed the impor
tance of teacher personality as well as the educability of 
social attitudes with especial reference to cultural preju
dice!

While respect for persons must be grounded fundamen
tally in wholesome personality, there is no need to 
conclude that social attitudes such as these are a mere 
fortunate accident of birth or personality. To a great 
extent, these attitudes can be taught to teachers in 
training, also practiced by them, just as they.are taught techniques in teaching reading or arithmetic.28

While there is room for doubting that attitudes can be taught 
in the same manner as techniques (are they caught rather than 
taught?), yet the need for trial and experimentation is 
apparent.

26chas. W. Sanford and J. Lloyd Trump, "Preservice 
Selection of Teachers,*  Encyclopedia of Educational Research 
(New York! The Macmillan Company, 1950), p. 1391+»

2?Cf., A. S. Barr, "Teaching Competencies,*  Encvclo- 
Mpa.U9.ml gamESll (Sew York! The Macmillan Company, 1950), p. l^pj.

28Chas. S. Johnson, Education and Csltursl gjlaU 
(New York! The Macmillan Company, 1951), P*  80.
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In examining the current controversy over academic 

versus professional training for teachers, Kelley has 
observed:

We have selected our prospective teachers on the basis 
of academic proficiency rather than searching for the 
human elements needed in a teacher. We have shaken 
them through the wrong screen. • • •

The most important thing about any person is his basic 
attitude toward other people. If the teacher believes 
that all human beings are to be cherished, he will act in 
certain ways toward his learners. If he believes that 
many people other than himself are of little worth, he 
will behave in another way.

Teacher trainers then have the task of improving atti
tudes and beliefs of teachers toward other people. • . • 
We need to see that the teacher has a different relation
ship to subject matter than do others. The engineer 
studies mathematics so that he can engineer, but his 
attitude toward the bridge he is building has no effect on the bridge as long as his engineering is correct.29

In bringing this exposition of the increasing emphasis 
on teacher personality in recent educational literature to a 
close, two quotations are offered as a summary.

But it is not enough to meet these attacks (on educa
tion) successfully. We must launch a positive program 
which seeks to translate our democratic values into the 
totality of our community life and which in the process 
changes persons with critical attitudes from critics that 
must be appeased to resources which can serve us in good 
stead.

If you look at existing teacher education with this 
sort of goal in view you will be troubled. If education 
is a creative process, and if creativity flowers best in

29Earl C. Kelley, "Let’s Criticize Ourselves," 
Sdjisailonal Leadership. 9Bl+8» March, 1952.
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an atmosphere of affection, security, and freedom, 
certainly teachers should be our most warm-hearted, 
imaginative, kindly people. Yet we go on selecting 
teachers with intelligence tests and other devices 
designed primarily to separate those with verbal intel
ligence from those with less of this particular capacity. 
. . . In the main our faculty members have been selected 
because they were students of subject matter and possess 
certain degrees, • . • Among ourselves as administra
tors the same thing has happened. • • •

But it is not only our own personal qualities that 
must change. We must take heed of the leadership pro
cess itself and see that it is harmonious with the dem
ocratic goals we seek: especially will this be true if we undertake to make the entire community an educational 
enterprise. For here we shall deal with laymen as well 
as with professional people, with adults as well as 
children, with our Ideological opponents as well as with those with whom we agree. We shall need all the know
ledge of society that we can muster in this endeavor, 
but most of it cannot be secured from books. We shall 
have to learn it through practice in living. This means, 
it seems to me, that very early in the experience of a 
prospective teacher, not only observation and student 
teaching in the ordinary sense are demanded, but actual experience in community,30

The Mid-Century White House Conference on Children 
and Youth confirmed attention to this problem as a need of 
our times:

A teacher needs the abilities and inclination to be a 
participating, creative, cooperating, responsible member 
of our democratic society, . • • There is great need for 
the prospective teacher to be associated with others on 
the campus and In the local community in cooperative 
planning and social action. . . .

Opportunities to increase understanding of himself, 
his own motivations and problems, need to be a part of

30Ernest 0*  Melby, “Needed: A New Teacher Education,” 
Xsaztek AigxU.an AiaaslaUan st fioiieesi Xaz.

Teache^^ducation (Washington: The Association, 1951),



the prospective teacher's educational program. Each 
needs to participate actively in developing competency 
in relating himself to people of all ages in many work 
and play situations as a basis for cooperative endeavor.

Developing good human relations in all aspects of 
life is one of the most crying needs of our times. Suctt 
knowledge is basic to the teacher's major responsibility 
in helping young people mature into effective participa*  
tlon In a democratic society. . . . If it is true that 
teachers teach as they are taught, it is all the more 
imperative that the prospective teacher have many and 
continuous opportunities to understand and make use of these processes in his own education.31

The references noted in this section support not only 
the thesis that teacher personality is worthy of attention, 
but also that, in this process, the use of community 
resources early in the teacher training program along with 
the guidance of an interested and sympathetic faculty are 
important. Some references emphasize selection more than 
training, but the relative merits of the two policies depend 
ultimately on the ratio of teacher supply and demand and the 
results of studies such as the present one.

The second and final section of this chapter will 
examine critical aspects of the total program as they relate 
to the guidance phase.

II. CRITICAL ASPECTS OF THE TOTAL TRAINING PROGRAM

The primary purpose of this study is to identify

31Rose Lammel, "Some Midcentury Challenges to Teacher 
Education,H MsaaSlSHal 9»3^» March, 1952.
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tests and techniques of value in development of a guidance 
program. Although It has been assumed that Inclusion of the 
course is justifiable on the basis of evidence of congruence 
with democratic and educational trends, the close relation of 
the study with evaluation of the course and ultimately the 
total program is inescapable. Guidance can best be described 
as helping an individual student fit his purposes within the 
framework of larger social purposes—in this case the pur
poses society projects for the teaching profession. And In 
the democratic give and take of policy making, the demonstra
tion of results can be ignored in no phase of the educative 
process. This section examines the interrelation of the 
guidance program with the professional sequence and the eval
uation policy followed by the institution in order that the 
study may assume its proper perspective in the whole,

Ssnsaals. Szalsatlaa
Our concept of evaluation depends largely on the pur

pose we project for the educational segment we are examining. 
If the purpose Is the accumulation of verbalized knowledge, 
then we may stand on an external point of reference and eval
uate our efforts by sampling the body of knowledge as com
pletely as we are able. But, if our purpose is to affect 
student behavior patterns, then there are good grounds for 
the contention that the most efficient (if not the only) way



Is to bring the student in on the process from planning 
through evaluation*  In addition to facts in this latter case 
we must attempt the measurement of attitudes, opinions, 
skills, interests, adjustments, and other facets of personal*  

itye We need also bear in mind that paper tests of these 
aspects do not necessarily reflect behavior changes*

Stated differently, such is the nature of behavior 
and its relation to an individual’s self-concept that change 
inducing programs must work in conjunction with (1) the aware 
ness of the individual that a change is necessary, (2) the 
desire of the Individual that a change be made, and (3) an 
acceptance by the individual that a change has been made 
(evaluation)*  The modern psychological basis for this view
point is perhaps best illustrated by Snygg and Combs*  They 
contend that the educational goal of changing behavior can 
only be accomplished by changing the individual1s phenomenal 
field consisting of the phenomenal self and the phenomenal 
environment*  Regardless of its erroneous or illusory appear
ance to others, it is reality to him*  The traditional 
efforts of education attempt to change concepts of the phen
omenal environment by giving information, and never approach 
the phenomenal self except incidentally and then usually 
adversely*  The individual must see a desirable need of his 
phenomenal self to be met before change in behavior will
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ensuee32 Rogers has developed a personal adjustment counsel

ing orientation which he terms client-centered around the 
same Internal point of reference*33

32Donald Snygg and Arthur W* Combs, Individual 
Behavior (New Yorki Harper and Bros*, 19l*9)» PP. 206 ff.
« (Boston:Houghton-Mifflin, 1951)» p* Mis,

Smith and Tylert In describing the evaluation carried 
on during the Eight Year Study of the Progressive Education 
Association Into the possibility of preparing high school 
students for college by means other than traditional academic 
methods, set out the following propositions governing the 
study and its evaluations

1*  Education is a process which seeks to change the 
behavior pattern of human beings*

2*  The kinds of changes in behavior patterns in 
human beings which the school seeks to bring about are 
its educational objectives*

3*  An educational program is appraised by finding out 
how far the objectives of the program are being realized*

U-*  Human behavior Is ordinarily so complex that It 
cannot adequately be described or measured by a single 
term or dimension*

5» The way in which a student organizes his behavior 
patterns is an Important aspect*

6*  The methods of evaluation are not limited to the 
giving of paper and pencil tests*

7*  The nature of the appraisal influences teaching 
and learning*  3
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8e The responsibility for evaluating the school pro*-  
gram belongs to the staff and clientele of the school.31*

Although the Eight Year Study has been criticized for 
its statistical techniques, its influence Is apparent In the 
increasing reference in literature on teacher education to 
the importance of self-evaluation in the educative process# 

The American Council on Education Commission on Teacher Edu
cation emphasize throughout the necessity of student partici
pation# Typical of the viewpoint expressed is the followings

Evaluation can itself be a learning experience for 
those evaluated provided they see in it an opportunity 
to find out something they genuinely want to know about 
themselves# For this to occur they must, of course, 
understand the process and share in the interpretation 
of Its results#

The evident implication of what has just been said Is 
that evaluation ought not to be an intermittent mystery 
carried on by specialists but rather a persuasive activ
ity participated in, though with expert assistance, by 
all faculty members and students# Only when the latter 
is the case are the results likely to be Influential on 
those improvement in whose behavior it is the ultimate 
aim of evaluation to bring about# Only through provi
sion for participation, moreover, can a democratic 
respect for personality be manifested# Only thus, 
finally, can the practice of self-evaluation be devel
oped# # # *

Emphasis on self-evaluation under guidance, contin
uous throughout the preparatory program, will help the 
individual to integrate himself and the college to inte
grate its services# • # # A further advantage of a col
lege program of evaluation in which students participate 
is the effect it is calculated to have on their own

SMsugene R# Smith and Ralph W# Tyler, Annraislng and 
BsaSESlng. SMsnt Progress (New Yorki Harper and Bros., 19^2), pp# ii-i^;
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Similarly, Armstrong, Hollis and Davis, in examining 
the role of the college in teacher education, made these 
recommendationst . .

Students will need to share much more actively than 
they ordinarily have in the past in planning and 
appraising their.education as they go along. • • • 
Breadth of view and grasp are best furthered by an 
alternation of direct experience with theoretical discussion and intensive outside reading.36

In 19l*8  a committee of the American Association of
Teachers Colleges published a report of laboratory exper
iences in teacher education which came to these conclusions 
about evaluating such experiences:

1. Evaluation is an nari St the learning 
process both for the student as a learner and as a pro
spective teacher concerned with guiding children in the 
evaluative process.

2. Many of the growth values sought, both for the 
college student and for children, cannot be rated, but 
are best evaluated through critical analysis of descrip
tive evidence of specific behavior and situations.

3. Szalnaiisn li n nnntlnnm process ±2 las devel
oped cooperatively by all persons guiding the student.

The student should have jan active part in record- 
ine anl .minting Ml fxawlil IM -development. Only as the student grows in power to be intelligently self 
critical of his work will he continue to grow construc
tively when in service.

3?The Improvement st Teacher Education (Washington: 
American Council on Education, 1946), pp. 103-4.

S^W. Earl Armstrong, Ernest V. Hollis, and Helen E. 
Davis, The College aQd Teacher Education (Washington: Amer
ican Council on Education, 1944), p. 302.
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5w Zilg. evaluative RZ2.c.m us»l with college st^- 
^2111 .ghaaLl Ss.mP.DS.tEajt2 ±112. J2£in£jJ1122. 12 hSl.RXQ& 

szslnala IMlx X2EK*  37
The persistence of this orientation to the training 

of teachers Is attested in a recent Association for Supervi
sion and Curriculum Development publication, Teachers for 
Today's Schools. In which fifty of the eighty pages are 
devoted to a discussion of "An Evaluative Approach to 
Teacher Education."38

The means to be used in such broad evaluation have 
been listed by Wrightstone as he defined evaluation as 
including measurement of single aspects of knowledge, skill, 
and ability plus determination of broad personality changes 
and major objectives:

1. Tests-achievement,  attitude, personality, char
acter
*

2. Rating scales
3. Questionnaires

Judgement scales of products
5« Interviews
6. Controlled observation techniques
7. Sociometric techniques
8. Anecdotal records
9. Stenographic reports10. Sound recordings.39

37^221 22$. gQffTOlty Laboratory Rrperl.ens.q,?. In 
Teacher Education (n.p.: American Association of Teachers Colleges, 19^), pp. 281*-?.  (Italics In original.)

38i,aura Zlrbes, Teachers for Today's Schools (Wash
ington: Association for Supervision and Curriculum Devel
opment, 1951), pp. 30-80.

39j, Wayne Wrlghtstone, "Evaluation," Encyclopedia of 
Educational Research (New York: The MacMillan Co., 1950),
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The present study, in an effort to use data at hand 
and simple additional instruments, has utilized tests, 
rating scales, questionnaires, sociometric technicues, and 
anecdotal records in order to provide a sound basis for 
development of such a self-evaluation program. The reason 
data from such sources is lacking is given by the findings 
of a study of junior college use of community experiences by 
Bottrell. He found that sponsors and supervisors of such 
programs, in rating eleven evaluation techniques, rated 
self-evaluation by students as tenth in frequency of use and 
third in difficulty, and use of objective measures as elev
enth in frequency of use and first in frequency of occur
rence as a problem. Securing records of participation from 
students rated first in difficulty.1^

The implication to be accorded to the need of self
evaluation in the process of inducing behavior change is 
that, the background and needs of students being an 
intensely individual matter, the demonstration of results in 
a guidance program is likely to be a function of the extent 
to which self-evaluation is an accepted and extensive policy 
in the total program.

^Harold R. Bottrell, MThe Organization and Supervi
sion of Student Participation in Services to the Local Com
munity in Junior Colleges,* (unpublished Doctorrs disserta
tion, Northwestern University, 191*?),  pp. 231-250.
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Survey of literature on community oriented programs 

in teacher training reveals four types of publications# (1) 
surveys describing in general terms the types of programs 
observed, (2) articles describing the types of experience 
that a teacher training program should include, (3) articles 
describing the use of community experiences in a specific 
course, and (U) articles describing a complete professional 
sequence organized for continuous interplay of practice and 
theory. Some sources include two or more types in one pub
lication and in addition some to be discussed here have 
already been cited in discussion of objectives commonly 
imputed to the use of community resources in teacher train
ing. This section examines available literature to deter
mine the relationship between a community experiences pro
gram and the professional sequence that serves as context. 
It is obvious that the needs and ultimate possibilities of 
guidance in an academic program with an isolated comirunity 
experiences course are entirely different than in an artic
ulated sequence of intertwined theory and practice with 
student-faculty planning and evaluation. Our purpose was to 
identify desirable features, needs and criticisms, and long 
term trends insofar as possible.

Our review begins with Olsen and Blackwell in 191*3  

and ends with Drummond’s article in the 1953 yearbook of the
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National Society for the Study of Education*  The references 
to their works being so Interspersed In the following dis
cussion, source notes are given together at this point* 1*!  

Olsen found that about one-third of the teacher training. 
Institutions provided some type of community study, that 
only one of the special courses existed before 1935t and 
that 60 per cent were established after 19UO*  Blackwell 
found it impossible to group institutions systematically 
because of variations due to the community setting of the 
school, the area served by its graduates, and the purpose of 
the college, but In common with Olsen and later Drummond, 
found various combinations of the followlngi

1*  Conventional academic courses plus supplementary 
reading;

2*  New academic courses emphasizing community struc
ture, relationships, and study techniques;

3*  Field experiences on various levels and In var
ious combinations with conventional and new emphasis 
courses;

U*  Social action In community by voluntary student 
groups*

^Gordon V*  Blackwell, Toward Community Understanding 
(Washingtont American Council on Education, ISHB), pp*  85»9o*

Edward G*  Olsen, "National Survey of Teacher Educa
tion In Community Study Techniques," Educational Record, 21*:  
te3-5, October, 19^3.

Harold D*  Drummond, "The Staff of the Community 
School," Iha Community School * Fifty-second Yearbook of the 
National Society for the Study of Education, Pt*  II (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1953)» PP« 110-115*
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In evaluation of efforts to Inculcate community 

understanding In the pre-service programs, Blackwell Iden
tifies the main Issues on the basis of his selective study 
as follows!

le How comprehensive Is the effort to provide com
munity understanding?

2, Is the sequence of experiences planned effec
tively?

3« Are the experiences based upon actual conditions 
with which graduates will have to deal?^

Are adequate smaEStlSIlt S3£2rylSjl2Il» 
and follow-un discussion provided?

To what extent are modern techniques of guidance 
and evaluation used In the program?

6. What S£2B2ltl2n 2t j&2. liMaala is reached?
7» Is the program In community understanding prop

erly Sllhlja l^ssJX?
8e Finally, are the activities In community under

standing satisfactorily Integrated within the entire 
S21122SI 

Blackwell further points out the factors conditioning the 
successful solution of these Issues; the following Is a sum
mary!

le Within the college—sympathetic administration, 
democratic procedures with faculty and student body, 
adequacy of financing, flexibility of scheduling;

 ^Blackwell points out here that too much insistence 
on actual conditions could lead to provincialism when stu
dents live In, train in, and teach In the same community*  
(Italics added throughout•)
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2*  Outside the campus-adequate communication, the 
degree of acceptance of non-academic, extra-classroom 
work, establishment of a central clearing house for ser
vices, competent program leadership, transfer credit 
problems, and relationships with practice school systems• 

, In comparison, Olsen*s  contemporary and comprehensive 
survey listed the major obstacles as administrative diffi
culties and faculty opposition, and the major criticisms as 
the lack of integration within the community program and 
between it and the total program, and the proportion of stu
dents reached (only one-fourth to one-third were being 
reached though elective courses of any type).

At the end of the decade Drummond’s survey for the 
National Society for the Study of Education yearbook summar
ized the results accomplished. His remarks include the whole 
range of activities from pre-service training to in-service, 
university extension and consultative services, and state 
department activities. They are rearranged here according 
to the type of training referred to and given in summary 
form i

Pre-services
1, Comparatively few students in training will have 

student teaching experience in community schools of the 
type described in the yearbook,

2, Some colleges have made considerable progress in 
identifying competencies needed and providing more
dtreet communlty Hlfe exper1ence s.-------------------------

3*  Efforts being made to schedule larger blocks of 
time for pre-service teacher education so more func
tional learning experiences may be provided.
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Students and teachers are having more opportunity 

to learn cooperative methods of solving problems in col*  
lege sponsored activities*

5*  Many programs of professional education include 
academic courses in relationship of school and the 
social order, but they rarely include active community 
roles*

6t Lay people are being used effectively in both 
pre*  and in*service  training*

Other activities
1*  In-service training services seem geared more closely to the community*̂
2*  Extension and field services are broader in scope 

than academic programs and are usually geared to the 
improvement of living in a particular community*

3*  University and State departments are coopera
tively developing procedures to improve understandings 
of the community and competence of professional staff*

His direct criticisms of pre-service programs include (1) 
lack of student teaching experiences in community schools, 
and (2) lack of active community work in conjunction with 
academic professional courses*  He compares pre-service 
training unfavorably with in-service training in closeness 
of relationship to the community and with extension and 
field services in that the latter are broader and geared to

^3 An excellent description of the community-oriented 
in-service program injtaltimore schools is to be found in 
Harry Bard, Teachers and the Comrunity (New Yorkt National-----
Conference of Christians and Jews, 1952), 53 PP*  See also 
Harry Bard, "Baltimore Teachers Study Their Community," in 
Harold R*  Bottrell, editor, ^filial fil x
tlonal Sociology (Harrisburgi The Stackpole Company, 195*) t 
Ch*  12*
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cominunity improvement programs*  The remaining statement 
impliedly recognized the existence of the problems found by 
Olsen and Blackwell by Indicating that some progress has 
been made*  The only use.of the word many* howevert was in 
connection with academic courses in relationships of the 
school and the social order*

The general picture is one of uneven advance with 
much remaining to be accomplishedf yet withal a sense of 
fitness» of congruence with the true line of development of 
democratic society in an age in which the Individual end 
local seems in danger of being engulfed by the collective 
and world-wide*  Tet it encourages social cooperation rather 
than extreme laissez-faire*  There have been educational fads 
In the past which have mushroomed, left a residue and moved 
on to make room for the next*  The slow growth, the spreading 
and persistent Influence seem to distinguish the school
community movement from these fads*

The Issues Identified by Blackwell as sequence and 
comprehensiveness appear to receive universal recognition 
when the topic is what experiences today’s teacher needs*  

A broad range of experiences, covering differences of age, 
culture, race, rural-urban, group-purpose, socio-economic 
level*-«»in  homes, schools, churches, camps, playgrounds-- 
with children, parents, new teachers, old teachers, college 
students—beginning as early as the junior year In high
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school and continuing through a period of interneship after 
graduation have been suggested by representatives of various 
groups, beginning In the 1930 s  Such expressions, for 
example, have been made from 1937 to 1952 by Kilpatrick for 
the John Dewey Society,2 '  Brooks for the National Education 
Association—Secondary Teachers, ?  Kengert for the National 
Education Association—Elementary Teachers, ^  the Standards 

and Surveys Committee of the American Association of Teach  
ers Colleges,^ Zirbes for the Association for Supervision 
and Curriculum Development, ^  Caswell for the American Asso
ciation of Colleges for Teacher Education, ?  and lammel for

* *

*1*
1*

1*

*

1*
1*

1+1*Wllliam  He Kilpatrick, editor, The Teacher end Soc
iety (New Yorki De Appleton Century Co*,  1937)» pp*  310-329•

^Mary K*  Brooks, "Laboratory Experience and Student 
Teaching—High School,*  Xfas. (Washing
ton*  National Education Association, 19Iro)» pp*  239-240*

^Stanley A*  Kengert, "Laboratory Experience and Stu
dent Teaching—Elementary School," The Education of Teachers 
(Washingtoni National Education Association, 1948), pp*  233- 
231**

Xlz LabPXjatQXz teasInTeacher Education* by the subcommittee of the Standards and Surveys Committee (n*p*i  American Association of Teachers 
Colleges, 19^8), pp*  6N-5*

^Uura Zirbes, X£2£11£Z2. X2S. Sshssla (Wash
ington! Association for Supervision and Curriculum Develop ment, 1951)4 pp* ^7-50* __

  
^ThoIIIs L*  Caswell, "The Professional Sequence In

Teacher Education." fourth Xpsr.tefe St AS£2£la.- 
ilaa St X2X, lesslisi, Mysillsn (Washington! The 
Association*  1951)* d* 88*
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the Mid-Century Whitehouse Conference on Children and 
Youth.

The approach to this ideal by a specific program 
obviously depends on the factors outlined by Blackwell?^ 
and the variable Influences mentioned by Olsen,52 presented 

previously.
Variability of plan and emphasis, persistence of 

experimentation, and geographic distribution of development 
in community-oriented teacher education are documented by a 
series of selected articles from a vide range of educational 
articles and publications.53

In cotmnon with many other recent trends ve find a 
beginning with an article in Progressive Education in 1937. 
It describes a comprehensive reorganization of the teacher 
training program at Whittier College, California, which 
included addition of activity units on the college level to 
traditional courses, excursions, required agency volunteer 
service, required youth group leadership prior to student

50iammel, od» clt., p. 31*5*

56.
P*  57.

53prbm School and Community Bibliography (combined-----
issues of Washington Stat.g CurxXaHlua for November 
19*7,  January and March, 19with extension to date from
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teaching, and work experience*̂

In 191*!  Syracuse University followed suit in an 
effort to integrate theory and practice*  Added experiences 
were study of community agencies and leadership of out-of
school youth groups on a volunteer basis in the junior year 
because "there was no laboratory school, observation in city 
schools was disrupting, and because spontaneous groups were 
most instructive" anyway*??

Simultaneously, Santa Barbara State College required 
community work in sociology and political science courses 
and, through blocked time, required community residence and 
agency participation of student teachers*?^  And in the 

Middle West, the University of Wisconsin developed a well 
organized program in connection with a class in child devel
opment*  Students went through a six weeks orientation period, 
chose an agency activity in line with talents and Interests, 
were guided by a well prepared handbook, and utilized common 
or individual group situations in class reports*?7  

^Nila Blanton Smith, "Preparing for the Changing 
Elementary School," 1^13^9, May,  
1937*

??A EMKictlonal EXfiEIMQ fi£ (Washing ton! American Council on Education,^.^!), pp* 76-96*

?^C*  L*  Phelps, "Educating Teachers for Participation 
in the Life of the Community," School and Society* 5?161*1,  
June, 19^2»

?7camllla M*  Low, "Learning-by-Doing in Teacher



In 191*6  Keene College, New Hampshire, required com
munity residence of student teachers, moved methods and soc
ial science courses into the community and applied this cri
terion to every coursei "How will the lives of students and 
community be Improved through taking this course?"58

In I9U8 the American Association of Colleges for 
Teacher Education in its first yearbook reported on the 
fifth year of the Sloan Foundation Project in Applied Eco
nomics, Having started with spade work at University of Ken 
tucky, University of Vermont, and University of Florida, the 
project spread, through cooperation with the American Asso
ciation of Teachers Colleges, to teachers colleges in Texas, 
Mississippi, Illinois, Minnesota, North Dakota, New Fork, 
and New Hampshire, The range of activities was wide—sur
veys, development of curriculum materials, curriculum revi
sion, summer workshops, and community action,59

In 1952, Miller at City College of Nev York described 
a popular voluntary program of agency experience, focused on 
courses dealing with general principles, with students being 
allowed to substitute reports for term papers, and adminls-

Education,*  Educational Method, 22x86-91, November, 19^2,
^L, P, Young, "Preparation of Teachers^for Community 

Service,*  Teachers College Record. M-7i382-6, February, 19M6.
Xear.b.9.9K St Site Association ct Ssi*  

Isgjl. XSL Tgaste JEdmllaa (Washingtonx The Association,
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tratlve details being handled by the sociology department#60

The geographical circle vas complete in 1953^ with a 

description of the program of State College of Washington# 
An eight semester hour block for one year included commun
ity observation, participation, end nine weeks*  student 
teaching# Students planned units, took trips, provided com
munity programs, enlisted resource persons, and participated 
in community projects#^

Having indicated the infinite variability and geo
graphical distribution of plans for use of community exper
iences in teacher education, we conclude this section with 
a brief description of recent comprehensive programs under 
differing auspices# The three programs to be described 
illustrate the comprehensiveness and integration believed 
necessary before a guidance program can operate to give com
munity experiences their full impact on teacher personality# 
The descriptions, in order of presentation, are of programs 
in a small liberal arts college, a large state university, 
and a state department of education# All were instituted in 
1950 or shortly before#

6°Henry Miller, "The Role of Group-Work Experience in 
the Teacher Education Curriculum," The Journal of Teacher 
Education# 3t178-182, September, 1952#

^It should be noted that the date of the article is 
not necessarily the date of inception of the program#

^Drumnxjnd, on# clt., p# 113#
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Adelphi College adopted the new program in order that 

from the very beginning students vould find themselves hav
ing educational experiences illustrative of the principles 
it was hoped they vould apply in their own teaching> and 
vould be participating in activities vith children and youth. 
The folloving steps were taken to implement these purposesi

1. six weeks orientation in rural setting,
2. a summer in business or Industry with a related 

seminar,
3. a summer in community service with a related sem

inar,
a period of study and travel in a foreign country, 

5*  professional education in courses and seminars 
closely related to Informal teaching experiences, to 
classg^om student teaching, and to a year of inteme-

Andrews cited the plan initiated in Ohio State Uni
versity as an illustration of the results of many pressures 
toward curriculum changes in teacher educationi (1) demand 
for professional competence of beginners, (2) variety and 
complexity of demands on beginners, (3) attempt of college 
teachers to practice what they teach, and (M student 
demands for functional experience. The salient points of 
the program verei 

^3"Teacher Education in a Liberal Arts Setting,” by 
the Faculty of the Department of Education, Adelphi College, 
Carden City, Nev York, 9«352-7> 
March, 1952,
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1*  evaluation of previous student experience for 

Individual planning and guidancet
2e functional laboratory experience In all profes

sional courses।
3e school exploratory experiences during freshman or 

sophomore year,
U*  a community-service agency experience as part of 

other courses, as background requirements, or as center 
of elective courses,

5e increasingly responsible school experiences,
6e periodic check on understanding of child growth 

and development,
7*  fulltime, responsible student teaching,
8*  post-student teaching observation and participa

tion,
9*  interneship
Olsen presented the Washington state program as the 

necessary Integration for •’Community Foundations in Teacher 
Education* * In common with the previous plans It Included 
InterneshipI

1st year—professional overview and personal guidance 
on career choice,

2nd year—(1) understanding of culture, and how it 
educates, (2) understanding of individual, and how he 
learns,

^Leonard 0*  Andrews, "Experimental Programs in 
Teacher Education," jfoiacQal fil 1x259-267, 
December, 1950• See also Edmund J*  Caln, "Coimnunity Experi
ences for Prospective Teachers," In Harold B*  Bottrell, ed*,  

EClZlSlBlfiS, St SselalSEX (HarrisburgI The 
Stackpole Company, 195*)  • Chap*  1*,  for a statement of basic 
principles and a descriptive case showing a four year 
sequence*
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^rd year--understandine of the school and Its devel

oping program,
Uth year—develop confidence in teaching under ade

quate guidance,
?th year—gain practical experience in a full time 

situation,
6th year—advanced training in special field

This section on critical aspects of the total pro
gram has pointed out three trends which the writer believes 
indispensable In the development of a teacher training pro
gram to meet fully the needs of a world of accelerating 
change*  The state of development which a training program 
has reached determines the needs and the results of a guid
ance program within It*  Before concluding, a further word 
should be said on a subject touched on briefly at several 
points—that of selection versus training*  A guidance pro
gram which works with the results of application of highly 
selective admission criteria has an entirely different job 
than one which attempts to help prospective teachers to 
reach more flexible standards*  It must suffice here to sum
marize several points that have appeared from study of the 
literaturei

^^Edward G*  Olsen, “Community Foundations in Teacher 
Education,“ ^8. jZQBXMI IfiSSte EteallSSt 21126-132, 
June, 1950.
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1*  The ratio of teacher supply and demand, the rate 

of population IncreaseA®® the facilities available at a specific institution,6/ operate to determine policy. At 
the present time demand greatly exceeds supply.If 
desirable personalities cannot be trained, ve must be prepared for many*  sub-calibre teachers.6?

2. Much experimentation is going on to determine 
desirable teacher characteristics and measuring devices 
which may prove helpful in either selection or training. 70

66^ Functional Program of Teacher Education, by the 
Curriculum Committeeof School of Education, Syracuse Uni
versity (Washington! American Council on Education, 19^1), 
p. 11.

^7a. John Holden Jr., "Guidance of Prospective Teach
ers in a Liberal Arts College," School and Society. 66i393-6, 
Kovember 22, 19^7•

^®Lyle M. Spencer, "A Businessman Views Teacher 
Shortages," Phi Delta Kennan. 35«213, February, 1951*.

^^walter W. Cook, "The Functions of Measurement in 
the Facilitation of Learning," Educational Measurement. E. 
F. Lindquist, editor (Washingtons American Council on Educa- 
tion, 195D > pp.

7°Donald E. Super, Annraislng Vocational Fitness (New 
York! Harper & Bros., 19!+9), pp. 355-7*

A. S*  Barr, William H. Burton, and Leo J. Brueckner, 
Suneryision (New York! Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., PP. 373-6.

Walter W. Cook, Carroll H. Leeds, and Robert Callis, 
"Predicting Teacher-Pupil Relations," The Evaluation of Student Teaching (State Teachers College, Lock Haven Pa.! Asso
ciation for Student Teaching, 19l*9)f  pp. 79-80.

Harold H. Anderson, Joseph E. Brewer, Mary Frances 
Reed, Studies of Teachers1 Classroom Personalities. Ill, 
Applied Psychological Monographs of the American Psycholog- 
ical Association. Number 11 (Stanford University, California! Stanford University Press, 19^6), p. 3*
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3« The trend seems towards a policy of continuous 

selection, with more flexible standards but with possl*  billty of elimination up to final year.71

If training cannot change personality in desired directions 
we are in an unfortunate position to produce sufficient 
teachers) but if it can do so, then time, in the form of an 
integrated professional sequence, must be on our side.

HI. SUMMARY OF CHAPTER

Section I of this chapter has established that the 
course objectives and those located in recent surveys, 
reports, and yearbooks are in general agreement, with the 
course emphasizing those in the middle range of a school to 
community continuum. The choice for study of the group of 
objectives called guidance as distinguished from profes
sional was attributed to (1) the training and preference of 
the investigator, and (2) the growing emphasis on the per*

T^Dorothea Blyler, "Hie Pre-Training Selection of
Teachers," gd.ag.aglOR.al A231nl2tJ^tl2Il SQl
2/p—2o*fr,  May, 19^0.

Willis E. Dugan and Jack Shaw, “Continuous Selec
tion and Counseling in Teacher Education in a University,*  
Tfea toalaailea Student Isashlns (state Teachers College, 
Lock Haven, Pa.i Association for Student Teaching, 19**9)  * 
P. 33.

Stella E. Brown and Rebecca C. Tans11, “Continuous 
Selection and Counseling in a Teachers College,*  The Evalua
tion of Student Teaching (State Teachers College, Lock Haven, Pa. i Association for Student Teaching, 19*9)•  P» 33*
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sonality of the teacher*

Section II considered the relationship of several 
aspects of the total teacher training program to the devel
opment of a guidance program*  The importance of a self
evaluation policy, of a comprehensive program of experiences, 
and an integrated professional sequence were established*

Chapter III outlines the methods used in the investi
gation*



CHAPTER III

COORDINATING THE HYPOTHESES, DESIGNS, 
AND STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES

In the process of setting up procedures, reporting 
results, and recommending utilization of the latter, four 
basic considerations were recognizedi

1. the hypotheses,
2» the experimental designs,
3*  the statistical techniques, and

the test instruments to be utilized *
The procedures are dealt with in this chapter in three sec
tions corresponding to the first three topics above*  The 
findings are reported in Chapter IV, arranged according to 
hypothesis and test instrument used*  Since our main objec
tive is to identify useful guidance instruments and tech
niques, the instruments are identified in this chapter in 
connection with the hypothesis in question, but are discus
sed in detail in connection with the findings in Chapter IV*

I*  HYPOTHESES ADOPTED

In Chapter II the literature was examined to deter
mine the commonly expressed objectives involved in use of 
community experiences for prospective teachers*  These were 
compared with those expressed in the orienting materials for 
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the course under study# Certain of these objectives were 
singled out for investigation# They are restated below in 
Figure 3 in terms of general hypotheses with the qualifica
tion to be notedLthat statistical procedure prefers a 
restatement in each case as a null hypothesis, that is, any 
change noted will have been of such an amount that it could 
have occurred by chance and cannot therefore be logically 
imputed to any specific cause, including community experi
ences# If the null hypothesis is statistically rejected in 
any specific instance, it remains for experimental verifica
tion and logical inference to impute causation to the exper
iences provided by agency contacts, campus class sessions, 
or personal conferences#1

II. SELECTION OF EXPERIMENTAL DESIGNS

The original agenda for this study included three 
designs! (1) the comparison of selected community experi
ences students2 over two periods of time (fall and spring 
semesters), (2) the comparison of selected community experi
ences students with non-communlty experiences students in

^Henrv E. Garrett, Statistics in Psx<?hplog-y Edjl- 
cation (New Yorki Longmans, Green and vo#,

^Community experiences students refers to education 
majors enrolled in the Community Experiences for Prospective 
Teachers course in the spring semester of 1952#
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AREA HYPOTHESIS INSTRUMENT

ATTITUDES 1. Students will show more favor
able attitude toward groups 
contacted by teachers

2« Students will become more tol
erant of the behavior of 
others

Wandt Inventory 
of Teacher Opinion*

Observation
Journals*

INTERESTS 3. Students will show an increased 
interest in the social service 
area

Kuder Preference 
Record-Vocat lonal. 
Form CM

ADJUSTMENT 11. Students will become better 
adjusted both self and 
socially

California Test of 
Personality, 
Form A, Adult

Guilford-Martin 
Personnel Inven
tory

ES-3, Sociometric 
Measure*

5. Students will become better 
adjusted vocationallyt

a. More sure of choice of
career,

b. More certain of choice
of teaching level, 

c# More cognisant of per
sonal needs in profes
sional preparation

ES-1, Vocational 
Data Sheet*

CLP-8,9, Self and 
Supervisor Eval
uation*

♦Sanples of these unpublished instruments in Appendix B.

FIGURE J 

HYPOTHESES ADOPTED TOR INVESTIGATIOH



matched pairs during the spring semester> and (3) measures 
and techniques applied to community experiences students 
only, during the spring semester*  As the study progressed 
it became apparent that within the community experiences 
group there were two populations, viz*,  secondary, male, 
physical education students, and elementary, female stu*  
dents3 and that these two groups often varied considerably 

in initial measurements and in movements over the periods in 
question*  Therefore, all the data were examined in the light 
of this phenomenon to discover whether differential results 
were to be expected or differential treatment Indicated for 
the elementary and secondary groups in the community exper
iences program*

The accompanying chart, Figure h>, depicting experi
mental designs utilized, includes the first two comparisons 
outlined above in design #1 and #2, The same data plus that 
from ES-1, Vocational Data Sheet, which did not prove amena
ble to the treatment of design #2 for matched pairs, has 
been treated in design #3*  Design includes unilateral 
measurements of community experiences students for Vtilch 
separation into elementary and secondary groups could be

3see the population analysis in Appendix C*  There 
are several variations, such as female physical education 
majors, male elementary majors*  and male and female, second
ary, academia or vocational majors, but the two divisions mentioned here are predominant*
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DESIGH HYPOTHESIS INSTRUMENTS

1. Con^arieon of changes ooourrlng 
in oosmunlty experienoes students 
during spring semester with those 
of fall aeeester

i3» Ruder Preference 
Reoord-V0oatlcnal, 
Fora CM

#4 California Test of 
Personality, Fyni A, 
Adult

5?, Conparlscn of changes during spring f4 
semester In control group of fredi- 
sen eduoaticn maj ora not taking erne- 
nmnity experienoes with oomunlty #1 
experiences students Hatched in pairs

CnlIf ord-Kartin 
Personnel Inventory

Wandt Inventory of 
Teacher Opinion

3. Conip a risen of changes during spring fl 
senester In control group of fresh*  
Ben education eajors'nct taking com*  
eunlty experienoes with oaminity #4 
experiences students divided Into 
elenentary and sevtindery grevps

15

Wandt Inventory of 
Teacher Opinion

Gullford-Martin 
Perscsmel Inventory

ES-1, Vocational 
Data Sheet

4*  Comparison of changes during spring #2 
semester In ooramnlty experiences 
secondary students with eoncunlty IA
experiences elementary students

Observation Journals

California Teat of 
Personality, Fora A, 
Adult

f5 CIP-8,9, Self and 
Supervisor Evalua
tion

5« Cooparlson of class attitude toward 
an Inventory of class activities at 
Intervals of the spring semester

ES-4» Periodic Evalu
ation of Class 
Activities

•Numbers in this solum refer to hypothesis numbers in Figure 3

nGURE 4

EXPERIMESTAI. DESIGNS UTILIZED
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accomplished. Student evaluation of course activities vas 
anonymous and provides the data for design

III. USE OF STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES

The data examined in the following chapter consist of 
differences observed. The nature and importance of these 
differences vary according to the designs outlined above and 
are examined shortly. Meanwhile# two common considerations 
will be discussedi (1) the statistical significance of 
these differences and (2) the inferences that may be logic
ally be drawn therefrom.

The concept of significance depends on the assumption 
that successive measurements-of samples will normally vary 
by chance alone. For a difference to be meaningful# it must 
be demonstrated that It is greater in amount than could hap
pen mathemetically by chance when characteristics of the 
distribution of the measurements such as central tendency 
and variability are taken into consideration. Formulas used 
for determining significance based on the characteristics of 
the normal curve of distribution have been taken from Gar
rett.Each difference was tested against the null

Barrett# on. clt.. pages cited as relevant.
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hypothesis at the *05  level of confidence which says, in 
effect, that the true difference is zero and that the dif
ference noted could have happened by chance more than five 
times in one hundred*  If computation indicates that the 
difference could not have happened more than *05,  the null 
hypothesis is rejected and the difference is considered sig
nificant*

This level of confidence was adopted as suitable for 
purposes of this investigation when the basic aims are kept 
in view*  A more rigorous level might be called for if 
action were contemplated that would adversely affect the 
health or safety of students should our conclusions be false*  

But we are dealing in a field where decisions have been made 
for years on empirical data and often on armchair reasoning*  

Moreover, the matter of inclusion of such training has 
passed from controversial status to that of legal require
ment*  We are attempting to identify instruments capable of 
measuring the effects of a type of experience that has 
spread phenomenally in the last decade with the overwhelming 
weight of reason and subjective evidence In its favor*  In 
such a situation we can afford to be wrong five times in one 
hundred*

Since the size of the groups involved in this study 
varied from eight to forty-three, computations were based on 
small sample formulas and are given at appropriate places*
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Drawing Logical Inferences

Having demonstrated that certain differences are sta

tistically significant, what inferences or conclusions are 

we entitled to draw? The case now rests with careful rea

soning and repeated experiments with logical safeguards. As 

Garrett states, "the rejection of a null hypothesis does not 
immediately force acceptance of a contrary view.”5 Social 

research, dealing as it does with complicated human beings, 

rarely, if ever, escapes critical review of statistical and 

logical errors years after its origin. The Eight Year Study 

of high school-college coordination of the 1930’s is a case 

in point.As stated at the outset, this study does not 

propose to demonstrate point to point causation. Rather it 

seeks to identify standardized instruments now in use or 

ready at hand, and to develop simple instruments tailored to 

the course under study, which are capable of measuring sig

nificant results and which thus can be utilized in an ongo

ing program. In this process, certain conclusions which go 

beyond this purpose are offered when logic supports them,

^Garrett, op> cit.. p. 2^8.

^Helmer G. Johnson, ’’Weaknesses in the Eight Year 
Study,” School and Society. 63:1+17-19> June, 19k6o

Gale Jensen, "Basic Questions for an Evaluation of 
the Eight Year Study,” School and Society. Novem
ber, 19^6.
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to be the subject of further verification in connection with 
the course or through separate studies*

We are dealing generally with four types of groupingsi 
1*  the same group at two or more times or over two 

periods of time|
2*  two equated or uneqvated groups at a stated times 
3*  two equated or unequated groups over a period of 

times
U*  two unequated groups over two periods of time. 

In addition there are three possible types of differences 
that may applyi

1. a static difference between two groups at the 
beginning and/or end of a periods

2. the difference between the beginning and end of a 
period for one group, or, in other words, the amount of 
change registered by the groups

3*  the difference between the movements registered 
by two groups.

Many combinations have been made of these two cate
gories of variations in the designs described above in this 
chapter*  Conclusions based on them vary considerably in the 
weight due them. For example, if we wish to demonstrate 
that a certain measured change in a group can logically be 
imputed to some experience, then cases could be made out if 
one of two groups, such as in design #2 of Figure U, is 
exposed to the experience and one of the following results 
demonstrated (arranged in roughly ascending order of logical 
implication)I
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1*  the exposed group, only, registered a significant 

movement!
2e neither group moved significantly, but there was 

a final significant difference!
3e #2 plus a significant difference in amount of 

movement!
I** #1 plus a significant difference in amount of 

movement!
both moved significantly and there was a final 

slgnifleant difference!
6e #5 plus a significant difference in amount of 

movement!
7* plus a final significant difference• 

The amount of credence allotted to any of these possibili
ties depends entirely on the amount of supporting evidence 
from other sources and the gravity of action to be taken as 
a result of our conclusions• Acceptance of number seven 
statement would be inescapable If the preliminary steps were 
considered to be legitimate•

How suppose the groups to be unequated as the elemen
tary, secondary, and control groups in design #3» We can 
allow for initial variation and in effect equate them and 
compare the end results (this was done through analysis of 
co-variance In design #3)*  Or we can compare status at 
beginning and end or compare movements and thus find that a 
significant difference appears or disappears, that one group 
moves significantly and another does not, or that there is a 
significant difference in amount of movement and arrive at 
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comparative conclusions although the question of causation 
is not so clearly settled as is the case in the paragraph 
above*

The possible combinations are many and with this 
brief indication of their number they are dealt with specif• 
ically in Chapter XV»

Statist Iff si E$2blgE£ ysxlgus Esslm

£52EQ2SZl£2n 21 fifcgnm 2££2££lllg, ill £21 ItX SS2SI1”
222S2. fSSegtex $1111 lh2.S2 21 fall
semester. The Kuder Preference Record, Vocational is given 
to all incoming freshmen and the California Test of Person
ality, Adult- is given to students enrolled in Introduction 
to American Education (EDP 131)*  It was reasoned that repe
tition of these tests In February and May would provide a 
comparison of changes in interests and adjustment during the 
fall semester, during vhlch all curricular experiences were 
located on the campus,, with the spring semester, during 
which students were enrolled in Community Experiences for 
Prospective Teachers. To disprove the null hypothesis it 
would be necessary to find a statistically greater change 
during the spring semester than during the fall*  The log
ical inference that community experiences are the cause of 
such a possible difference would rest on the fact that the 
community experiences of the spring semester constituted the
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greatest change from the standard campus-centered curriculum 
of the fall semester, the freshman program consisting of 
general education courses with the introductory education 
course In the fall and community experiences in the spring*  

There are obviously uncontrolled factors, but it would be 
strange to expect any common factors capable of producing 
the significance hypothesised*

Since the hypothesis is concerned with a difference 
in favor of the spring semester, not with just any differ
ence regardless of direction, the standard P/2 • eOS is jus
tified*  That is we are concerned with probabilities above 
the fall mean only, or vhat Garrett terms "one-tailed test 
of significance* "7

£2EB££lS2n 2l shsnsss. ficcircrlng, during. Sfiings- 

is£. in £2Qt£2l fit lEfisiissn fiasfiailfin aalsns. nat iaklm 
fiamniiy. £2n5Xien££SL Kiill £22SnQliX SSB2I12SS2JL 
matched in pairs* Perhaps the strongest possible case in 
logic rests on this type of experiment, if we can demon
strate successfully that the groups are really equal and 
that we have controlled all the variables except the exper
imental one*  In order to accomplish this purpose three 
instruments (Guilford-Martin Personnel Inventory, Wandt 
Inventory of Teacher Opinion and ES-1 Vocational Data Sheet) 

70arrett, on* fill*,  pp*  217-219*  
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were administered to a control group of students who satis
fied the following criteriaI

le freshmen education majors|
2» enrolled in EDP 131 (Introduction to American 

Education) in the fall of 1951|
3. enrolled in general education courses (social 

sciencej Englishf physical science) 19511952 |*
U*  not enrolled in SED-EED 132 (Community Experi

ences for Prospective Teachers) in the spring of 1952•
The purpose of these criteria vms to control the variables 
resident in the curriculum so that the only difference 
between these students and the community experiences stu
dents to be matched would be enrollment in the community 
experiences course. The number in this group dwindled from 
seventeen to ten through course changes and failure to com
plete the three instruments in both February and May,

Community Experiences students were then paired with 
the control group on the basis of the following scores1

1, the February scores on the tests in question 
(Guilford-Martint Wandt, ES-1);

2, age|
3, total score in October on California Test of Per

sonality |
U, social service score in October on the Kuder 

Preference Record> Vocational,
The numbers involved here are small but it was felt 

that any forthcoming data could be important in connection 
with that from other designs in the study. Since our
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hypothesis envisages a difference in one direction only the 
one*tailed  test of significance was used*

easnszlssa st sSsiiess. SiatiLag. smAbs. in san- 
t£21 SZ222B fit tESStell E2L12Z3, H2t SSEMltE 
S2g2££122£S3. £232£5SL SSMBllX gtiidept^
dlxldecL Inta, filemgnlSBX £M fiSSSZ^aiZ EZPUPfi*  In the course 
of analyzing data it became apparent that the experimental 
group vas really composed of two populations, viz*,  elemen
tary and secondary students and that they differed as groups 
on most criteria*  It also became apparent that the control 
group used in the study previously was composed of secondary 
students, nine female and one male*  This was due to a pro
cess of selection referred to in part earlier, namely, that 
most elementary students were enrolled in the community 
experiences course and secondary male students were largely 
physical education who would not cooperate In the taking of 
tests outside of class any more than they did in class*®  On 

the other hand, the experimental secondary group was predom
inantly masculine with sixteen male physical education stu
dents, one female physical education student, one female 
academic, one female music, one male academic student*  The 

®See infra* p*  100 for the number of physical educa
tion students turning in observation journals and p*  106 for 
the number with valid V-scores on Kuder Preference Record*
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elementary group Included twenty-three female and-three male 
students*  As a result, what started as an attempt to con
trol all variables in two groups except enrollment in com
munity experiences becomes, in this section, a comparison 
between three groups with three additional variables—sex, 
grade-level objective, and subject matter objective on the 
secondary level*  If we accept the majority as a controlling 
element in each case the groups are described as followsI
(a) control group of ten is secondary (10), female (9), 
mixed objective (5 physical education, 3 academic, 2 other)$
(b) the experimental secondary group of twenty is male (17), 
physical education (17)| and (c) the experimental elementary 
group of twenty-six is female (23)*

To unscramble the influence of these variables would 
require a much larger total population than we are dealing 
with here (especially for male elementary, female physical 
education, and secondary non-physical education students of 
both sexes)*  That such variables as these are pertinent to 
the question was indicated by a recent study of the rela
tionship of teacher attitudes and classroom atmosphere. The 
findings indicated that ability to "establish intimate and 
harmonious working relationships with pupils" varied from 
high to low thust primary, intermediate, senior high, jun
ior high, and that on the high school level, academic teach
ers rated higher than art, music, home economics, industrial
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arts, and physical education.?

With these limitations in mind, the three groups are 
referred to as control, elementary, and secondary groups in 
computations designed to investigate the character of the 
population of the experimental group and to discover differ
ential effects, if any, on elementary as compared with sec
ondary students. The instruments involved are the original 
ones planned for the control groupi (1) the Guilford-Martin 
Personnel Inventory (2) Wandt Inventory of Teacher Opinion, 
and (3) the mimeographed questionnaire ES-1, Vocational 
Choice Data. The latter was dropped from the matched group 
analysis because the data from the questionnaire did not 
lend itself to matching by pairs of individual students.

All comparisons in this section are made on the basis 
of P = .05 since we have no hypothesis concerning the direc
tion of differences between groups. In comparison of these 
three groups it should be noted that the frequencies vary 
from eight to seventeen. It has been pointed out that formu 
las for small samples have been used in order that standard 
errors would not be underestimated, but this does not give 
us a true picture of comparison between two small groups of

?Walter W. Cook, Carroll H. Leeds, Robert Callis, 
"Predicting Teacher-Pupil Relations," The Evaluation of Stu
dent Teaching (State Teachers College, Lock Haven, Pa.i 
Association for Student Teaching, 19^9), pp. 66-80.
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unequal size# For example, a mean difference that is sig
nificant for a group of fifteen quite often is not signifi
cant for a group of eight# If ve assume that the group of 
eight is a representative sample then ve can assume that the 
obtained mean difference and standard deviation vould remain 
true for a group of fifteen, in which case the mean differ
ence vould be significant# If the assumption of representa
tive sample cannot be made then no conclusions are tenable 
anyway# For these reasons, all comparisons between differ
ent sized groups have been computed both with the actual N 
and with an assumed H equal to the largest group in the com
parison, keeping the same mean difference and standard devi
ation# The basis of calculation is shown in each table# 
Conclusions have been drawn on the basis of the assumed H 
calculations and are generally more conservative than those 
based on the actual N#

fiamilssa 21 shsnsss. toxins, IM snzlns. gemeg.jex in 
XSEmonllX fiSSPN.eXX fitudgaM kWl SSimunltx 
experiences elementary students# Once it was established 
that the elementary and secondary groups differed signifi
cantly on the Instruments used with the control group, the 
logical step was to extend this grouping to other measures 
and personal documents. Analysis was conducted on this 
basis for the unilateral instruments such as observation
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journalst soclometrie quls, and final evaluations of student 
group leadership work by students and supervisors*  The data 
on the California Test of Personality was reworked on this 
basis, but the Kuder Preference Record was not because 
scores were complete for only four secondary students (In 
spite of frequent requests to appear for testing)*

SlfilS. S.tH.tude toxfij^ fin l.nyentgxz Qt 
activities fil IntSEZSll fit thS. 2R£12£ Sgsastfix*  Since these 
evaluations were anonymous and obviously could not be given 
to a control group, the only possible treatment was to note 
rankings of the activities and any changes for different 
administrations In March, April, ami May*  The best, If not 
the only, way to arrive at conclusions concerning the 
effects of different course activities would be to set up 
control groups within the personnel of the course Itself and 
delete certain activities from their curriculum*  It was 
felt that this procedure could not be Justified for the key 
activities of the course*

This section, then, attempts a systematic evaluation 
by the students of the course activities throughout the sem
ester*  This was considered not only good pedagogical proced
ure but capable of yielding subjective ratings for analysis 
In correlation with the objective data of the preceding 
designs*
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IV. SUMMARY OF CHAPTER

This chapter has brought together the problems 
encountered and solutions evolved In collecting and treating 
the data from standardized tests and from unpublished 
Instruments administered to experimental and control groups. 
Charts were developed to clarify the relationship between 
hypotheses, designs, and Instruments. Five hypotheses were 
stated which concerned the Interests, attitudes and adjust
ment of community experiences students. Five experimental 
designs were described to test these hypotheses through the 
use ofi three standardized tests—Kuder Preference Record, 
(Vocational), Gullford-Martin Personnel Inventory, Califor
nia Test of Personality (Adult)| one unpublished test, used 
through the courtesy of Its author, the Wandt Inventory of 
Teacher Oplnion| two sets of documents used In the course- 
observation journals and self-supervisor evaluations; and 
three Instruments developed by the writer for the study— 
Vocational Data Sheet (ES-1), Sociometric Measure (ES-3, 
termed Who's Who Quiz), Periodic Evaluation of Class Activ
ities (ES-U).

Statistical and logical problems common to all tech
niques or to certain sub-groups were discussed.

In Chapter IV specific findings are presented, 
arranged In accordance with Figure 3, that Is, according to 
the objective and hypothesis dealt with.



CHAPTER IV

THE ATTITUDES, INTERESTS, AND ADJUSTMENT OF STUDENTS OF 
COMMUNITY EXPERIENCES COURSE, AS REVEALED BY CERTAIN 

INSTRUMENTS AND TECHNIQUES OF ANALYSIS

This chapter presents the findings In three sections, 
following the classification of hypotheses as related to 
attitudes, interests, and adjustment*  Within each section 
the findings are arranged according to the test instrument 
used, disregarding the experimental design, that is, all the 
findings for a particular test are discussed at one point*  

Data regarding the test instrument and its selection heads 
each test discussion, and that concerning statistical tech
niques at appropriate points within the section*

I. ATTITUDES

Attitudes are no doubt important in the analysis of 
adjustment, especially attitudes towards others and social 
adjustment, but the distinction made here is probably best 
described as one of specificity*  The Instruments included in 
this group of hypotheses measures attitudes toward specific 
groups which a teacher contacts, and those Included in the 
adjustment section measure the derived effects of these and 
other attitudes on self and social adjustment*

Two instruments are analyzed in this section! (1)
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Wandt Inventory of Teacher Opinion and (2) the observation 
journals kept by community experiences students on their 
weekly group contacts*

W£B£1 Inventory £f Teachex Snlnlsn1

This inventory was developed by Edwin Wandt in con
nection with the Teacher Characterictics Study subsidized by 
the Grant Foundation and sponsored by the American Council 
on Education with Dr*  David G*  Ryans as director*  It has 
not been published and was duplicated for use in the present 
study with permission of the author* 2 The form used was a 

short form consisting of seven scales containing twelve pos
itively stated items each, which were adapted from an origi
nal longer form containing eight scales with twelve negative 
and twelve positive items each. The areas tested by the 
scales are attitudes towards (1) administrators, (2) pupils, 
(3) teachers, (M democratic classroom procedures, (5) 
supervisors, (6) parents, (7) non-teaching employees. 
Answers were given on an IBM sheet with top favorable score 
for each scale being sixty (5x12=60) and lowest score twelve 
(1x12=12),

Work Is still proceeding on the study but the follow
ing descriptive data come from an unpublished progress

Igee sample in Appendix B.
2See letter of permission in Appendix B.
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report by Wandt*  The original inventory of both positive 
and negative scales shoved a median sub-scale reliability of 
•81 (H s 57 female teachers, grades one to three). It was 
mailed to 801 California female classroom teachers assured 
of anonymity. Of the U72 returns, 2MO were selected for 
analysis on basis of strata sampling by grade level and 
experience. The findings in part werei elementary teachers 
had more favorable attitudes than secondary-most pronounced 
on attitudes towards pupils, parents, and democratic class
room procedures; there were no clear-cut trends of differ
ences between groups on basis of years of experience.

Work is proceeding on the short form (seven scale) 
with these preliminary resultsi significant differences on 
some scales for high-low test score groups on ratings of 
observed classroom behavior.

The inventory was used in design #2 (matched pairs) 
and design #3 (control, elementary, secondary).

Matched Pair Analysis. Summary of the matching data 
for the ten pairs appears in Table 1,3 Each pair was 

matched first for total score on the February administration 
of the Vandt Inventory and then as closely as possible on 
the October administration of the Ruder Preference Record

3Sunra. p, 83 for description of control group and 
criteria used.

.!
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T^BLS I

COEPAKABILITT OF EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTR3L O1DUPS OF PROS ACTIVE 
TEACHERS fDR AGE AND PERSON A TITT FACTORS*

*8 = 10 pairs

fAH scores in this and following tables are raw scores.

Matching Criteria Control Experimental

Vandt Inventory of Teacher Opinion 
(total score)#

Mean 301.3 303.8
Median 295.0 305.0
Range 28U-32O 28U-319

Ruder Preference Record, Vocational 
(Form CM, social service score) 

Mean 55.0 55.2
Median 52.0 5h.O
Range 36—7h 31* —72

California Test of Personality 
(Form A, Adult, total score) 

Mean 121i.6 131.1*
Median 125.0 133.5
Range 93-152 106-152

Age (In years) 
Mean 18.0 18.3
Median 18.0 18.0
Range 16—19 18—20
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(social service score), October administration of the Cali
fornia Test of Personality (total score), and for age. The 
close agreement of means, medians, and ranges indicates that 
the matching was successful*

Computation was based on both the total score and on 
the seven sub-test scores as Indicated In Table II on the 
mean differences*  Table II also presents the computed sig
nificant t-ratlos*  Two types of calculations were made, the 
first, for each group separately, to determine significant 
movement during the spring semester, Is to be found in sec
tion A of Table II*  The second, to determine significant 
differences between groups as of the May administration of 
the test, is to be found in section B*

The null hypothesis Is stated thusi Such difference 
as may appear during the spring semester In the mean changes 
of attitudes (as measured by the Wandt Inventory of Teacher 
Opinion) in favor of students in community experiences as 
compared with an equivalent group of students not in commun
ity experiences Is of such an amount that it could arise by 
chance and the true difference is zero*

Elnainss. abS, ssEsiHslsni*
1*  The null hypothesis is retained as to the total 

score*
Both groups made gains in total score, but only the 

control was significant*  There was no significant dif
ference In the amount of change and no significant dif
ference in May*
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TABLE H

KEAN DIFFERENCES AND SIGNIFICANT T-RATIOS FOR EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL 
GROUPS OF PROSPECTIVE TEACHERS ON PRE. AND END-TEST

SCORES ON WANDT INVENTOR! (@*  TEACHER OPINION

•Numbers refer to sub-tests of opinion as followst 
Attitude towards—
1. Administrators
2. Pupils
3. Teachers
U, Democratic Classroom Procedures
5. Supervisors
6. Parents
7. Non-teaching eiqployees

bdf is 9 and .05 level requires 2.26.

«Bfll

1*  2 3 h 5 6 7 Total

A. Within Groups Movement February to Hay 
Experimental

Differences 2.6 2.6 2.8 1.2 1.8 .5 .1 11.6
T-Ratios 

Control 
Differences 1.7

2.89* b 

h.8

2.80

.6 2.3 -.3 3.7 1.6 1U.3
T-Ratios 2.98 5.52 2.67

B, Between Groups Comparison, Experimental * Control Score 
February 

Differences •.? 3.3 .1 1.5 -1.2 .2 2.5
T-Ratios

May 
Differences .2 1.1 2.3 .11 .9 -3.0 -2.2 .2
T-Ratios 2,to
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2. Although there were significant differences In 

subtest scores there was no apparent pattern or trend  
There were no significant differences In February  

both groups moved significantly as to pupils, control 
as to parents, and experimental as to teachers  Control 
was significantly higher than experimental on parents In 
May

*
*

*
*

Ssimilsas 21 alsasntazx, 
groups* It has been pointed out previously**  that It became 

apparent during the study that community experiences elemen
tary and secondary students differed greatly In many charac
teristics, that elementary students were predominantly fem
inine, secondary were predominantly male physical education 
students, and finally that the control group was feminine 
and secondary*  Thus, the elementary and control groups have 
feminine sex In common but differ In educational level} sec
ondary and control groups have educational level In common 
but differ In both sex and objective; elementary and second
ary groups differ In both sex and level*  This section exam
ines the data on the Inventory for significant differences 
between these groups to Increase understanding of the stu
dent population. Two questions are pertinenti (1) Are 
there any static differences related to sex or level of 
teaching chosen? (2) Do there appear any differential 
changes In attitudes during the spring semester? Only if

P. 8^*  
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there are extreme differences between both elementary and 
secondary community experiences students combined and the 
control group will there be basis for imputing relationship 
of any changes and community experiences*

Analysis of covariance was first applied to the data 
since the groups were not equatedF-ratios of 5*05  for 
February and 1*75  for May Indicated that the initial varia
bility between groups decreased considerably*  The May 
F-ratio adjusted for February variability was *22.  Compu
tations were continued to determine t-ratlos for total 
scores, sub-test scores, and for separate pairs of groups*  

The differences and their significances are tabulated in 
Table III and analyzed below*  Section A of the table pre
sents the data on changes in each group during the spring 
semester and section B the comparisons for each of the three 
possible pairings in both February and May*  The t-ratlos 
for the *05  level for the different sized groupings are 
found In Table IV since space was lacking for inclusion of 
these data in Table III*,

1*  The null hypothesis is retained as to changes in 
attitude attributable to community experiences*

All three groups have the following in commons all 
changes in total scores significant, all changes In

5Garrett, on* cit*f p*  289*
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TABLE HI

MEAN DIFFERENCES AND SIGNIFICANT T-RATIOS FOR EIEMENTARI, SECONDART, 
AND CONTROL GROUPS OF PROSPECTIVE TEACHERS ON

WANDT INVENTOFT OF TEACHER OPINION

la 2 3 h 5 6 7 Total

A. Within Groups Movement February to May
Elementary

Difference 
T-Ratlos

1.2 3.U
2.1h

2.8 2.1
3.1h

1.0 .8 .2 11.8
2.15

Secondary
Difference h.5 2.8 3.1 1.8 3.1 2.7 2.0 20.2
T-Ratlos 2.78 (2.22) (3.1h) (2.37) 2.59 (2.10) h.26

Control
Difference 
T-Ratios

1.7 h.8 .6 2.3 -.3 3.7
2.98 5.52

B. Between Groups Comparison

1.6 lh.3
2.67

February
Elem.-Sec.® 
T-Ratios

h.h
2.35

5.5
2.66

3.7 8.6
(2.h8)« 3.79

3.0 1.7 3.5 
(2.08)

30.2
2.90

Elenu-Con.
T-Ratios

.9 h.9
3.33

1.6 3.9
2.20

-1.0 .7 1.2 12.0

Con.-Sec. 
T-Ratios

3.5 
(2.55)

.6 2.1 3.5
(2.09)

h.O 
(3.11)

1.0 2.3 
(2.31)

16.8
2.37

May
Elem.-Sec.
T-Ratios

1.1 6.1 
h.09

3.h 8.7
(2.75) 3.3h

3.6
2.29

-.2 1.7 21.8 
3M

Elem.-Con.
T-Ratios

.h 3.5
2.87

3.8 3.7
2.28

.3 2.2 .2 9.5

Con.-Sec. 
T-Ratios

.7 2.6 
(2*ti8)

-.h 5.0
2.30

.6 2.0 
(2.22)

1.9 12.3
(2.37)

ttNumbers refer to eub-tests of opinion as followst toward-*
1, Administrators 5» Supervisors
2, Pupils 6, Parents
3# Teadiers ?, Non-teaching employees
he Democratic classroom procedures

^In each case the latter group is the subtrahend.

^-ratios in parentheses were calculated with N adjusted to 
equal elementary N (17). See pp. 86-7*
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TABIS n

CRITICAL RATIOS AT .0$ LEVEL FOR 
T-RATIOS OF TABLE HI

Grouping 8 df PS .05

Elementary-Secondary 23 21 2.08
Elementary-Control 25 23 2.07
Control-Secondary 18 16 2.12
Elementary 15 lit 2.Ui
Secondary 8 7 2.36
Control 10 9 2.26

Adjusted M
All groups 17 2.11
All comparisons 3U 32 2.0U
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pupil sub-test scores significant, none of the changes 
In democratic procedures sub-test scores significant. 
The only significant change occurring in community 
experiences students and not in control was for teacher 
subtest.

2. Female students appear to have more favorable 
attitudes towards groups tested than male students.

The female groups (elementary and control) were 
higher than secondary (male) both in February and May 
on all scores except May parents (.2) and teachers (,M. 
Twenty out of possible thirty-two mean scores were sig
nificantly higher. There was no significant difference 
In total score either in February or May between elemen
tary and control, and in only four out of fourteen sub
test scores.

3. Elementary students appear to be more democratic 
and permissive than secondary.

Elementary was significantly higher than both second
ary and control both February and May in all comparisons 
for pupils and democratic classroom practices excepting 
in the latter sub-test compared with control. This data 
supports that of the progress report discussed on page 
92.

The twenty-eight students included in this section 
are those who completed sufficient journals to make analysis 
possible. Of these, twenty-three are elementary majors (out 
of a possible twenty-six) and five are secondary (out of 
a possible twenty).6 Thus no attempt was made to compare the 

two groups, but the data were treated as a unit.
Students were expected to furnish a journal summary

^This is a pattern evident among the secondary phys
ical education group generally as to tests, assignments, 
attendance. Two of the five reporting are the academic sec
ondary students.
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of each group contact to form the basis for laboratory group 
discussion and personal conferences*  A mimeographed form 
was provided? from which students were free depart If they 

desired*  Most students followed it for approximately half 
of the semester*  It suggested a division of entries Into

?See Appendix B*
®Henry J* Maas, "Personal and Group Factors in Lead

ers’ Social Perception,” Journal of Abnormal and Social Psy
chology f January, 1950,See Appendix D*

(1) a chronology of group activities, (2) situations and 
processes, (3) personal actions, plans, learnings, and ques
tions*

The first two and the last two journals were selected 
for analysis*  Entries were coded as being (1) judgmental,
(2) observational, or (3) causal in nature, with a view to 
determining the attitude of the students towards the behav
ior of others and the direction of change, if any  The 
classification follows that of Maas in a study of the Inter
relation of leaders  personality and group structure in 
determining the leaders  attitude toward behavior,® Sample 

items and their classification as above, follows

*

1
1

Judgmental—"Something should be done to make those 
boys pay attention and quit being so bad* ”

Observational—”Served different refreshments since 
some complained of lack of variety* ”

Causal—”All ’trouble-makers*  were not present,
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probably due to suspension of Re AeeM9

An underlying assumption of this classification Is 
that causal are preferred to judgmental entries in that they 
lead to a dynamic view of behavior and a more acceptive 
attitude on the part of the leader*  Maas notes that tenta*  

tive and multiple causal entries are to be preferred to dog*  

matic and singlef but that even the latter are preferable to 
judgments in that they can lead to further inquiry with 
proper.guidance, and he makes no distinction in his study* * 10 
None is made here*

^Questions as to cause appeared in early journals and 
were also classified as causal observations*

10Maas, loc* cite

Table V gives a summary of the frequency and per cent 
distribution of the entries in two February and two May 
journals for the twenty*eight  students*  Chi*square  was com*  

puted for the change in number of judgmental, observational, 
♦ and causal entries from February to May by adjusting the 

February frequencies to total U88 as In May but in the per*  

centages as in February*  The adjusted February frequencies 
are given In parentheses in Table V*  Table VI shows the 
direction of change for Individual students, based on Indi*  

vldual percentages of judgmental, causal, or observational 
entries*
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TABLE V

DISTRIBUTION OF ENTRIES IN OBSERVATION JOURNALS BY FRESHBAN EDUCATION 
STUDENTS SERVING AS YOUTH GROUP LEADERS, 

CLASSIFIED AS TO MENTAL SET

Date ___ Judgmental_____ Observational Causal Total 
NumberNumber Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent

February 17
(adjusted) (14)*

2.9 465 
(389)

79.9 101 
(85)

17.2 583 
(488)

May 9 1.8 430 88.2 49 10.0 488

♦Nunbere in parentheses are February frequencies oDeputed as per
centages of 488, the Kay total# Using these figures as oemparisen with 
Fay, tiii-square is 19.74, above the #01 level of 6.635#

TABLE H

COMPARATIVE STATUS IN FEBRUARY AND MAY OF TWENTY-EIGHT FRESHMAN 
EDUCATION STUDENTS, BASED ON RATIO OF JUDGMENTAL TO 

CAUSAL ENTRIES IN OBSERVAHON JOURNALS

Judgmental Causal Eoullibrium Observational

February*  1 22 ...................... 2 ........ .
]| —*̂ ‘*̂*

0 “*
^>2 + 3

May 5 12 0 11

♦This table is read) in February one student had a larger per
centage of J than 0 entries, twenty-two had larger 0 than J, two had 
equal J and C peroeatages, three had none of either# Of the twenty- 
two C students, fair becawe J, twelve remained C, six became 0# It 
should be noted that all students had a majority of 0 entries, the 
coluim 0 here includes only students who had 0 entries only#
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The null hypothesis states that such Increase in 

causal entries over judgmental entries as may be found from 
February to May Is of such amount that It could have occur
red by chance alone and the true difference Is zero*

Findings and conclusions
1*  The null hypothesis Is retained*  There Is no evi

dence of a shift of entries from judgmental to causal*
There vas a decrease In number and percentage of both 

causal and judgmental entries*
2*  Students became more objective In their reporting*  
The shift In emphasis vas from judgmental and causal 

entries to observational, significant above the *01  level vith a chi-square of (6.61* required)*  The 
number of students who made judgmental entries declined 
from eleven In February to six In May and for causal 
declined from twenty-five to thirteen*

Some differences between the Maas study and the pres
ent one present a possible explanation for absence of a sig
nificant shift to causal emphasis*  His group consisted of 
juniors enrolled for a year In a concurrent course In human 
development as against the present group of freshmen 
enrolled for a semester in a course emphasizing the discus
sion of problems arising In the community group situation*  

The level of sophistication, the length of the experience, 
and the emphasis of the course could account for a differ
ence*  A conference with the instructor indicated that 
emphasis in the course was on objective reporting rather 
than psychological analysis*  At this stage of psychological 
sophistication, this is probably the proper emphasis*
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II. iirrsRssrs

Interests appear to be pretty stable by the late 
teens so that we should not be too surprised if we do not 
find significant changes. However if we accept the view
point of Prescott, Tyler, and Kelley referred to earlier,li

lt would be gratifying to discover that participation in, 
and intimate, instead of vicarious, knowledge of community 
agencies did increase social service interest. The Kuder 
Preference Record (Vocational) was the sole instrument used 
in this section of the study.

The validity of the Kuder Preference Record is criti

cized by reviewers on the basis of small N for occupational 
groups as compared with the Strong inventory, and the sub
test reliability of .81 to .98, It is pointed out, is not 
reliability of profile interpretation.12 However the test 
is widely used and is included in the freshman battery given 
so that scores were available for use in design #1, compar
ison of changes during the fall and spring semesters*

The Kuder Preference Record (Vocational), form CM, 
was administered in September, 1951> to entering freshmen.

p. Uo ff.
^2Ralph F. Berdie, "Kuder Preference Record," The 

ThM. Esatal MeMBESSSnU Xesi^oolii Oscar K. Buros, editor 
(New Brunswick, N. J.i Rutgers University University Press, 
19Wf P» 6U0.
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However, examination of the records disclosed scores for 
only twenty of the forty-eight completing the course—either 
because they failed to show up, or their V-score indicated 
misunderstanding or carelessness in taking the Record, Of 
these, seventeen satisfied the criteria set up for this 
designs (1) completion of the fall semester course, Intro
duction to American Education, (2) freshmen education majors, 
(3) completion of the Record In September, February, and May, 
(U) spring enrollment In Community Experiences for Prospec
tive Teachers, Finally, thirteen of these were female and 
four were male^3 so that they were treated as separate 

groups since norms are given by sex,
* Table VII gives the mean scores, percentile equiva

lents, and ranges for the three administrations of the test. 
Figure 5 graphically pictures the high and low interest 
areas for the female group,1**

13once more, getting data from the male group was 
like pulling teeth.

ll*0nly one of the group was secondary, so It may be 
properly described as female and elementary.

The null hypothesis stalest such increase as may 
appear in the mean social service score during the spring 
semester as compared with the fall semester Is of such an 
amount that it could appear by chance alone and the true 
difference is zero, * ll
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TAEIE HI

MEANS, EQUIVALENT PERCENTIIES, AND RANGES FOR SOCIAL SERVICE SCORES 
ON RUDER VOCATIONAL PREFERENCE RECORD FOR HALE

AND FEMALE FRESHMAN EDUCAHON STUDENTS

Date ef Mean Percentile________________ Range
Test Male Female Male Female Male Female

October 1*3.3 Sl*.o SI 6U 35-53 33-68

February U.S 59.2 S8 78 35-55 32-7S

May U.S 58.9 70 78 3b-614 33-77
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Hnainsa sal £0021321222.
le The null hypothesis is retained. There Is no 

evidence to support the hypothesis of an Increase In 
social service Interest as a result of community exper
iences*

None of the semester differences are significant. 
The greatest change, 5*2  for the female group, was In 
fall semester rather than spring.

2. Female students appear to be higher than male in 
social service Interest.

All the female means were higher than the male. None 
of these differences are significant, but the February 
difference has a t-ratio of 2,00 with 2.13 required for 
•05 level, and the May difference, the smallest of the 
three, would be significant with an increase in size of 
the sample to an N of twenty-one for both groups.

3. Female elementary student teachers show a stable 
profile of high and low Interests.

Figure 5 justifies generalizations that this group of 
prospective teachers are definitely high In social ser
vice and persuasive Interests, low In outdoor, scien
tific, computational, and clerical, and tend to shift In 
literary, musical, mechanical, and artistic Interests. 
Comparing this data with the fifty primary school teachers reported on in the Kuder examiner's manual.15 these 
trainees appear to be moving to close agreement with 
teachers in service. The manual reported high interests 
as art, literary, musical, and social, and the low 
interests as mechanical, computational, scientific, and 
clerical.

III. ADJUSTMENT

In these days of emphasis on human relationships in 
the economic and political fields It Is difficult to see how 
educators can ignore it, as some seem inclined to do in

1?G. Frederic Kuder, 52321221 BSSal XSE. tfee Kuder. 
Preference Beeord. Vocational. Form 2 (Chicagot Science 
Research Associates, 19*9) । P*  187
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search for technical or intellectual efficiency# When hard*  

headed business men find attention to human relations eco
nomically profitable, the light must eventually penetrate to 
the ivory towers. It is axiomatic that adjustment to one*s  

self and to others are prerequisites to successful human 
relations*

This section examines this question from several 
angles, first with instruments already in use—the Califor
nia Test of Personality and student-supervisor evaluation 
sheets (CLP-8,9), and second through others either construc
ted for the purpose—the Vocational Data Sheet (ES-1) and a 
sociometric measure (ES-3), or standardized—the Gullford- 
Martin Personnel Inventory,

Shs. Saiix^nla. Taa-t st Esissxallti

The California Test of Personality Is criticized by 
Shaffer in the Third Mental Measurements Yearbook on three 
countst (1) suggestions In the Manual for corrective meas
ures for low scores on sub-tests despite a sub-test relia
bility of ,60 to *87f  (2) sharp percentile curves, e*g, f on 
one sub-test a score of ten Is thirty-fifth percentile and 
twelve Is eighty-fifth percentile, and (3) unestablished 
validity. He concludes that, on the whole, these faults are 
common to personality tests generally,^

^•^Lauranee, F, Shaffer, "California Test of Personal-
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However* the test Is quite widely used, Is already In 

use on freshmen education students at the University of 
Houston, and finally was used in the only controlled study 
made to date of the effect of youth group leadership on 
teachers In training.Its inclusion in this study was 
indicated by these considerations as one of several measures 
to be used*  The test results are treated with three tech
niques*  (1) comparison of community experiences students In 
fall and spring semesters on self and social adjustment, (2) 
comparison of elementary and secondary community experiences 
students on self and social adjustment, and (3) comparison 
of various groupings on basis of an index of projection or 
introjection of blame in social situations, based on a ratio 
of self to social adjustment*

saxsssnl in £all anl ssilM ssasstsz*  The 
California Test of Personality, Form A, Adult was adminis
tered in October to all students of Introduction to American 
Education in two class sections*  The test results were 
interpreted to students in one section in a very general way 

tty,” Tha Mental Msas^mgn^ XssrbppX, Oscar K, Bur os, editor (New Brunswick, N*  J*t  Rutgers University Press, 
19^), PP. 26-7.

^Henry S, Maas*  "Attitudinal Changes of Youth Group 
Leaders in Teacher Training." Journal of Educational 
Research. U-3:660-91 May, 1950. Synopsis may be found in 
Appendix D*
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vith no reference to individual items or sub*tests,  and to 
students in the other section on the basis of sub-test 
scores and individual items according to the suggestions in 
the manual,!-® Forty-one of these students completed the 

community experiences program and thirty-three of these were 
tested in February and May with the California Test of Per
sonality*  All of these students were freshmen education 
majors*  Scores of sixteen students who did not take Intro
duction to American Education or were not freshmen and of 
eight students who failed to take the test at all three 
administrations are not included in the following computa
tions*  The subjects thus satisfy the following criteria*
(1) freshmen education majors, (2) completed Introduction to 
American Education in the fall, (3) completed California 
Test of Personality in October, February, and May, (M com
pleted requirements of Community Experiences for Prospective 
Teachers*

The main question to be examined in this section of 
the study arises from the stated objective of promoting the 
adjustment of prospective teachers*  Following the format of 
the California Test of Personality the question is to be 
answered on the basis of scores on self adjustment and

l®Ernest V*  Telgs. Willis W*  Clark, and Louis P*  
piorpe, Manual o£ Directions.. Callfoy,iil.a Test o£ Personality 
(Los Angeles*  California Test Bureau, 1942), p*  5*  
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social adjustment. Ho computations were based on sub-test 
scores*  Calculation of mean, r, standard deviation was on 
grouped data according to the short method outlined In Gar
rett for a correlation table*!?  Calculation of standard 

error of the difference between means was based on the for
mula for SSd when the means are correlated, as when the same 
test Is repeated on a single group*  Means and standard 
deviations based on raw scores were computed for the thirty- 
three students for each administration of the test for the 
self and social adjustment scores. The results are col
lected in Table VIII, together with percentile equivalents 
for the means and the range covered by the data for each 
mean*  Table IX brings together the data for computation of 
t-ratios for each of the mean differences*

The null hypothesis states that such Increase as may 
appear in the mean self or social adjustment score during 
the spring semester as compared with the fall semester is of 
such magnitude that it could appear by chance and the true 
difference is zero*

In addition to carrying out the main design, another 
question is examined In this section*  Attention has been 
called to the fact that the two Instructors of the introduc
tory course followed a different policy In Interpreting the

^Garrett, sa*  clt.f p*  13U-9



TABLE VIU

MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, RANGES FOR THREE SUCCESSIVE AEMINISTRAHONS 
OF TEE CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITT FOR FRESHMAN EDUCATION

STUDENTS IN COMMUNITI EXPERIENCES COURSE

Mean_______Standard Deviation_________ Range
Social Self Social Self Social Self

October •cores 
Percentiles

62.1 
U5

611.7 
55

9.U 9.0 117-79232 
20-90

lt7-81#31» 
10-95

February scores 
Percentiles

70.3 
65

73.U 
80

9.7 8.9 li8*88sliO  
20-99

56-88s32 
25-99

May scores 
Percentiles

7h.l 
75

76.9 
85

8.9 5.U 5!t-88s31*  
30-99

67-87820 
50-99

TABIS n

DATA FOR CALCUUTION OF T-RATIOS FOR MEAN DIFFERENCES OVER FALL AND 
SPRING SEMESTERS OF CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITT

SCORES OF TABLE VHI

Notei N* 33, df=32, p/.O5 • 2.0h, p/.Ol * 2.75

Social Score Self Score
Mean 

Differ,
r Cor. 

, Coeff.
SEd T-Ratio Mean 

Differ.
r Cor. 
Coeff.

SEd T-Ratio

October to 
February

8.2 .1*5 1.73 11.82 8.7 .51 1.59 5.1*7

February to 
May

3.8 .81 1.10 3.1*5 3.5 .51 1.36 2.57
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results of the California Test of Personality to their stu
dents.20 To determine whether differences in interpretation 

affected subsequent scores, means were computed for both 
self and social scores for all three administrations for the 
thirty-three students in the previous computations, but they 
were now divided Into section A with twenty-one students who 
received detailed interpretations, and section B with twelve 
students who received very general Interpretations. The 
means and mean differences are to be found in Table X.

1. The null hypothesis Is retained. There Is no 
evidence of a greater change In self or social adjust
ment in the spring semester as compared with the fall 
semester.

Actually, both self and social adjustment showed approximately five points greater change In the fall 
semester than in the spring although three of the 
t-ratios are above the .01 level and the fourth above 
,02. There are several possible explanations for this 
phenomenon*  (1) Students became test-wise and 
approached the top of the scale in February. That the 
top was approached Is indicated by the restricted range 
of twenty points in the May self scores and that the top 
scores in February were above the ninety-ninth percen
tile*  (2) The test has a low celling. The data just 
given would corroborate that hypothesis also. (3) The 
changes show actual rate of adjustment of adolescents to 
an entirely new situation. It Is the writer's view that 
all of these elements were present, but that primarily 
the magnitude of the mean changes was due to relative 
periods of adjustment for freshmen and to a low ceiling 
for the test*  It is an Interesting subject for further 
study with other personality tests and with comparable 
forms.

P. 112-3.
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TABIS X

MEANS AND MEAN DIFFERENCES FOR FALL AND SPRING SEMESTERS ON 
CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY FOR COMMUNITY EXPERIENCES

STUDENTS GROUPED AS TO SECTION OF ENROLLMENT IN
INTRODUCTION TO AMERICAN EDUCATION

IN FALL SEMESTER

Date of Test Social Score Self Score

Section A Section B Section A Section B

October 61.5
Means

65.9 6L.5 6h.6
Fetaruwy 68.5 72.5 73.1 72.9
May 71.5 76.2 76.7 76.7

October to February 7«O
Mean Differences
6.6 8.6 8.3

February to May 3.0 3.7 3.6 3.8
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2e Self and social adjustment moved similarly.
The group mean changes are almost identical. However, 

the differences in r indicate that individual students 
maintained their respective positions more in respect to 
social scores,

3, The method of Interpreting the California Person
ality Test appears to have little effect on the scores 
of subsequent tests.

The close agreement of the means for the two class 
sections in Table X is notable. Section A started 
approximately four points ahead of B in the social score 
and maintained the same lead through a mean gain of 
approximately eleven points. In the self area the 
groups started even and finished even through a mean 
gain of twelve points. The data lend support to the 
thesis that the movement registered by the mean gains in 
Table IX is a strong movement to be expected of freshmen 
generally, and little likely to be influenced by other 
stimuli. It likewise argues against much influence of 
test-wiseness in the scores since detailed interpreta
tion of the test should have helped section A to raise 
its score considerably more than section B,

Saanailson st sal  
both semesters. The thirty-three students who satisfied the 
original criteria and who took the California Test of Per
sonality at all three administrations have been divided into 
elementary (nineteen students) and secondary (fourteen stu
dents) in the accompanying table of mean differences and 
t-ratlos, Table XI,

ELnSlnsi and aanaiasism
1, Elementary students appear to be better adjusted 

than secondary students.
The higher elementary group means are all signifi

cantly greater except the May self adjustment. The ele
mentary group remained ten points ahead in October, Feb
ruary, and May in social adjustment through a mutual 
gain of ten points in groups means. In the self area
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TABIE H

MEAN DIFFERENCES AND SIGNIFICANT T-RATIOS ON CALIFORNIA 
TEST OF PERSONAUTT FOR COMMUNITY EXPERIENCES 

STUDENTS GROUPED AS ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY

Period or Self Social
Group Mean Differences T^Ratios Mean Differences T-Ratios

K« Conparlaon of within Groups Change over Both Semesters
Fall (Oct.-Feb.) 

Elementary 7.1 h.17*  7.8 3.75
Secondary 10.1 3.91 7.8 2.58

Spring (Feb.-May) 
Elementary 2.7 (1.82) 3.1 2.32
Secondary 5.0 3«O7 3.U 2.21

B. Between Groups Conparison
October 8.8® 3.07 10.0 3.63
February 5,8 2.19 10.0 3.5U
May 3.5 (1.7h) 9.7 luOO

“The required ratios for P z .05 are as follows!
Group N df CR

Elementary 19 18 2.10
Secondary Hi 13 2.16
Elem.-Sec. 33 31 2.0U

^Elementary score minus secondary.
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elementary remained ahead but the difference was stead
ily decreased from 8.8 to 3*5*

2. Both elementary and secondary groups appear to be 
favorably affected In the same degree during the fresh
man year as to self and social adjustment.

Although the significant difference between the ele
mentary and secondary groups on self adjustment disap
peared (because the spring semester change was signifi
cant for the secondary and not for the elementary), 
there was no significant difference In the amount of 
change for the two groups for either semester.

CsQBazlsaa fit sfilt aM £2s1a1 fiaissJiasat sssfiss. as. aa 
 st fizaAsstlsn <££ laMestlsn) St 

leaders. Mention has been made of the Maas studies of atti
tudinal changes In youth group leaders. In the first of 
these, evidence pointed to the relationship between a lead
er *s  personality and the type of group In which he was 
placed in determining the direction of change in attitude 
toward behavior of youth as evidenced by observation jour
nals.2^ The personality trait in question was termed pro
jection— intro jeotl on (of blame by leaders in reference to 
group difficulties), which was measured by clinical analysis 
of autobiographical data and by comparison of the self 
adjustment and social adjustment percentile scores on the 
California Test of Personality, with preponderance of the 
self score leading to assumption of turning blame outward 
and the opposite for social preponderance.

2^See Appendix D.
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This section examines the self and social adjustment 

data for the October, February, and May administrations of 
the California Test of Personality to determine whether the 
relationship indicated in the Maas study holds true in the 
present study. It should be noted that Maas1 report used 
California scores in conjunction with autobiographical data 
only at the beginning of the experiment for classification 
of group leaders. It was an Implicit assumption that this 
trait was basic and subject to little variation since the 
only variable measured was attitude toward youth behavior as 
evidenced in observation journals. Preliminary analysis of 
the present data Indicated that such assumption was unten
able for the population tested, since, out of thirty-five 
students2^ for whom data are complete, only sixteen remained 

in the same classification from October to February, fourteen 
from February to May, and eight from October to May, Con
tingency tables for elementary and secondary groups for fall 
and spring semester changes in dichotomous classification 
substantiate this conclusion. Chi-square test yielded Ps,25> 
for the most significant table, the elementary group from 
February to May in which twelve out of twenty remained in 
the same classification,

22Data include scores of all students with three test 
scores, including two sophomore students.
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With this variability In mind It Is still worth-while 

examining the possibility that a continuously variable Index 
of projectlon-lntrobjection might reveal relationships not 
visible with the dichotomous2^ classification used so far. 

The data presented In this section consist, first 
of the development of a continuously variable Index, and 
then use of the Index In an examination of the following 
questions!

23That Is, projective or Introjectlve with no regard 
for the amount of difference between self and social scores,

21*0r, stated otherwise, Is the trait In question sta
ble, as measured by a continuously variable Index based on 
the self and social adjustment scores?

2?This was the question answered In the affirmative 
by Maas study outlined In Appendix D*

1« Is there any significant relationship between 
Individual Indexes for October, February, and May tests?2«S

2, Is there any significant relationship between 
Individual Indexes In February, group placement, and 
changes In attitude toward behavior during spring 
semester?^?

Except where otherwise indicated, data are presented 
for the elementary and.secondary groups separately, since 
the two groups have been shown to be significantly different 
on the California Test of Personality,

Pro.1ectlon-Intro.1ectlon Index, subsection 1. Table 
XII Illustrates the steps In the development of an Index
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that reflects the amount of difference between the self and 
social adjustment scores: (1) the self adjustment percen
tile was subtracted from the social percentile to yield an 
Index for October, February, and Mayj theoretically the 
range of these differences is *99  to *99,  but the actual 
range Is *60  to -50} (2) to eliminate negative numbers, 
fifty was arbitrarily added to these differences, thus 
shifting the scale to 0 to 110, with 50 representing neu
trality or equilibrium,

2^There Is no evaluation Implied In this ranking 
since it is arguable from the Maas study that varying group 
situations may call for rankings at many points In the con
tinuum.

Prolectlon-Introlection Index, subsection This 
section examines the possibility of significant relationship 
between individual Indexes for the October, February, and 
May tests. Table XII presents the computations for elemen
tary students and Table XIII for secondary. Ranks were com
puted for both groups for each of the three administrations, 
with the number one rank assigned to the largest numerical 
Index.2** Rank difference correlation coefficients, rho, 

were calculated for each consecutive pair of administrations. 
A mean was also calculated for the Indexes for each adminis
tration. The ranks, rho coefficients, and mean Indexes for 
each group are presented in the respective tables.
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TABU xn
DEVEIDmEHT OF A CONTINUOUSIX VARIABLE INDEX OF PROJECTION-INTROJECTION 

R)H EIEMEHTAKI COMMUNITI EXPERIENCES STUDENTS, BASED ON COMPARISOM 
OF SELF-SOCIAL SCORES OS CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY

Student
No.*

Social-Self me
May

Add 50
May

Rank Order
Oct. Feb. Oct. Feb. Oct. Feb. May

Il 60 -10 -5 no ho h5 1.0 16.5 12.5
6 -10 -15 20 hO 35 18.5 16.5 18.5
7 -25 5 5 25 55 20.0 19.0 5.0
8 —20 -10 -10 30 hO hO 17.0 16.5 16.0
9 15 -5 0 65 h5 50 7.0 13.5 8.5

13 25 -5 -10 75 h5 l$0 3.5 13.5 16.0
15 35 0 20 85 50 70 2.0 10.0 1.5
21 -15 ii5 0 35 95 50 15.0 1.0 8.5
22 0 -5 15 5o h5 12.0 10.0 12.5
2h -15 20 5 35 70 55 15.0 2.0 5.0
25 -15 -Ii5 -15 35 5 35 15.0 20.0 18.5
26 15 15 20 65 65 70 7.0 3.0 1.5
30 0 -10 -5 50 ho h5 10.0 16.5 12.5
32 25 10 -li5 75 60 5 3.5 5.0 20,0
3U -5 5 15 li5 55 65 12.0 7.0 3.0
35 10 0 0 60 50 5o 9.0 10.0 8.5
36 20 0 0 70 50 50 5.0 10.0 8.5
37 15 10 5 65 60 55 7.0 5.0 5.0

-30 10 -10 20 60 ho 18.5 5.0 16.0
fc -5 0 -5 Ii5 50 h5 12.0 10.0 12.5

Mean. • . 
Rho • • •

• • • e e # e e • • • 51.8 h9.8 h7.3
136 .hl9

Hotel This table is read thus—student number It had a social 
adjustment percentile on the California Test of Personality that was 
higher by 60 than his self adjustment percentile in October j an arbi
trary 50 added to this gives an index of HOj in October this was 
rank number 1.0.

•Student No. refers to the number assigned to each student in 
the community experiences course in the summary of data table (Table 
xmn) in Appendix C.
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TABL3 XIII

DEVEIDPMENT OF A CONTINUOUS LX VARIAED5 INDEX OF FROJECTIO1MNTBDJECTIOH 
FOR SECONDAEX COM1UNITT EXPERIENCES STUDENTS, BASED ON COMPARISON 

OF SELF-SOCIAL SCORES ON CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONAHTI

Student
No.*

Social-Self %lle Add 50 Rank Order
Oct. Feb. May Oct. Feb. May Oct. Feb. May

1 •10 -5 0 ho h5 ho 11.0 9.0 h.5
10 10 5 -10 60 55 hO 6.5 2.5 8.5
11 20 0 15 70 50 65 1.0 6.5 1.0
Hi -5 -10 -10 h5 ho hO 9.0 11.0 8.5
19 •20 -15 -35 30 35 15 13.0 13.5 12.0
20 5 5 *15 55 55 35 8.0 2.5 10.5
23 •10 -30 5 hO 20 55 11.0 15.0 2.0
29 15 5 0 65 55 50 3.5 2.5 h.5
33 15 5 0 65 55 50 3.5 2.5 h.5
ho -ho -10 -h5 10 ho 5 lh.0 n.o 13.5
hl 15 -10 -50 65 ho 0 3.5 11.0 15.0
h2 •10 0 -h5 hO 50 5 11.0 6.5 13.5
h3 10 eB15 0 60 35 50 6.5 13.5 h.5
h6 -h5 0 *15 5 50 35 15.0 6.5 10.5
h8 15 0 -5 65 50 h5 3.5 6.5 7.0

Kean . . • e e * • • • • • h7.7 h5.0 36.0
Rho. • . e e • • e * • # • ♦ • ♦ • « • • e • • • . .628 .099

*Student No. refers to the number assigned to each student in 
the CMreunity experiences course In the summary of data table (Table 
XXVHI) In Appendix C.

Note t This table la read thus—student number 1 had a eodLal 
adjustment percentile on the California Test of Personality that was 
lower by 10 than his self adjustment percentile In October; an arbitrary 
50 added to this gives an Index of UO; in October this was rank number 
lleOe
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Elnaings. snl 
1*  Tendency towards projection or introjection of 

blame by group leaders as measured by comparison of self 
and social adjustment scores on the California Test of 
personality appears to be an unstable measure, whether 
indicated by a continuously variable index or a dichoto
mous classification, when applied to freshmen education 
majors*

27see Appendix D.

Only one coefficient is significant at *0?,  rho for 
the secondary group for the fall semester*  All others 
indicate considerable shifting around in ranks*

2*  There was no difference between semesters or 
between groups in the amount of change In mean indexes*  

The secondary difference of nine points for the 
spring semester, with a t-ratio of 1.59» and the May 
difference of over eleven points between elementary and 
secondary, with a t-ratio of 1*93,  were the largest mean 
differences.

3*  There appear to be some differentiating factors 
at work between the elementary and secondary groups in 
relation to the stability of the index*

The largest rho coefficient for the elementary group 
was in the spring semester and for the secondary group 
was in the fall semester. It is an interesting subject 
for further research*

Prolection-Intro.lection Index, subsection 3. This 
section examined the possibility of significant relationship 
between Individual indexes in February, group placement, and 
changes in attitude toward behavior*  Maas found that all 
the leaders in his study who were projective of blame and 
who were placed in open groups became more acceptive of 
behavior as measured by observation journal entries, but 
when placed in closed groups they became more rigid* 27
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Introjectlvo leaders fared best In closed groups and worst 
in open groups. The importance of this concept when a course 
such as Community Experiences for Prospective Teachers 
attempts to promote adjustment through group leadership is 
evident.

The classification of agency groups follows that of 
Maast (1) alm-*is  the activity open to the group or pre*  

scribed by others? (2) structure—is the membership rela
tively open or limited by restrictions and limitations? (3) 
function—are there established rituals and regulations to 
be followed?. Only four agencies have been classified in 
three groups, the ones included being those with the most 
students in order to keep the issues as simple as possible.
Final or total was considered as closed or open when two of
the three characteristics were so classifiedi

Groug Ala Zetal
Orphanage Open Closed Open Open
Boy’s Club, Playground Open Open Open Open
Boy Scout Commissioners Closed Open Closed Closed

There is room for difference of opinion on the classifica
tion scheme as presented, but, regardless of its accuracy, 
obvious differences between projective and introjactive 
leaders in the same group must be found to substantiate 
Maas’ findings.

Data from observation journals were not used to 
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indicate attitude shifts because they disclosed a definite 
shift toward neutral observation rather than in the direc
tion of either judgmental or causal observation* 2® Instead, 

the scores on the Gullford-Martin Personnel Inventory were 
used since the test purports to measure paranoid tendencies, 
or, in non-clinical terms, rigid, Inflexible traits such as 
belligerence, faultfinding, and personal reference.29 The 

data for the three.groups outlined above on group type, 
P-I Index, and change on the Guilford-Martin Personnel 
Inventory are brought together in Table XIV. Students are 
identified by a student number in the first column and are 
grouped according to the type of agency In which they par
ticipated. Students In each of the three agency types are 
further classified as projective, introjectlve, or neutral 
according to their February P-I Index. In the final three 
columns appear the plus or minus changes In the Objectivity, 
Agreeableness, and Cooperativeness scores from February to 
May on the Guilford-Martin Personnel Inventory.

ElnSlm and. aossmsioni
There is no evidence of relationship between individ

ual P-I Indexes, group placement, and changes in

p. 103-^.
29jr. p. Guilford and H. G. Martin, The Guilford- 

Mar.t.in Personnel A Eanusl 2t alrsstlons aM Forms 
(Beverly Hills, California: Sheridan Supply Co., 19^3)» P*  !•
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TABUS XIV

PERSONALIH FACTORS, GROUP PLACEMENT, AND ATTITUDINAL 
CHANGES FDR COMFUNITT EXPERIENCES STUDENTS

Student 
No, 
and 

Group

Index of February to May Score Change
Projection-Intrejection 

of Blame
on Guilford-Martin
Personnel Inventory

October February May 0 Ag Co

Orphanage

u

(Open group) 
Projective Students*  

no ho h5 -h 2 •2
9 65 h5 50 12 Ih 8
25 35 5 35 5 6 18
30 50 hO h5 -2 -5 19
13 75 h5 hO 9 3 15

26 65
Introjective Students 

65 70 8 12 21
32 75 60 5 8 9 15

15 85
Neutral Students 

50 70 0 -3 -n
U5 h5 50 h5 7 10 33

Boys*  Club, Playground (Open grorqp)
Projective Students

1 ho US 50 8 h 13
h3 60 35 50 1 -8 17
hl 65 ho 0 7 27
Ih h5 hO hO -6 7 10

29 65
Introjective Students 

55 50 16 6 19
37 65 60 55 -2 -10 13
38 20 60 hO -8 7 U

h2 ho
Neutral Students 

50 5 1 1 6

Boy Scout

19

Commissioners (Closed group) 
Rrojective Students 

30 35 15 -15 -12 13
ho 10 hO 5 0 1 2h

20 55
Introjective Students 
55 35 13 10 26

33 65 55 50 25 IB 31

h6 5
Neutral Students

50 35 5 h n
h8 65 50 h5 10 -h -18

*This classification refers to February, beginning of the spring 
semester.
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attitude toward behavior as indicated by the Guilford*  
Martin Personnel Inventory*

If we disregard the Instability of the Index from 
October to May and use the February index as comparison, 
we find In both orphanage and commissioners groups posi
tive changes in projective, Introjectlve, and neutral 
leaders*  In the Boys’ Club and playground group we find 
positive changes In all three and negative changes In 
projective and Introjectlve*If we attempt to allow for error30 in test scores to 
adjust for instability of the index*  the only comparison Is in the orphanage group where student #2.5 is projec
tive, student #26 is introjectlve, and both register 
positive changes*

If we compare only those remaining In the same class
ification for all three test administrations (as an indi
cation of stability) the results are equally inconclu
sive, In the orphanage group, students #25 and 26 are 
compared again; In the Boys’ Club and playground group, students #19 and UO are both projective but registered 
negative and no change respectively, and in the commissioners’ group, projective student flk- and introjectlve 
student #37 registered similar changes.

Inventory
The Gullford-Martin Personnel Inventory is described

by the manual as having two primary purposes!

^Using the formula SE(of obtained score) « SDA - r 
and data from the Manual for the California Test of Personality, p, U, we obtain an SB of U>,02 for the self adjustment 
score and 3*86  for the social adjustment. At P « ,0? this 
would amount to a raw score difference between a self score and social score of 15.U5 for the difference to be signifi
cant, The difficulty of applying this criterion is obvious 
when we consider that such a raw score difference could rep
resent a percentile difference (the only justifiable compar
ison) ranging from ten percentile to fifty percentile, 
depending on the combination of scores. Thus, self—>0 
minus social—35 is a ten percentile difference, but self- 
50 minus social—65 is a forty percentile difference. Using 
twenty percentile as an arbitrary compromise only one stu
dent out of thirteen remained in the same classification 
from October to February and none of five from February to 
May,
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1» • ♦ • assisting supervisors of workers In busi

ness and industry to single out and diagnose those Indi
viduals who are personally maladjusted in their jobs, 
particularly those who are discontented and likely to be 
troublemakers, and

2*  • e •'to extend the list of temperamental traits 
* • • assessed • • • (to) the temperamental area • • • roughly designated by the term paranoid,31

Split-half reliability Is ,83, ,80, and ,91 for the 
traits 0, Ag, Co described as measuring objectivity (as 
opposed to subjective reference), agreeableness (as opposed 
to belligerence), cooperativeness (as opposed to faultfind
ing and overeriticalness). Validity Is based on seventy- 
three per cent agreement in picking out workers rated as 
unsatisfactory by management, with thirty-four per cent dis
agreement on those rated satisfactory by management,32

The review by Shimberg in the Third Mental Measure
ments Yearbook describes It as a carefully prepared ques
tionnaire, whose norms (based on employees) might not hold 
for applicants. He.also points out the fallibility of the 
use of opinion of management as the sole criterion.33

The Inventory was selected as promising results as a

31Guilford and Martin, loc. cit» ,

33Benjamin Shimberg, "Guilford-Martin Personnel 
Inventory." Sfce Third Mental Measurements. Oscar K,  
Euros, edltor(Mew Brunswick, H, J.i Rutgers University 
Press, 19^9)। P*  81,
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check against the California lest of Personality within the 
time limits available for testing purposes• The test 
results are treated with two techniquesi (1) matched pair 
analysis and (2) comparison of the controlf elementaryf and 
secondary groups*

patched naiy, analysis*  The objective at issue here 
Is personal adjustment, particularly the ability to get 
along with people on the job*  Table XV presents the data on 
the ten matched pairs forming the equivalent groups for this 
section of the study*  It should be recalled that in addi
tion to this matching the groups are also matched for educa
tional program*  In matching these pairs, the priority vas 
logically given to the matching on the February scores on 
the Guilford-Martin Inventory*  Considering the number of 
variables, the variation of means is slight indeed*

Table XVI presents the raw score mean differences and 
significant t-ratios both within groups for spring semester 
and between groups in February and May*  Following the for
mat of the test the computations are given for objectivity, 
agreeableness, and cooperativeness*  The null hypothesis 
statesi such differences as may appear during spring semes
ter in mean changes of personality traits, as measured by 
the Guilford-Martin Personnel Inventory in favor of students 
in community experiences compared with an equivalent group 
of students not in community experiences, could arise
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TABLE XV

COMPARABILITX OF EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS OF PROSPECTIVE 
TEACHERS FOR AGE AND PERSONALITY FACTORS*

*N 3 ten pairs

Control Experimental

Guilford-Martin Personnel Inventory 
(raw score) 

Objectivity 
Mean Uh.3 L8.2
Median li3.0 50.0
Range 27 - 6k 2h-6k

Agreeableness
Mean 35.7 36.k
Median 38.5 36.0
Range 17 • 52 21 • k8

Cooperativeness
Mean 61.6 62.2
Median 62.5 6o.5
Range 32 - 79 k8 • 79

Kuder Preference Record, Vocational 
(Form CM, social service score)

Mean 55.0 55.0
Median 52.0 57.0
Range 36 - 7U k5 • 69

California Test of Personality 
(Form A, Adult, total score) 

Mean 12k.6 131.7
Median 125.0 135.0
Range 93 - 152 103 • 159

Age (in years) 
Mean 18.0 18.2
Median 18.0 18.0
Range 16 - 19 17 - 20
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TABUS XVI

MEAN DIFFERENCES AND SIGNIFICANT T-RATIOS FOR EXPERIMENTAL AND 
CONTROL CROUPS OF PROSPECTIVE TEACHERS ON PRE. AND END-TEST 

SCORES ON GUILFORD-MARTIN PERSONNEL INVENTORY 

"^erToT or Uroup ""bbjectlvliy1 Igreeati'enes?-^"Booperai^eTOM

adf la 9 and .0$ level requires 2.26,

^Experimental ecore minus control score.

T-Ratioe

A, Within Groups Movement February to May
Experimental 

Differences
3.3 h.h e 7.5

2Ma (1.80)

Control 
Differences 
T-Ratios

3.U 5.6 5.5
2.12

B. Between Groups Conparison
February

Differences
T-Ratios

May
Differences 
T-Ratios

3.9b .7 .6

3.8 .5 2.6
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by chance and the true difference is zero*

P» 92

Hilding conclusion^

The null hypothesis is retained*  There is no evi
dence of effects of community experiences on personal
ity as measured by the Guilford-Martin Personnel Inven
tory*

Both groups made significant changes in Ag scores and 
none in other areas*  There was no significant difference 
in amount of change and no significant difference in May*

groups* The development of this design has been discussed 
in connection with the Wandt Inventory of Teacher Opinion^1* 

In addition, the number of students who took the Guilford- 
Martin at both administrations was large enough so that only 
female students were included in elementary and control sec
tions, and only male students in the secondary*  This neces
sitated the dropping of only two elementary students, one 
secondary and one control student, but the issues are more 
clearly drawn*  The same questions are pertinent heret (1) 
are there any differences related to sex or level of teach
ing chosen? (2) do there appear any changes in adjustment?

Analysis of covariance yielded an F-ratlo of *79  for 
February and 2*M+  for May (corrected for February variance) 
and indicated considerable 8»ve towards significant differ
ences although the required *0?  ratio is 3*2?*  Table XVII
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gives the mean differences and significant t*ratlos  for 
group changes over the spring semester and inter-group com
parisons in February and Kay, and Table XVIII adds the 
t-ratios required for the .0? level for the various group
ings.

£2ii£iB£12na
1» The null hypothesis Is retained as to adjustment 

as measured by the Guilford-Martin Personnel Inventory*
There were no changes in common for community exper

iences groups as compared with control group*  The only 
significant difference between group movements was for 
the elementary and secondary groups on the Ag scale*  
All three groups moved significantly on the Co scale, 
and both elementary and control moved significantly on 
all three sub-tests*

2*  Elementary students appear to be better adjusted than secondary students*35
The elementary group was higher In all comparisons 

with the secondary groups except the February Ag com
pared with community experiences secondary) three of 
these differences were significantI February and May on 
the 0 scale with the control group and February Co with 
the secondary community experiences group*

3*  Female students appear more amenable to change*
The female groups (elementary, control) changed sig

nificantly on all scales, male (secondary) group only on 
the Co scale*

Students were asked in March, April, and May to write 
the full names of fellow-students*  In March and April they

35cf*  surra* p*  117*  for similar conclusion from the 
California Test of Personality*
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TABIE XVH

MEAS DIFFERENCES AND SIGNIFICANT T-RATIOS FOR ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY, 
AND CONTROL GROUPS OF PROSPECHVE TEACHERS ON

THE GUILFORD-MARTIN PERSONNEL INVENTORY

0bjectivity Agreeableness Cooperativeness

Elementary
A. Within Groups Movement February to May

Differences 5.5 7.5 11.1
T-Ratios 

Secondary
3.U6 h.15 3.98

Differences 
T-Ratios 

Control

U.U 1.U Ih.U
U.77

Differences h.5 . 6.5 8.1
T-Ratlos (2.55)* (2.96) 2.U3

February
Elementary-Secondary^

B. Between Groups Comparison

Differences 
T-Ratlos 

Elementary-Control

•6 -1.0 11.9 
(2.10)

Differences 
T-Ratios 

Control-Secondary

7.3 
(2.07)

.6 5.7

Differences 
T-Ratios 

May 
Elementary-Secondary

-6.2 1.6 5.2

Differences 
T-Ratios 

Elementary-Control

1.7 5.1 8.5

Differences 
T-Ratios 

Control-Secondary

7.8
2.36

1.9 9.7

Differences 
T-Ratios

-6.1 3.2 -1.1

*T-Ratios in parentheses were calculated with N adjusted to 
equal elementary N (17). See pp. 86-7.

^In each case the latter group is the subtrahend.
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TABUS mu

CRITICAL RATIOS AT ,0$ LEVEL FDR 
T-RATIOS OF TABLE XVII

eenaeeee*«maom*emB*eflee*aHm*eoewBe**eeee*HeoeBeeBe*ee
Grouping N df P 8 ,0$

Elementary-Secondary 28 26 2.06
Elementary-Control 26 2h 2.06
Control-Secondary 20 18 2.10
Elementary 17 16 2.11
Secondary 11 10 2.23
Control 9 8 2.26

Adjusted H
All Groups 17 16 2.11
All Comparisons 3U 32 2.0U
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were also asked to rate them on a five point scale for four 
categories—as friend, group leader, group member, and pro
spective teacher.36 jn May this was abandoned as time con

suming and because papers showed much evidence of uncritical 
ratings, and students were asked merely to give the names 
which they knew. Before the April quiz the variation in 
class acquaintanceship was discussed in the light of the 
need for skill in social relations. In April, after the 
papers were collected, a friendly rivalry was held to see 
who could name the most. The last administration was on the 
final day without comment. All papers were anonymous 
because of the original rating feature.

The purpose of the quiz was to focus the students1 
attention on the human relations problem in the classroom 
and to measure changes in the acquaintance index. It is 
thus included in the section on adjustment as throwing light 
on one angle of social adjustment.

Two types of tabulations were madei (1) the number 
of times each student1s name was mentioned by others at each 
administration, and (2) the number of students mentioned by 
each individual at each administration. For the first tabu
lation a score was obtained for each student which gave

36see Appendix B. for the original form, ES-3, which 
was called Who’s Who Quiz in class and is so referred to 
below.
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the number of students who knew his full name and these were 
divided Into elementary and secondary groups*  From the sec*  

ond tabulation a distribution was obtained which pictured 
the number of students known by individuals, but which could 
not be utilized to assign rankings to individuals because 
the papers were anonymous*  Insofar as acquaintance was 
mutual the distributions should coincide*

The data on the initial and final means for number of 
times each student was listed, the differences and ranges 
for twenty*six  elementary and twenty secondary students does 
not Indicate much except that there was a similar increase
in acquaintance in both groupsI

Mean 
Differences

___Banzes. ..Means
March May March May

Elementary 9.5 21.6 12*1 0-26 9 - itf)
Secondary 12*5  2^*2 11.7 0-23 5-37

Table XJX and accompanying Figures 7 and 8 present an analy
sis of the changes during the semester and a coinparison of 
the two Indexes, times named by others and number of stu
dents named, for the total group*

Elsfllnsj, sM ssislnslsns.
1*  Socialization of the class group was only par

tially realized*  *
Although the March to May differences are significant 

at *05  (with t-ratlos of 5*3  for elementary and 3*7  for 
secondary), half of the students knew the names of less 
than half of their fellow students in May*
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TABIS xn

COMPARATIVE FREQUENCY DISTRISUTION OF NUMBER OF FEUDW-STUDENTS 
NAFED BI EACH STUDENT AND NUMBER OF TIFES EACH WAS NAMED

BY FELLOW-STUrENTS ON PERIODIC QUIZES 
IN COMMINITY EXPERIENCES COURSE

Class 
Intervals

No. Students Named Times Named by Others
March April May March April May

0- 4 0 0 0 14 3 0
5 * F 1 2 0 6 10 5

ID • Hl 5 4 3 13 2 6
15 - 19 22 17 7 8 12 3
20 -• 2U 4 14 16 6 14 9
25 • 29 2 8 1 1 15
30 • 34 3 7 7 5
35 • 39 4 4
ho * 44 1
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2» Secondary male students had a wider acquaintance 
circle than female elementary and secondary students*

The secondary means are not significantly higher than 
the elementary*  but examination of the data of Table XIX 
and Figure 8 disclosest (1) that twenty-six different 
students appeared in the three lower modal groups for a 
total of forty-nine times (twenty in March, fifteen in 
April, and fourteen in May)*  Six only of these appear
ances were of male physical education students, and 
those for one time only, (2) of the fourteen in the May 
lower modal group, eleven were elementary and three were 
female secondary, eight were three time repeaters and 
four were in the low group twice*

3*  The tabulation of number of times named by others yields more significant information than number of stu
dents named*

The existence of two modal groups is shown only in 
Table XIX and Figure 8*  The latter shows a group in 
March which knew almost no one; the mode of this group 
shifted to 7*5  in April and 12*5  in May*  A reasonable 
explanation of the two groups is that male physical edu
cation students associated more outside of class and as 
athletes were known to the other students by name*  Thus 
they formed the upper modal group*

The items to be examined here are the responses to 
questionnaire ES-1, Vocational Choice Data,37 consisting of 

three questions calling for reasons why students chose (1) 
teaching as a career, (2) a particular grade level, (3) par
ticular subjects, and a fourth question as to the individu
al’s needs in professional preparation*  It was administered 
to the control group as described previously and to commun
ity experiences students in February and May with no more

37see Appendix B
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structuring than the statement that this was part of the 
study to measure possible changes during the course*  

Included at several points in analysis are pertinent student 
comments from other student documents, as veil as comparison 
of individual February and May responses*

Recognition needs to be given to the fact that the 
reasons dealt with here are overt reasons and quite likely 
distorted or incomplete when compared vith subconscious 
motives*  However, correction for this would require indivi
dual, clinical methods, possible only for a complete study 
in itself*  There is still value in comparison of overt rea
sons*

Then too, the results here are different from those 
to be expected from a structured checklist that might possi
bly be developed from the data given here*  Thus, on a check
list an item might have been checked as a reason or a need 
that does not appear here as a response to an open question*  

These considerations suggest further studies, but within 
these limitations some operational conclusions are presented*

The original plan to include this data in the matched 
pair analysis was abandoned because it proved unfeasible to 
match individual students on the basis of unstructured 
answers to the questionnaire*  The analysis instead follows 
the comparison of elementary, secondary, and control groups 
already described for the Wandt and Guilford Inventories*



Since this was not a checklist but an open-ended 
questionnaire, the responses to each question were first 
examined and put through several tentative classification 
schemes until the ones presented here were derived*38  Th© 

final categories were thus an outgrowth of the data itself 
and not preconceived*39  A complete listing of typical 

responses under each category is provided in each section so 
that their worth may be judged*  Classifications which 
proved difficult and seem most open to question are pointed 
out in the sectional discussions to follow*

Computations Included the responses of all students 
who answered the February and May questionnaires*  Frequen
cies for each category of response, for each group, for each 
question were tabulated*  These were not directly comparable, 
since the number of students varied in each group and each 
student was free to give as many responses as he wished*  

Accordingly, frequencies were transmuted into percentages 
with the total number of responses to each question for each 
group as one hundred per cent*  Comparisons in the main were 
based on the dichotomies of Figure 9—personal-social for 
the three vocational choices and valid-invalid for needs*

38see Figure 9t infra, for summary outline*
39Else Frenkel-Brunswick, •’Dynamic and Cognitive Cat

egorization of Qualitative Material,*  Journal of Psychology. 
25>253-260, l^S*
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I, I want to teach because 
Ae Personal reasons

!• Interest in job
2. Self-analysis

B. Social reasons
1. Social usefulness
2« Interest in people

lie I chose , as subject because ,,
A, Personal reasons '

le Interest in subject
2*  Personal qualifications
3, Characteristics of subject

B. Social reasons
le Effect of subject on others

III. I chose , grades because 
Personal, reasons
!• Personal qualifications
2. Characteristics of job
3. Subject requires it 

B, Social reasons
1. Characteristics of pupils

IV. I need to acquire the following to be a good teacher 
A, Valid needs '

1. Social skills
2. Teaching skills
3. Psychological insight
It. Solve personality problems
5. Overcome personal deficiences 

8, Invalid needs
1, Avoidance of pet peeves
2, Generalities
3, Copy-book maxims

HGUHE 9

OUTLINE OF CATEGORIES RESULTING FROM ANALYSIS OF RESPONSES 
TO QUESTIONNAIRE ON VOCATIONAL CHOICES 

AND PROFESSIONAL NEEDS
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Significances were computed for these dichotomies, 

for differences between group percentages, and between Feb
ruary and May percentages for each group. The t-ratio for 
the dichotomous percentage for a single group was obtained 
by dividing the SB of the percentage1*0 into the distance of 

the percentage from fifty per cent, since our concern was 
not whether the observed difference could be larger but 
whether the true difference was zero, that is, both of them 
fifty per cent. Comparison between groups and within groups 
for the semester was by the formula for the significance 
between percentages for uncorrelated groups* 1*̂  This prob

ably underestimated the SB within groups since deduction for 
correlation was not made because, the number and form of 
responses being too variable for Individuals, r was diffi
cult If not impossible to calculate for these data*

The hypothesis under consideration is that students 
will become better adjusted vocationally. The data to be 
presented according to the outline of Figure 9 attempts to 
throw light on this hypothesis in several ways: (1) by ana
lyzing and classifying the reasons students assign to voca
tional choices and to plans In professional preparation, (2) 
by determining significant changes In these data occurring

^Garrett, sa* P« 196.

P» 236-7•
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during the spring semester and comparing community experi
ences and non-community experiences studentst as well as 
male and female, elementary and secondary students within 
community experiences, and (3) by bringing to bear pertinent 
comments of individual community experiences students 
regarding changes within themselves not measured by the 
changes in group classifications as outlined in Figure 9» 
such as the strength of feelings or beliefs#

Logically the presence of a significant difference 
between community experiences and non-eommunity experiences 
students in regard to changes in personal-social dichotomy 
proportions does not per se indicate the upgrading of voca
tional adjustment unless we assume that either social or 
personal reasons should predominate, or possibly be in bal
ance*  The issue is clearer in regard to the fourth question 
concerning awareness of professional needs| here the student 
who voices more realistic needs in his professional prepara
tion has clearly progressed*  If, however, we accept the 
viewpoint examined in Chapter II,1*2 that social orientation 

is the crying need for teachers, then the assumption that 
social reasons for vocational choice are the more desirable 
becomes tenable*  That assumption is adopted in this section*  

The null hypothesis, as related to personal or social

^Sunra. p. 37 It.
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reasons for vocational decisions, followsi such increase in 
social reasons for vocational choices as may appear during 
the spring semester in community experiences as compared 
with non-community experiences students is of such an amount 
that it could appear by chance and the true difference is 
Eero*

The data have been examined for the individual ques
tions in the order in which they appear on the questionnaire,

X. vant tQ. teach because  , The responses to 
this first question on the form ES-1 have been classified in 
Figure 10 according to the type of reason given for choice 
of teaching as a career. Categories may seem to overlap; 
for example, all of the responses in a sense call for self 
analysis, but attempt was made to recognize essential refer
ence to job, to self-interest, to needs of students, and to 
fellow humans respectively in the categories as listed. As 
to the social-personal dichotomy, the criteria were turning 
outward towards others versus turning inward towards self. 

Following the schema of Figure 10, the following cal
culations were made for February and May for each of the 
three groups of students—elementary, secondary, and controlI 
frequency and per cent of total responses of the group for 
each of the four categories and for the two sub-totals form
ing the dichotomy. These results were tabulated in Table XX,
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I. Personal Reasons

A*  Interest In job *»<*#♦♦♦»#*»*•*****
I like — 
w*  to talk about current events
— the work of a teacher
— the hours 
•• dramatics
•• physical education
— sgr subject
I think
•• pay is reasonable
— it is most Interesting pro

fession
•• it is best job for me
•• I would like it better

Teaching is
— a good profession
— respected in connunity
— new and challenging daily
— always in demand
<— secure
— a chance to advance
Teaching *•
•• offers advantages
— seems interesting
I need it to coach*
Other jobs bore me

Be Self-Analysis
Aptitudes ••
— better qualified
— have the ability
— get along with children 

understand children

Interests —
— I like out-of-doors
— I like sports
— it’s in the family

He Social Reasons

A, Interest in people * * ♦ 
I like to woirk with —
— children
— others
— young people 
4M» adolescents
— people 
I like to watch children grow

#♦»»»#*»»#♦*
I like to be with —
— children
— people
— young boys
— teen agers
— adolescents
I love children
I am interested in children

• * *

•How long will we insist that an athlete turned coach must teach 
a class, or, on the contrary, that sports is the reason for our physical 
education program?

FIGURE 10

CLASSIFICATION SCHEMA FDR REASONS GIVEN FOR CHOICE OF 
TEACHING BI FRESHMAN EDUCATION STUDENTS
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II. Social Reasons (continued)

B. Social mot is-at ion*

*The predominance of emotionally loaded verbs is evident. Many 
of these were originally classed as self analysis of emotional charac
teristics, but seem rore socially oriented.

FIGURE ID (continued)

I want to help ••
<— others help themselves
*■> children better themselves
—- others
•• community
•-> children physically
— guide in proper diannels
«*•  children
— teach right things
— better society
-• people learn
— others appreciate my subject
I like **
*• helping children
•- to work with group organisations
— this field of service
I want to ••
w*  add to childrens• education for tomorrow
•- teach others to avoid my mistakes

• fill my place in society
I feel —
•• I could teach basics and how to get along with others
•• it would help me as well as others
— I would enjoy helping children
«*•  the need to help
— good when I help
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Differences based on personal-social dichotomy and signifi
cant t-ratios are presented in Table XXI,

£23. £2I3£1HS1222.
!• The null hypothesis is retained as to choice of 

career*  There is no evidence of increasing vocational 
adjustment for community experiences students in this 
respect*

^These comments were taken from the final evalua
tions of the course described on p* 182* See also comments 
illustrating the value to students of working with children 
on p* 18? ff*

The control group registered the only significant 
movement and that was in the direction of social reasons*  
Thus> the evidence indicates that the non-community 
experiences students made the only desirable change*

2*  Female students appeared better adjusted voca
tionally at the end of the first year than male*

Both elementary and control groups were significantly 
social in reasons in May*  tiiile the male secondary group 
was not, although the differences between none of the 
groups were significant*

CfiasiSsxaixsn st ssiltssst sMsnt ssessts. sssssm*  

ing reasons for choice teaching as career* We have 
been examining the overt reasons for choice of teaching for 
possible change in their nature*  We have been doing thia 
for groups end found no significant changes in students 
under study*  However, an inport ant, if not the most impor
tant, aspect of the question Is the strength of the decision, 
or certainty that it is correct*  The comments which follow 
indicate that some became definitely more confident in their 
abilities and In the wisdom of their choice1^3
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TABLE XX

NUMBER AND PER CENT OF TOTAL CROUP RESPONSE FOR EACH OF W TYPES 
AND FOUR SUB-TYPES OF RESPONSE El EW4ENTARY, SECONDARY, 

AND CONTROL CR)UPS OF FRESSUS EDUCATION STUDENTS
TO THE STATENEST—I WANT TO TEACH BECAUSE

Type Control Elementary Secondary
of Feb* May Feb. May Feb. Kay

Reason No. 5t No • X No. X No. X No«, X Ho. X

Personal
8 50.0 li 30.8 8 17.0 7 Hi.? 8 27.6 9 29.1

2. 2 12.5 0 00.0 6 12.8 9 19.2 li 13.8 3 9.7
Sub-
total 10 62.5 U 30.8 Ut 29.8 16 3!t.l 12 la.lt 12 38.8

Social
3« 2 12.5 6 1*6.2  13 27.7 11 23.lt 7 211.2 7 22.5
li. It 25.0 3 23.0 20 112.6 20 112.6 10 311.5 12 38.6

Sub-
total 6 37.5 ? 69.2 33 70.3 31 66.0 17 58.7 19 61.2

Total v
Bo? 16 13 117 117 29 31
X 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

•These numbers refer to categories as followst 
1*  Interest in job 
2, Self-analysis 
3# Social fflotiration 
b. Interest In people

^This total is the total response of the group to the statement 
The numtere of students involved were as foliowet elementary—21, 
secondary—15, control—8.
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TABLE HI

PEHCENTAGE DIFFERENCES AND SIGNIHCANT T-RATIOS FOR 
PERSONAL-SOCIAL REASONS K)R CHOICE OF TEACHING 

CAREER FOR EIEMENTART, SECONDART, AND CONTROL 
GROUPS OF FRESHMAN EDUCATION STUDENTS

Group Februa May
Difference T-Rat io Difference T-Ratio

Elementary*  20,2
Secondary 8,6
Control i-lXeS

A. Significance of Per Cent
3.02 16.0

11.2
19.2

2.31

(2.16)d

Elementary-Secondary^ 
Elementary-Control 
Secondary-Control

11.6
32.8
21.2

B, Between Groups Comparison 
h.8

2.33 -3.2
-8.0

Elementary® 
Secondary 
Control

-h.3
2.5

31.7

c. Within Groups Movement February to 
May

(2.61)

•These differences represent the distance of either personal or 
social percentage from fifty per cent,

^In each case the latter group is the subtrahend,

•These differences are May minus Fetruary per cent,

^Ratios in parentheses were confuted with the 8 of the largest 
group, the elementary, so that smaller group SB’s are not penalised for 
else of N, df and ,05 level are as followst elementary—h6, 2,02, 
control—26, 2.06,



I had doubts vh©n I first started to the University 
as to whether I really wanted to be a teacher» But 
learning more about It*  I believe, has helped me to 
decide more in favor or teaching*

When I began working at ... .. I was worried 
about whether or not I would enjoy it*  but I have found 
that I enjoy teaching and the associations with children 
a great deal*

Mrs*  H*  gave me some responsibilities that helped me 
a great deal*

Some people cannot stand the excitement around chil
dren but after spending three months trying to help two 
bunches of boys I think I have cultivated a patience*

I was afraid that I would have a hard time getting 
along with children, but now !•» not*

Working and observing at . . has intensified
my desire to work more with children of all ages*  I 
have so much more confidence and incentive than before 
that I consider It a great help*

Compare also these responses of one student in Febru
ary and then in May to the first two statements of the form 
we are discussingi

February—I want to teach because I think I would 
like to associate with children and to work with them*  
I chose second and third grades because I like small 
children and think that they would be fun to work with*

May—I want to teach because I en.lov working with 
children*  I also think that I woitld have a part in bet
tering the world*  I chose second, third, and fourth 
grades because I like, small children and like to watch 
them grow and learn*

The individuals quoted certainly felt better about 
their vocational plans in May than they did in February*

1*1*Italics  added by the writer*
from I think to I like aM I enioy.

Notice the change
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1 £122^2.Ssssnss.•   
Figure 11 represents the classification schema adopted for 
responses to the second question on the questionnaire indi
cating reasons for choice of grade level*  In the same man
ner as reasons for choice of teaching as a vocation, all 
responses here call for analysis of personal likes and dis
likes*  Reasons classified here as personal include essen
tial reference'to the subject, to self-interest, to the kind 
of work, and to such characteristics of pupils as affect the 
work itself*  Social reasons include, as before, a liking 
for people or a desire to administer to certain of their 
needs*  In some cases the distinction between personal and 
social rests on use of certain words such as want or like*

As in the previous section, the calculation of number 
and per cent of total responses for each group based on the 
categories and sub-totals of Figure 11 are grouped in a 
table, Table XXII*  Differences and significant t-ratios for 
this data are found In Table XXIII*

 
1*  The null hypothesis is retained for community 

experiences students as a whole in relation to choice of 
grade level*  There is no evidence of increasing voca
tional adjustment in this respect*

The elementary and secondary groups registered no 
changes in common as compared with control group*  

2*  Elementary students were favorably influenced 
during spring semester as compared with secondary*  

All three groups were significantly personal in
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■BBS

I. Personal Reasons

A*  Self-analysis B,
Ability 
•• can handle children 

better 
think I can understand 
their problems

•• seem able to understand 
and get along better

*>• can handle subjects better
-• think I can cover necessary 

material
•*  I would like to be able to 

do secondary 
Interest
— most interesting at this

age C.
*• enjoy working with them 

better
•MW like to be around them 

more
—> appeals to me, therefore 

easier
*• rather work with smaller
-• enjoy lower primary moat 

prefer 5th and 6th over Lth 
•• 2nd to bth appeals to me 

more
— rather work with older girls 
•h- want high school kids

Characteristics of job
•- few subjects rather than 

many
— many things rather than

one
— variety of subject matter
— material mere interesting
•• more challenge and variety
— more fun and easier

mother said 3rd and Uth 
easiest

best but not easiest
«• jr, high field more open 

than sr*  high

Characteristics of pupils
•• more respectful
•• are attentive
•• ideal age of childhood
— just becoming Individuals
— beginning to have found

ation
<— easier to teach
•• eager and willing
•• old enough to appreciate

my efforts
5th and 6th like a teacher 

more
•• 5th and 6th more interested 

in learning

D. Subject requires older pupils 
— roislc, coaching, drama, 

eoranerclal

FIGURE 11

CLASSIFICATIOH SCHEMA FOR REASONS GIVEN FOR CHOICE OF 
GRADE LEVEL BY FRESHMAN EDUCATION STUDENTS
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II# Social Reasons

•*  I would be of most value
I like smaller children

•• nothing more wonderful than a healthy, happy child
«*<*  like to watch small children grow and learn
•*  challenge to meet demMids of 3rd, hth, $th 

most Important time in a child's life
•• want to help with adjustment meds
e*  want to help children get foundation for future learning
w*  you help smkll children grasp for first time
*• they need understanding and a good start
«*•  teachers needed to help future leaders get started .
•• sixth graders need help with pre-teen problems
— 2nd to hth more challenging
— I like teen agers
— I like junior high kids

FIGURE 11 (continued)
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TAELE nn

NUMBER AND PERCENT OF TOTAL GROUP RESPONSE FOR EACH OF WO TTPES 
AND FIVE SUB-TTFES OF RESPONSE Et ELEMENTAL, SECONDART, 

AND CONTROL GROUPS OF FRESHMAN EDUCATION STUDENTS
TO THE STATEMENT—I CHOSE GRADES BECAUSE

Type 
of 

Reason

Control Elementary Secondary
Feb. Kay Feb. May Feb. May

No. X No. X No. X No. X No. 56 hto. X

Personal
la* 3 30.0 3 27.3 0 00.0 0 00.0 5 29.1* 7 35.0
2. 5 50.0 5 1*5.5 10 1*5.5 1* 12.1 6 35.3 8 1*0.0
3e 1 10.0 0 00.0 6 27.3 1* 12.1 1 5.9 1 5.0
h. 0 00.0 1 9.1 2 9.1 6 18.2 0 00.0 2 10.0

Sub-
total 9 90.0 9 81.8 18 81.8 11* 1*2.U 13 70.6 18 90.0

Social
5. 1 10.0 2 18.2 1* 18.2 19 57.6 5 29.1* 2 10.0

Total
No.
%

10
100.0

11
100.0

22
100.0

33
100.0

17
100.0

20
100.0

*These nw&ers refer to categories as follows*

1. Subject requires older pupils
2» Self-analysis
3e Characteristics

Characteristics of pupils
5a Social motivation
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TABLE XXnX

PERCENTAGE DIFFERENCES AMD SIGNIFICANT T-RAHOS FOR PERSONAL-REASONS 
POR CHOICE OF TEACHING LEVEL FOR EUiMENTAIff, SECONDARI, AND 

CONTROL GROUPS OF T’RESRMAN EDUCATION STUDENTS

Group February Kay
Difference T-Ratio Difference T-Ratio

A. Significance of Per Cent
Elementary6 -31.8 3.86 17.6 2.05
Secondary -20.6 (2.17)b -hO.O (7.05)
Control -UO.O (6.80) •31.9 (h.bb)

B. Between Groups Comparison
Elementary-Secondary® -11.2 117.6 3.82
Elementary-Control 8.2 39.h (3.17)
Secondary-Control 19.U —8.2

C. Within Groups Movement February to May
Elementary^ 39.U 2.90
Secondary -19. U
Control 8.2

aFifty per cent subtracted from the social percentage.

^-Ratios in parentheses were calculated by adjusting N of con
trol and secondary groups by combining their average number of responses 
with twenty-one, the size of the elementary group. On this basis, df 
and .05 level were as followsi

^February social percentage subtracted from toy.

Group February May
Elementary 21 2.08 32 2.011
Secondary 22 2.07 27 2.05
Control 25 2.06 28 2.05
Elem.-See, 2.02 59 2.00
Elem.-Con. 1*6 2.02 60 2.00

‘in each ease the latter group is the subtrahend.
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February# The elementary group alone registered signif
icant change to social reasons and was significantly 
higher than both secondary and control In May#

2t SSZtlnenl SlliSenl sonment.? c^nce^S- 
zeasani Xat Siialas, 2t 12221# Examination and com

parison of Individual forms for February and May produces 
considerable evidence of Impact on choice of grade level#
Among elementary students, six widened or shifted the grade 
span by shifting from grades to elementary. Four elementary 
students registered very definite changes, as did four sec
ondary students# Their responses are reproduced below with 
the Initial and final responses of individual students com
pared In parallel columns.

February May
I chose 5th or 6th 

grades because I now work 
with children that are Uth 
grade level# I like work
ing with them but I think 
that I would enjoy work
ing with older children, 
more#

I chose elementary 
because I feel that they 
are the age I would be of 
most use to them as a 
teacher.

I chose elementary 
because I like small chil
dren better than I do older 
children#

I chose one through three 
because In the lower grades 
the children get their foun
dation for future learning#

I chose 2nd or 3rd 
because I think that this Is 
the Important time In a 
child1s life, for this Is 
foundation of their back
ground, and at this age they 
are most Interesting,

I chose one through six 
because I am especially 
Interested in younger 
children#
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February

I chose one through 
six because I enjoy work
ing with young people, 
especially those in the 
lower primary grades.

(No February form)

I chose junior or sen
ior high because I like 
children of that age bet
ter than small children.

I chose seven to 
twelve because those are the age group (sic) of 
boys which I am most 
interested in coaching 
and teaching*

cogent argument for early and varied experience.

I chose junior high 
because the field is 
more open than senior 
high.

May
I chose second because I 

prefer working with children 
who have already begun to 
form an educational founda
tion and who are capable of 
grasping further knowledge 
more quickly*

I am undecided as to what 
I will teach, in fact I am 
undecided whether or not to 
teach in secondary schools. 
I was always sure until I 
took this course and after 
working with younger chil
dren at nursery school I 
have about decided to change to elementary education*̂*

I chose high school 
because children of this age 
appeal to me more*

I chose nine to twelve 
because I wish to coach 
sports in high school.

I chose ten to twelve 
because I like to teach 
sports to boys that have 
developed some of their 
skills*

Our reason tells that the best way to find out which 
age group is most suitable is to try them out as early as 
possible*  These comments indicate that some students found 
community contact with children valuable aid in decision.
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1 £210-2.£2. £WegiS •  

The classification schema for answers to question three, 
presenting reasons for choice of subjects, is found in Fig*  

ure 12 and may be seen to follow the prece ding ones 
closely. The elementary group is not included in this sec
tion because its members quite logically Ignored the ques
tion*  Frequencies and percentages are collected in Table 
XXIV, but there is no table for t-ratios as Inspection of 
the data indicated no need for statistical analysis*

£lndlng£ 
The null hypothesis is retained for community experi

ences students in relation to choice of subject*
Both groups gave predominantly personal reasons for 

choice of subject and registered no significant change 
during the spring semester.

I nee^. Xa. ihe M & ££22, teas.^ej,. 
The form and number of responses to statement number four 
on the questionnaire were kept as unstructured as possible. 
No explanations were offered to many questions about Inter
pretation of this statement other than that the student 
should write what he considered his needs to be*  The ques
tionnaire provided ten spaces for answers and suggested use 
of the other side of the sheet if necessary. The total of 
U95 responses was classified and reclassified for similarity 
and the eight categories of Figure 13 adopted*  Finally the 
categories were examined to determine their probable value
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I. Personal Reasons

Ae Interest in subject or activity 
always fascinated ee 
I like it 
I enjoy it 
ny favorite 
roost Interested in 
Uy major

Be Personal qualifications 
I would be best 
I have experience 
I have good grades

C, Characteristics of subject 
easier to teach 
I enjoy teaching it 
I like the work 
helped roe to learn and like people 
gave me a new outlook on life

II« Social Reasons 
want others to appreciate ny subject 
want others to do it right 
can be made appealing 
helpful to growii^ child 
need for better training 
roost needed in school

FIGURE 12

CLASSIFICATION SCHEMA FOR REASONS GIVEN FOR CHOICE OF 
TEACHING MAJOR BI FRESHMAN EDUCATION STUEENTS
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TABIE xxn

NUMBER AND PER CENT OF TOTAL GROUP RESPONSE FDR EACH OF WO TIRES AND 
FOUR SUB-TIPES OF RESPONSE BI SECONDARY AND CONTROL GROUPS OF

FRESHMAN EDUCATION STUDENTS TO THE STATEMENT—
I CHOSE AS SUBJECTS BECAUSE

Type 
of

Control Secondary
Feb. May Feb. May

Reason No. % No. % No. $ No. $

Personal Reasons
1.*
2.
3.

6 
3
0

5U.5
27.3
00.0

8 
0 
3

66.7
00.0
25.0

13
1 
1

86.7
6.7
6.7

1U 
0 
1

77.8
00.0
5.5

Sub-total 9 81.8 11 91.7 15 100.0 15 83.3

Social
Reasons

h. 2 18.2 1 8.3 0 00.0 3 16.7
Total

Number 
Per cent

11
100.0

12
100.0

15
100.0

18
100.0

*These numbers refer to categories as follows*
1. Interest In subject or activity
2« Personal qualifications
3, Characteristics of subject
h. Effect of subject on others
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in indicating actual insight by students into information, 
attitudes, and skills which they lacked and which a teacher 
needs*

^A* S* Barr, William H* Burton, Leo J* Brueckner, 
Supervision (New Yorki Appletcn-Century-Crofts, 19^7), pp 
333-6*

For this purpose a valid, non-valid dichotomy was se,t 
up*  Responses almost universally could be justified as 
teacher needs, and are recognizable as resembling those 
appearing on lists resulting from surveys of student opinion 
and studies of teacher competence*̂  Those categories 

classed as non-valid are those for which there were logical 
grounds for doubting that the student really considered that 
he himself lacked those qualities*  Thus the group named 
Avoidance of Pet Peeves seemed to consist of qualities that 
students generally name when asked what they disliked about 
teachers, but when asked if they themselves lacked these 
qualities would deny it*  There Is possibility of error here; 
patience was classified in the non-valid group, but doubt
less some students actually felt a lack of patience, as com
ments from other sources seem to confirm*  For the most part, 
however, it seems safe to assume that most students would 
deny that they lacked a sense of humor or fairness*  The 
same is true of such copy book maxims as honesty, dependa
bility, integrity, tolerance, and generalities such as
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VALID HEEDS

I. Social Skills
•take part in school activities 
-ability to work in social affairs 
-cooperate with faculty and super

visors
-be democratic
-how to get along with students
-ability to get along with others 
-friendlinesa
-sympathy with parents of urfor- 

tunate children
-give spare time to needy students 
-diplomacy and tact
-establish relationships
-will to do extra work
-warmth
-to like people
-get along with parents
-respect others opinions 
-congeniality
-get along with adults II.

II. Teaching Skills
-methods
-discipline (ability and tech

niques)
-teaching management and skills 
-plan lessons for student needs 
-learn to like clerical work 
-how to be kind and effective 
-how to help students enjoy ny 

classes
-how to inspire respect
-how to gain and hold attention, 

interest, cooperation

III. Psychological Insight
-how to care for individual differ

ences
-recognise emotional disturbanee 
-ability to counsel
-understanding of childrens1 prob

lems
-skill in handling childrens*  prob

lems
-skill in handling children
-recognise physical ailments
-cope with problem children 
-understanding of age group 
-be mindful of inproving methods 
-learn role of environment 
-analysis of situations

IV. Personality froblems 
-self-confidence
-how to inspire confidence
-desire to help students
-assume responsibility
-more interest in teaching
-interest in students*  problems
-independence
-concentration
-personality adjustment
-hew to make children love me
-how to advise in right way
-use psychology so as not to offend 
-patience with small children 
-leadership without physical force 
-ability to answer problems 
-self-control
-interest in subject

FIGURE 13

CIASSinCATIOH OF RESPONSES El FRESHMAN EDUCATION STUDENTS 
TO THE STATEMENT—I NEED TO ACQUIRE THE FOLLOWING

TO BE A GOOD TEACHER
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IV• Personality Problems (cont.) 
•take criticism 
-vill to learn more
-ability to think out prxjblerae
•know why I am a teacher
-desire to keep records
•less nervousness
-how to judge insolence

V, Need for More Training
•knowledge of subject
•better speaking ability
•broad education
•experience with children
•dealing with tiilldren in differ
ent sections

•knowledge of record-keeping
•how to stay on students*  level 
•knowledge of school systems 
-correct manners

FIGURE 13 (continued)

NON-VALXD NEEDS

VI. Avoidance of Pet Peeves 
-patience
-sense of humor 
-don’t hold grudge 
-fairness, no pets 
-make reasonable assignments 
-correct papers fairly

VII. Copy-book Maxims 
-honesty 
-character 
-dependability 
-courage
-wisdom 
-respect 
-honor 
-tolerance 
•integrity 
-cleanliness 
-stability 
-ambition 
•set a good example 
•perseverance 
•loyalty 
-kindness 
•high morals 
•courtesy

VHI. Generalities 
-ability 
-understanding 
-experience 
•education 
-leadership 
-personality 
-firmness 
•broadminded 
-creativeness 
-foreefulness 
-management 
-intelligence 
•cooperation 
-attitude 
-neatness 
-proper training 
-adaptability 
-how to teach 
-good citizenship 
•knowledge 
-health 
•alertness 
•efficiency 
-tedhniques 
-evaluation 
-responsibility
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understanding, personality, and intelligence*  When words 
such as these stood alone as items in lists of similar words 
they were more clearly non-valid*  When accompanied by 
detail or words of explanation they were most often classed 
as valid*  Understanding—of students problems, of situa
tions, or of age groups, for example, were classified as 
valid under fm^slgglsal Inslsht*

Following the schema of Figure 13, frequencies and 
percentages for each category and the dichotomy for the ele
mentary, secondary, and control groups are to be found in 
Table XXV, and differences and significant t-ratlos in Table 
XXVI*  The null hypothesis states that such shift towards 
valid needs In professional preparation among community 
experiences students as compared with students not in com
munity experiences is of such an amount that it could appear 
by chance and the true difference between group shifts is 
zero,

ana. nnnnlnalnni
1*  The null hypothesis is retained for community 

experiences students in relation to awareness of pro
fessional needs*

Since both elementary and control groups were signif
icantly valid in February and neither moved signifi
cantly, there would seem to be no logical grounds to 
impute the significant change of the secondary group 
towards valid needs, to community experiences*

2*  Strong forces would seem to be at work influenc
ing the secondary group in regard to insight into pro
fessional needs*

Since the other two groups were already oriented
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TABI2 xn

NUMBER AND PER CENT OF TOTAL GROUP RESPONSE FOR EACH OF T«’O TYPES AND 
EIGHT SUB-TYPES OF RESPONSE BY EIEMENTARX, SECONDARY, AND CONTROL 

GROUPS OF FRESHMAN EDUCAnON STUDENTS TO THE STATEMENT—
I NEED TO ACQUIRE THE FOLLCWING 

TO BE A GOOD TEACHER

Type 
Of

Reason

Control Elementary Secondary
Feb. May Feb. May Feb. May

No. % No . X No. X No. X No. X No.-J* 6

Valid
1 2.8 6 13.6 7 6.7 15 10.5 h 6.1 Hi lh.lt

2. b 11.1 0 00.0 12 11.5 16 12.0 3 lt.5 10 10.3
3. 2 5.5 5 ll.lt 18 17.li 19 lii.2 It 6.1 6 6.2
he 5 lh.0 1 2.3 16 15.li 12 9.0 7 10.6 12 12.1i
5. 12 33.3 13 29.5 12 11.5 16 12.0 8 12.1 12 12. h

Sub-
total 2U 66.7 25 56.8 65 62.5 78 58.7 26 39.lt 51i 55.7

Non-valid
6. 3 8.3 8 18.2 8 7.7 16 12.0 9 13.6 7 7.2
7. 7 19.5 8 18.2 22 21.2 26 19.5 22 33.lt 26 26.8
8. 2 5.5 3 6.8 9 8.6 13 9.8 9 13.6 10 10.3

Sub-
total 12 33.3 19 U3e2 39 37.5 55 U.3 110 60.6 li3 lih.3

Total
No. 36 Ui lOlt 133 66 97

% K)0.0 100.0 100.0 • 100.0 100.0 100.0

*Numbers refer to categories as followst
1. Social skills
2. Teaching skills
3. Psychological insight 
h. Personality problems 
5e Need for training
6, Avoidance of pet peeves
7, Generalities
8, Copy-book maxims
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TABLE XXVI

PERCENTAGE DIFFERENCES AND SIGNIFICANT T-RATIOS FDR VALID—NON-VAUD 
EXPRESSION OF NEEDS IN PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION BI ELEMENTARI, 

SECONDARY, AND CONTROL GROUPS OF FRESHMAN STUDENTS IN 
RESPONSE TO THE STATEMENT—I NEED TO ACQUIRE THE

FOLLOWING TO BE A GOOD TEACHER

Group February _____________Maj. - -
Difference T-Ratio Difference T-Ratio

Elementary 
Secondary 
Control

12.5*
-10.6
16.7

A. Significance of Per Cent
2.63 8.7

(2.09)® 5.7
2.13 6.8

2.Oil

Elementary-Secondary
Elementary-Control 
Control-Secondary

23.1*
-h.2
27.3

B. Between Croups Comparison
2.91i 3.0

1.9
2.63 1.1

Elementary 
Secondary 
Control

-3.84
16.3
-9.9

c. Within Groups Movement February to 
May

2.01t

aFifty per cent subtracted from the valid percentage,

^This t-ratio was calculated by adjusting the N of the secondary 
group by combining the average number of responses with twenty-one, the 
sise of the elementary group. With this adjustment, df and ,0$ level 
varied from 92 to 228 and 1,97 to 1,99 respectively,

eIn each ease the latter group is the subtrahend and the per
centages are sub-totals for valid needs,

^February valid percentage subtracted from May,
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towards valid needs and registered no significant change, 
the question is legitimate**what  did cause the signifi
cant change of the secondary groun if community experi
ences did not? Further research Is Indicated,

^7see samples of forms in Appendix A,

Sale fina. SiiesbIsse SzalBsULeng.
Comparison of students1 and supervisors’ evaluations 

of the work of student group leaders was thought to belong 
logically with the section on adjustment. If a student var
ies widely in his self-evaluation from that of his supervi
sor It can have several explanations, all denoting lack of 
adjustment. If the student Is right In a higher evaluation, 
then his skill In human relations is deficient. If the stu
dent Is wrong In a higher evaluation, then his self-adjust
ment level is likely so low that he cannot face reality. An 
erroneous lower student evaluation could indicate an inferi
ority complex. Of the four possibilities, the fourth, a 
correct lower student evaluation, would be most likely Imput
able to the supervisor because of fear of offending welcome, 
volunteer help; although In some cases other possibilities 
might be due to Inexperienced or incompetent supervisory 
personnel.

Form CLP-8 for the student and CLP-9 for the agency 
supervisor were distributed the last week of the semester,^7 

They called for Identical evaluations of the work of the
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the student In the agency on a four point scale for ten 
Items*  Completed evaluations of each type were available 
for eleven elementary students and thirteen secondary 
students*  Many more student evaluations than supervisor 
evaluations were completed*  Means (based on total score 
with forty, i«e*  ten highest ratings, as the top score), 
mean differences, and ranges for the two groups are pre*  

sented below, T-ratlos are mentioned at appropriate places 
in findings*

Self Supervisor Mean
Mean Range Mean Range Difference

Elementary 31.5 27-38 32*1  27*Uo  *6
Secondary 30.7 26-38 10-M) 5*3
Difference*0  6*7

Hnaiiiga. ana. sanslBslsiia
1*  Elementary students and their supervisors agree 

closely on their evaluations of students’ work in agency 
youth groups*

The small difference (*6)  between the mean elementary 
students’ rating and the mean supervisors’ rating is not 
significant*

2*  Secondary students as a group rate themselves 
higher than their supervisors on students’ work in 
agency youth groups*

The students’ mean was 5*3  higher than their supervi
sors’, with a t-ratio of 2*39»

3. Supervisors rate elementary students as a group 
higher than secondary students on their work in agency 
youth groups*

Supervisors’ mean rating of elementary students was 
6*7  higher than that of secondary students, significant 
with a t-ratio of 2,2b-*
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IV, PERIODIC EVALVATIOff OF COURSE ACTIVITIES

It was Indicated in the discussion of experimental 
designs in Chapter III that the data of this section were 
considered not to be connected with a specific hypothesis, 
but as indirectly connected with all of them. Thus, they 
have been treated in a separate and final section of this 
chapter on findings,

Justification of attention to student reaction rests 
primarily on the principle, referred to previously, that 
what a student learns depends not so much on what the 
instructor proposes to teach as on the phenomenological self 
and field of the student, that is, on what any given stimu
lus means to him in view of his background, his level of 
maturity, his motivation, and his awareness of his own 
needs,1*̂  The most logically constructed and reasonably 

interpreted program can founder on this rock, A student 
convinced of the inutility of an activity at least has an 
unfavorable mind-set, to mention only one of the relevant 
conditions of learning.

Ideally one could hope that all activities would 
rate close to the top and practically there is nothing in 
mechanics of the rating sheet to prevent this, A defensible

^See Figure 13, sunra. p,166, for examples of indi
vidual differences in self-need concepts.
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program would be to examine and adjust continuously with 
upgrading as a goal*  Thus, one would not expect, as 
instructor, to eliminate those activities low on the scale, 
but rather to examine the basis for Inclusion and retention, 
to decide anew on their usefulness and to change orienta*  

tlon, emphasis and techniques with a view to rendering stu*  

dent reaction more favorable to those activities considered 
logically justifiable*

The extent to which student ratings and comments show 
that objectives have been reached Is moot*  From the point 
of view of self "-evaluation they are of prime importance, but 
from the point of view of psychometrics such evidence is 
suspect*  Certainly It is admissible if not conclusive evi
dence, A student who says he now understands children bet
ter may feel more confident in himself and that is a step in 
the right direction*  And if he says that working with chil
dren has been most helpful in that process, that too is 
important evidence, especially if his fellow students agree. 
We have come to lend more credence to our created measuring 
devices than to our judgments, sometimes Ignoring the fact 
that their worth depends in final analysis on human judgment*  

The true status, then, of instruments of measurement is that 
of an aid to our judgment, not a substitute*  Orderly 
recording and analysis of subjective judgments, as here, can 
safeguard our conclusions.
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Students were asked at the end of the second, third, 
and fourth months to evaluate enumerated course activities 
on a "1 to 5*  scale and add their comments on an anonymous 
duplicated form.^9 The following paragraph headed the rat

ing sheets
There are many methods that, may be used to reach sim

ilar goals In education*  Any teacher needs to examine 
his methods continuously# An Important psychological 
element In evaluation of the activities of a course Is 
student reaction# As prospective teachers and as stu
dents In SE3) 132 will you give your best judgments on 
the Items below as they relate to your experiences thus 
far In this course?

Due to absences and to Individual lapses, the number 
of responses on specific activities varied from thirty-two 
to forty for March, from eighteen to forty-four for April, 
and from forty to forty-seven for May# Thirteen activities 
were listed on the March form and nineteen on the April and 
May forms#

The frequency of responses was tabulated for each 
rating for each activity for March, April, and May# Ranks 
were assigned to each activity, first, for the Initial group 
of thirteen activities for all three administrations, and 
next, for the second group of nineteen activities for the 
last two administrations# Rank-difference correlation coef
ficients (rho) were computed for each set of rankings

^See form ES-1*,  Appendix B# 
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in the two groupings. The results were tabulated in Table 
XXVII and are then discussed in conjunction with student 
comments in the following pages,

fisnsEal Analzsla Xa Ms
Inspection of the rankings in Table XXVII indicates 

some definite stabilities, as well as extreme changes, in 
popularity. Considering first the initial activities on the 
March form and following them through April and May, working 
with children remained first and use of the text remained 
last throughout. Personal and group contacts with agency 
representatives and laboratory group work remained In second, 
third, and fourth. Psychological tests (referring to the 
tests used in this study) remained below the median. The 
writing and projecting of observation journals showed a def
inite downward trend, as did the use of the Third Week 
Report form, a joint student-supervisor evaluation intended 
to check performance early enough to use results, A consid
erable upward movement was registered by personal confer
ences with the instructor, written analysis of the agencies, 
and the Who’s Who Quiz (ES-3 requiring the listing of the 
names of fellow-students), A smaller, but definite, 
increase Is evident for general sessions (referring to cam
pus meetings once a week of all students). This general 
description may be illuminated somewhat by attention to the
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TABLE HVII

MEAN RATINGS AND CORRESPONDING VALUATION RANKS GIVEN BI 
FRESHMAN EDUCATION STUDENTS FOR ACTIVCTIES OF 

COMMUNITT EXPERIENCES COURSE

Activity Mean Rating Rank Rank
Mar. Apr. May Mar. Apr. May Apr. May

Working with children lt.5 U.3 h.6 1 1 1 1 1
Supervisor conferences 3.6 3.8 3.7 2 2.5 5 2.5 ID
Canpus group meetings

(with agency repr») 3.5 3.3 3.7 3 7 5 10.5 10
Writing Observ, Journals 3.3 3.3 3.5 U 7 9.5 10.5 15.5
Third Week Report 3.3 3.3 3.3 h 7 12 10.5 18
Lab, group work 3.3 3.8 3.7 li 2.5 5 2.5 10
Instructor conferences 3.2 3.7 3.9 8 It 2 U ll
Projecting Observ, Journ, 3.2 3.0 3.U 8 U n 16.5 17
Psychological tests 3.2 3.U 3.5 8 5 9.5 7.5 15.5
General sessions 2.9 3.2 3.6 10.5 9.5 8 13.5 13.5
Written analysis of agency 2.9 2.7 3.7 10.5 13 5 19 10
Who's Who Quia 2.8 3.2 3.7 12 9.5 5 13.5 10
Use of text 2.7 2.8 3.0 13 12 18 19
Lab*  group report finder 3.0 3.6 16.5 13.5
Group meetings in agency 3.U 3.8 7.5 6.5
Workshop on evaluation 3.1 3.8 15 6.5
Evaluation by supervisor 3.5 3.9 6 U
Evaluation by student 3.3 3.9 10.5 li
Self-evaluation of exper-

iences by area 3.6 U.o 5 2

Rho correlation coefficients
March-April • • • • • • # • t • » • • • .761?
March-May .338
April-May •••«•• ♦ • ♦ • • # • • ♦ • • e .562 .570
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correlation coefficients at the bottom of Table XXVII*  The 
coefficients for consecutive ratings are much higher than 
the March-May coefficient, indicating the disparity caused 
by the general upward and downward trends described* 
However, the fact that all coefficients for consecutive rat
ings are significant at «0£ indicates that the ratings were 
stable and not thoughtless pencilings*

Analysis of the complete listing in April and May 
brings to light the fact that this popularity poll is a rel
ative device, since the introduction of new activities 
changes the profile considerably in some respects*  Especi
ally notable is the fact that the evaluation activities and 
agency meetings Introduced took over top billing next to 
working with children*  By nature, these could only be 
introduced later in the course and it took some time for 
their impact to registered*  Certain activities of necessity 
went down the scale*  They weret personal conferences with 
agency supervisor, laboratory group work, and psychological 
tests*

In summary, the final ranking put the following 
activities in the top third in descending orderi working 
with children, self-evaluation of experiences by areas, 
self-evaluation of agency experiences, supervisor evalua
tions, personal conferences with instructor, the final work
shop in irtilch area-evaluations were combined into group
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reports, and group meetings in the agency. In the bottom 
third, in the same order, came the laboratory group report 
finder, general sessions, psychological tests, observation 
journals, third week report, and use of the text*  These 
ratings have been discussed in the light of student comments 
in the following pages*

In this section the activities have been discussed in 
rank order In May along with student conaaents found on the 
rating sheets and other course documents such as final eval
uations, vocational data sheets, observation journals, and 
various evaluation sheets during the course*  Duplicate com
ments are eliminated and comments relating to vocational 
choice and to general learnings not attributed to specific 
course activities are collected elsewhere*

Ranfe 11 KomBR ShUflEan*  Since it is the 
heart of the course it is significant that high regard for 
this activity was universal*  Many Insightful comments 
reveal the impact of this experience on the students!

Actual association with boys and girls and getting 
practical experience working with boys and girls has 
taught me more than I could ever learn in books*  I 
would not take any thing for having worked ■with the group at the .50

2°It is a difficult but necessary task for educators 
to dispel the notion that we need to choose between books 
and experience, and make clear their correlative necessity*
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I have thoroughly enjoyed working at nursery school 

and watching the interests and development of children*
The best preparation for teaching I can think of was 

the actual experience that we all gained by working with 
the different agencies*

I feel that through the work with the agency I have been introduced to the teaching profession* 51
I do not realize at the present time the materials or 

resources that I will use in my teaching, however, in 
future I am sure that many experiences that I had at 

will enable to cope with situations in a more 
mature manner*

I think that working with children helped me a great 
deal in understanding children and their problems*

The most important thing I have learned from this 
course is how to get along with children and how they 
are affected by their environment*

I have learned that It isn*t  easy to meet these gltis because I have never known until now -irtiat poor means *52

I learned that by finding our kids1 Interests and 
abilities I can do a lot for them and make it a pleasant 
affair*

Sever before had I had experience with children this 
age as a group*  I learned quite a bit about their 
reaction to certain situations*

You learn to understand children more*  You become more tolerant and you don't expect as much out of them* 53

Sier., sunra* p*  35*6,  for description of relation of 
education and social work*

52And others don't know what rich means*  If teachers 
are to teach all the children of all the people with under
standing, they need some contact with other classes besides 
their own*

53how many good, beginning teachers have learned this 
too late?
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I believe this community practice course is wonderful 

because you actually deal with children and you can try 
your own methods*

At first I was disturbed by their actions**!  wanted 
to limned lately show them the right way to play, but I 
soon learned that these ^oys and girls do not grasp highly organized rules* 5*

I have learned a lot about children and how to get 
along with them, how to reason with them to do the 
things they don't care to do*  I have learned to cope 
with problem children and how to help them*

I learned that small children have problems as adults 
do, but they do not understand them or realize what they 
are*  They show their feelings in various manners*  A 
child that wants affection may act mean or cold*  I 
learned how to recognize these signs and how to handle the situations* 5*

I have done it all my life, but working with these 
especially helpful because of problems that arise*

Very important to future teachers*  

Develops get*along  ability*  

I like to help them*  

Outstanding Inferences afforded by juxtaposition of 
these comments is the common thread of agreement on under*  

standing of children on the one hand, and Individual varla*  

bility of meaning arising out common experiences, as well as 
its dependence on needs and background of the individual 
student, on the other hand*  It should be recalled that 
these are freshmen students) many of these Insights would do 
credit to upper classmen or graduates*

*̂Can  there really be any doubt that these prospec
tive teachers profited?
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Bask RgaXnaUsa azaaa.^ The areas

suggested were (1) What are boys and girls like? (2) What 
do community agencies do? (3) What are schools for? (U) 
Will I make a good teacher?. An outline of subtopics was 
furnished, each to be written separately so that they could 
be combined for group evaluation in a culminating workshop.

The comments are few but Indicate substantial agree
ment on the value of the activity, with a suggestion that 
more time was needed for sharing ideas In class (which prob
ably refers to the final group reports based on these indi
vidual evaluations).

Good way to review and sum up experiences.
Helped to substantiate the values I received. 
Gained a lot from this.
Heeded more time to express our opinions in class.

Rank M- (3. 5)t These ranks were shared by per
sonal conferences with instructor, evaluation of agency 
experiences by supervisor and by student. It is notable 
that evaluation, especially self-evaluation, activities 
cover second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh pla
ces jointly with personal conferences, meetings with agency 
representatives in the agency, and the workshop on evalua
tion. These might be summed up as evaluation, and personal

??See Appendix B« 
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and group conferences. The comments to follow refer only to 
personal conferences with the instructors

Heed them more often.
Very beneficial, helpful.
Helped to clarify my ideas.
Learned a lot.

Rank 6.5 (6. 7)s These two ranks were shared by 
group meetings in the agency and the workshop on evaluation. 
The former were described by one student as "valuable In all 
respects." Another pointed up the difficulty of scheduling 
all the various possible experiences with the comment, "on 
my meeting day so I couldn’t go."

The workshop on evaluation consisted of three days 
set aside for consideration in small groups of the individ
ual evaluatlon-by experience-area summaries. Two groups were 
assigned to each area at random—every sixth student alpha
betically. Group reports were presented on the final day. 
Typical comments follow*

Excellent vay of finishing the course.
Enjoyed very much, much work but valuable for future 

reference.
Skeptical at first, but consider this high point of 

the course.

This is the mediate group 
on v^ilch opinion was not so crystallized. In comparison 
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with the Initial group of thirteen activities, all fared a 
little better, having rated above the median in that group
ing*  When compared with the total group of nineteen In 
April and May, two of them, personal conference with agency 
supervisors and laboratory group work, dropped from 2e5 In 
April to 10 In Mayj two Increased ratings—written analysis 
of agency from 19 and Who’s Who Quiz from 13«5| group meet
ings on the campus with agency representatives remained the 
same*

Analysis of comments Indicates that, with one excep
tion, opinion was divided. The exception was personal con
ference with agency representative, on which comments were 
numerous and favorablei

Helps to understand children and the agency,
Needed.so student can become more acquainted with the" 

situation.
Learn what’s wrong. 
Became personal friend. 
Got to know her. 
Good when you need help. 

Laboratory group work:
Helpful ideas from group.
Very helpful. 
Helped to compare journals. 
To solve problems.



An effective device for working out problems, 
A great opportunity.

18?

Enjoy and learn much.
Valuable tips on handling children*
Usually a waste of time (just takes common sense). 

Group meetings with agency on campusi
Get more view of agency.
Could meet more often.
Didn't accomplish much.
Very successful.

Who's Who Quizi
Am learning the group.
Unnecessary.
Good test to see who you know.
Found out who you didn't know.
Taught me to try to remember names as well as faces.
Important but little opportunity.
Necessary to know children and people you work with 

but not your classmates. Your social life has no 
connection with work or school, unless that is the 
reason you are going to school.

Rank 13.9 (13. iMs General sessions and laboratory 
group report finder shared this ranking. The former were 
utilized for orientation, talks by resource persons, and 
other common problems. The laboratory group report finder 
was a technique used to identify discussion topics in
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advance for seminars*  Both shoved a small increase in popu
larity over the period*  

General sessional
Don’t get much done*  
Helpful, but too large* 56 
Needs more participation* 56 

Could be more Interesting*  

Not very helpful*  

A big waste of time.
Laboratory group report finderi

I want more varied reports*  

Helped some, not others*

Bank 15.5 .(15. 16) i This ranking was shared by writ
ing of observation journals and psychological tests*  Com
ments on the former indicate a probable division on the 
basis of facility in written expression!

Putting down on paper clarifies ideas*  

Talking about observations more important*  
Good way of presenting work to Instructor,57

56rhese comments indicate the common problem of iden
tifying legitimate, small action-groups for activities of 
value to the diverse large group*

57This attitude may account for some failures to pro
duce journals*  Preferable, of course, is an attitude of 
value to the student, as other comments illustrate*
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Good experience*
Helped me to delve into situations*
I find them hard to writef enjoy to discuss*
Would like to have had criticism from prof* 58

Don’t know what to put down*
Helps to write down situation*

Psychological tests suffered because of lack of time 
to process data and hold conferences*  The main purpose was 
to identify those tests and techniques of analysis to be 
recommended for further use*  The need for interpretation as 
a guidance aid to self-evaluation has been recognized, and 
the desire of the students Is evident in the commentst

I want to see my score to Improve where necessary*
Do not know results*
Helpful* 59

st skssrxaiioa This 
refers to use of the opaque projector to provide a common 
basis for discussion*  Paucity of comments indicates a 
rather neutral but varied opinion!

Got fullest benefit*

?®The need for availability of resource persons to 
care for all individual needs is indicated here*

^Several asked for and were given cautious interpre
tations*
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Shows mistakes.
Lacked a kindling spark.

Rank 18t Third Week Renort, The obvious use of the 
report, to identify difficulties early, is certainly logic*  

ally justifiable. Duplicate forms were to be filled out by 
student and supervisor. The difficulty probably lies in 
tardiness in completion and follow-up. Provision of ade
quate time for follow-up is important.

Made me brace up and do more.
Not necessary.
Showed how much I needed to improve. 
Would have liked criticism on these.

Rank 19t Use tert on child develonment. This was 
the Ohio State University pamphlet, How Children Develop,6° 

Reaction indicates the difficulty of inducing students to 
utilize books as aids in solving problems, rather than as 
information to be learned. Comments, however, also Indicate 
that this can be done with some students!

Didn’t use it*
Have read it and It has not been too helpful. 
Would be of some use with observations.

^How Children Develop, by the faculty of the Univer
sity School, Ohio State University (Columbus, Ohlot The Ohio 
State University, 19I*9)e
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Help In understanding childe
Helped to understand problems.
Would have been lost at first without it. still a 

help.
Know what to expect,

SUMM 2t Si SStlSltlSl*  Empirically we 
may say that the top third of the ranked activities (1st to 
7th) have demonstrated a secure position in student opinion 
and would not require Immediate attention, although student 
suggestions should be heeded. Student opinion coincides 
with the emphasis in this study on Importance of contact 
with children and youth, and self-evaluation.

The median group (Sth to 12th) deserves somes atten
tion, particularly laboratory group work as it should be a 
key point in the program.

The lower third, especially general sessions, obser
vation journals, and use of the text need considerable 
study.



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONSJ 
REC01'2^NDATI0NS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

I, REVIEW OF THE PROBLEM AND PROCEDURES

The problem was defined in Chapter I as follows*  • 
What guidance tests and procedures now being used, and what 
simple additions, practicable within the framework of the 
course, show promise in evaluation of Education 232, Commun
ity Experiences for Prospective Teachers?

It was pointed out that the study did not propose to 
justify the course by establishing the attainment of course 
objectives, that it was not possible to study all the objec
tives of the course, end that there would be no attempt to 
ascribe certain results to definite course activities*

Emphasis on the guidance aspect of the problem was 
justified In Chapter II on the basis of the training and 
preference of the Investigator, documentation of attention 
given in recent educational literature to the need for 
adjusted, self-confident, socially-minded teachers, and 
examination of the objectives ascribed In recent educational 
literature and orienting materials for the course under 
study to the use of community experiences In teacher educa
tion*  The role of direct experience In Imparting knowledge 
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about, and In illuminating theory concerning, children, 
school, and community vas recognized in the review of the 
literature, but Chapters II and III made clear the choice of 
attitudes, interests, and adjustment for investigation*  The 
importance of student self-evaluation and of an articulated, 
long-term teacher training program in accomplishing person
ality changes was documented*

The ultimate objective of the study was to identify 
instruments and techniques useful in guiding prospective 
teachers and in the continued development of a more effec
tive program of community experiences for prospective teach
ers*  To accomplish this purpose, one of the best means was 
to locate Instruments which measured significant changes 
which happened during the course and which could be logic
ally ascribed to the course experiences*  If successful, this 
would demonstrate the attainment of course objectives, 
although this was early disclaimed as a purpose of the study*  

The following steps were taken to implement this procedurex 
1*  Hypotheses encompassing objectives identified in 

the review of literature were set up in the areas of 
student attitudes, interests, and adjustment*

2*  The Kuder Preference Record, Vocational, and the 
California Test of Personality. Adult, which had been 
administered to freshman education students in the fall, 
were readministered to students of the community exper
iences course in February and May to provide opportunity 
to compare the movement of those students as to inter
ests and adjustment during the fall and spring semesters*

3*  Three other instruments—Guilford-Martin Person
nel Inventory, the Wandt Inventory of Teacher Opinion, 
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and a questionnaire on reasons for vocational choices 
developed by the investigator—were administered in Feb
ruary and Kay to community experiences students and to a 
control group of ten students not enrolled in the course# 
All the control and the community experiences students 
chosen for comparison vere identified as freshman educa*  
tion majors taking the standard general education 
courses and having completed the professional courset 
Introduction to American Education# Ten matched pairs 
vere chosen on the basis of age and scores on Ruder 
(Social Service), California Test of Personality (total), 
and on each of the above instruments in turn#

I*#  The data vere statistically analyzed to determine 
mean differences and significance of the differences# 
In the course of analysis it vas discovered that signif
icant differences existed at each of the administrations 
and over both semesters between elementary and secondary 
community experiences students# The data were then 
analyzed to compare these two groups and the control 
group which consisted of nine female secondary students 
and one male secondary student#

In addition to the steps described above, certain 
other data vere analyzed from instruments for which no con
trol feature was provided, that is, they vere administered 
during the spring semester to community experiences students 
only#

Student observation journals vere analyzed for 
changes in attitude toward behavior of young people, using 
criteria suggested by Maas in a similar study^j student 

self-ratings and supervisor-ratings vere compared for agree
ment and for differences between elementary and secondary 
students| a sociometric quiz which indicated the extent of

^■See Appendix D 
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acquaintanceship was analyzed for groupings and changes; a 
rating sheet on course activities yielded data on compara
tive student evaluations of their course experiences; fin
ally, written comments from rating sheets, course evaluation 
summaries, and vocational data sheets were collected and 
discussed at appropriate points in the statistical analysis*  

Keeping in mind that our ultimate purpose was the 
development of the community experiences course with espe
cial reference to guidance tools and techniques, the find
ings and conclusions presented in Chapter IV were summarized 
under the following categories;

1, Kffect of experiences of the course on prospec
tive teachers*

2*  Student characteristics related to sex, teaching 
level or a combination of sex or teaching level*

3*  Variation in pattern of change related to sex, 
teaching level, or combination of sex and teaching level

Value of specific course experiences*  

5» Potential usefulness of tools and techniques*  

The summary of findings and conclusions for each cat
egory, organized according to objective and test instrument 
where pertinent, forms the next section of this chapter*

H*  FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

21 21 SQ2L £22222. 22 £E2S222tl22 
Null hypotheses were set up as to the occurrence of 

favorable changes in community experiences students in the
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areas of attitude, interest, and adjustment*  These hypothe
ses were tested by three designs1 (1) comparison of commun
ity experiences students in the fall and spring semesters, 
(2) cozqparison of community experiences students with a con
trol group matched by pairs, (3) comparison of community 
experiences students, grouped as secondary males and elemen
tary females, with control group*  Five Instruments were 
usedi California Test of Personality, Kuder Preference Rec
ord (Vocational), Guilford-Eartin Personnel Inventory, Wandt 
Inventory of Teacher Opinion, Vocational Choice Data ques
tionnaire (ES-1)*  In each case the null hypothesis was 
retained*  The findings are briefly summarized at this point*

Both community experiences students and a matched 
control group made gains in total score but only the gain of 
the control group was significant*  There was no significant 
difference between the amounts of change and no significant 
difference between the two groups in May* 2

Eubtest scores show significant gains for both the 
control group and the experimental matched group with no 
apparent profile of difference*3

When community experiences students were divided

2siTrae pp*  95*6*  3lbid*
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into elementary and secondary groups for comparison vith the 
control group, all three groups had in common (1) signifi
cant changes in total score, (2) significant changes in sub
test score for attitude towards pupils, and (3) lack of sig
nificant change in sub-test scores on attitude toward demo
cratic classroom procedures* 1*

2*  Areal Interest

Hone of the mean differences for community experi
ences students over fall or spring semesters in social ser
vice score were significant*  Female students changed more 
during the fall than spring semester but the difference was 
not significant*5

3« A^eat Adjustment

Mean differences for community experiences students 
in both self and social adjustment scores were greater over 
the fall semester than over the spring semester*̂

Both groups (experimental community experiences stu
dents and matched control group) made significant changes in 
agreeableness and none in other areas during the spring

pe ioo* P« 1O6*  

pe 115.
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semester. There was no significant difference in the amount 
of change and no significant difference between the two 
groups in May* 7

P* 13^e P* 135* 9SHDISli Pe 151e
10SHB£a,» P* n£uBX2.» P* 162

When community experiences students were divided into 
elementary and secondary groups for comparison with the con
trol group, all three groups moved significantly on coopera
tiveness score, both elementary and control moved signifi
cantly on objectivity and agreeableness, and the only sig
nificant difference between movements was between elemen
tary and secondary groups*®

Testi Vocational Choice Data (ES-1)
Analysis of the reasons given for choice of the 

teaching profession indicated that the control group made 
the only significant change.9

Analysis of the reasons given for choice of grade 
level disclosed no significant changes in common for elemen
tary and secondary groups as compared with the control 
group.IO

Analysis of the reasons given for choice of subject 
disclosed no significant change in either experimental or 
control group .H

Analysis of responses to queries about individual * 10
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needs in professional preparation indicated a significant 
change in secondary students only.12

None of the evidence from statistical treatment of 
quantitative data in this study supports the conclusion that 
experiences of prospective teachers in the community exper
iences course had a significant influence on the attitudes, 
interests and personal, social, or vocational adjustment of 
students enrolled. We have not thereby proved the contrary, 
that the experiences had no influence. On the other hand, 
whatever the instruments used measure, it must be accepted 
that the course was not instrumental in effecting changes in 
those directions in measurable amounts. There are several 
possible conclusions (not mutually exclusive)!

1. There were, in fact, no influences of the course 
to be measured.

2. The instruments or techniques used did not measure 
such influences as did exist.

3# The influence of the course is not immediately 
apparent.

Personality change is a slow process requiring a 
correlated sequence of experience and theory over a 
longer period of time than the four months of the present 
study.

We can dismiss the first conclusion for several rea
sons. First, it negates the modern principle of human devel
opment that personality is the result of interaction between 
native capacity and environmental influence. We might then 

l2Sunra. p. 168.
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qualify it by stating that the influence was not in the 
direction of attitudes, interests, or adjustment, except that 
this denies credence to subjective comments reproduced above 
as to the value of experiences with groups of children and 
youthe^3 Many students enrolled in the program indicated 

that they felt more secure in their choice of teaching as a 
profession or more definite in their choice of the age level 
which they wished to teach*  Association with children ranked 
first in value on all three periodic rating sheets and in the 
number of favorable comments from all sources*  It is diffi*  

cult to read these expressions indicating a feeling of prog
ress in vocational adjustment and accept a conclusion that 
attitudes and interests were not affected*  But that objec
tive. Instruments or techniques used failed to measure such 
influences as did exist is a possibility which cannot be 
denied and which suggests further research with other tools 
and techniques*

It is also possible that much of the influence of the 
course is of the delayed reaction type*! 1* Thus students may 

find themselves developing in certain directions In future 
learning situations because of as yet uncrystallised

^3Sunraf p*  151 ff*  and p*  179 ff*
l^his would not apply to the objective of helping the 

student validate choice of career and teaching level early 
in his college career*
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attitudes having their genesis in the experiences afforded 
by the course*

The final suggestion that personality change is a 
slow process and requires a correlated sequence of experi
ence and theory over an extended period has been documented 
as a trend in the development of teacher training pro
grams *1^

^dent 12 ISfiglUJlg 1£V£1» 221 2

£22^1221122 2t ££X 22S. l£££hl222 12121
It has been pointed out above that the experimental 

group of community experiences students was composed of 
female elementary students and male, secondary, physical 
education students (with several exceptions such as male 
elementary^ male, secondary, academic; female, secondary, 
physical education; and female, secondary, academic students 
—a total of six out of forty-six students), and that the 
control group consisted of ten secondary students, one male 
academic and nine female—five of the latter being physical 
education, two academic, and two vocational*  It was also 
pointed out that significant differences attributable to sex, 
teaching level or combination of these became apparent in 
analysis of data according to the original designs*

1^S2aBZa.f P< 56 ff
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The findings in this respect fell into two classest 

those in which (1) three groups were involved—the control, 
experimental elementary, and experimental secondary groups, 
and (2) two groups only were involved—the experimental ele
mentary and experimental secondary groups*  In the first 
class, conclusions as to sex characteristics depended on 
similar measurement of female elementary and female second
ary as compared with the male secondary; conclusions as to 
characteristics related to teaching level depended on simi
lar measurements of female secondary and male secondary 
groups as conyared with female elementary students*  In the 
second class, conclusions could only be drawn concerning 
the two groups as composed—female elementary and male, 
physical education, secondary—that Is, the combination of 
sex and teaching level characteristics they represent*

The data used were largely those from the Instruments 
indicated in the preceding section plus those from the Soci
ometric Quiz and the Self and Supervisor Evaluation Sheets*  

The findings and conclusions have been organized first 
according to type of conclusion and then as to area and 
Instrument as In the preceding section*  The conclusions are 
presented first, followed by the findings that support them 
and a footnote referring to original data In Chapter IV*  

The universality of significant differences between the 
groups involved warrants attention in future studies*
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Findings and conclusions related to sex.
Areal Attitudes
Testi Wandt Inventory of Teacher Opinion
Female education students appeared to have more 

favorable attitudes towards groups a teacher contacts than 
male students*

16Sffiza.i p» ico*

The female groups (elementary and control) were 
higher than the male (secondary) group both In February 
and May on total scores and on all subtest scores except 
parents and teachers in May*  Twenty out of a possible 
thirty-two scores were significantly higher*  On the 
other hand there was no significant difference between 
the female groups In February or May total,scores and in only four out of fourteen subtest scores.16

AreaI Adjustment
Testi Vocational Choice Data (ES-1)
Female students appeared to be more socially oriented 

towards teaching at the end of the first year than male stu
dents*

In May both female groups (elementary and control) 
were significantly social in reasons for choice of 
teaching as a career while the male group was not9 
although the differences between none of the groups were significant* 1#

Areal Attitudes
Testi Wandt Inventory of Teacher Opinion
Elementary students appeared to be more democratic 

and permissive than secondary students*

p« 151 e
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Elementary means were higher than both secondary and 

control in February and May in all comparisons for 
pupils and democratic classroom practices} the differ*  
ences were significant in all cases except.one**the  Hayt control, democratic practices comparison.18

10. P« 13?. P» 162,

Area I Ad justraent 
Testi Guilford-Martin Personnel Inventory
Elementary students appeared to be better adjusted 

than secondary students.
Elementary means were higher than both secondary and 

control in February and May on all scales except the 
February, secondary, Agreeableness comparison} three of these differences were significant.*9

Areal Adjustment
Testi Vocational Choice Data (ES-1)
Secondary students appeared to be oriented toward self 

as to choice of subjects to teach.
Both secondary end control groups gave predominantly 

personal reasons for choice of subject and registered no significant change during the spring semester.^

Mnatlsa at sss, eisSs, Isxel*
Areal Interests
Testi Kuder Preference Record (Vocational)
Female elementary students appeared to be higher In 

social service Interest than male, secondary, physical edu
cation students*

Female means were higher than male In October, Febru
ary and May. None of these differences were significant, 10
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but the February difference had a t-ratio of 2»00, with 
2»13 necessary for the •0$ level, and the May difference, 
the smallest of the three, would be significant with 
increase of the size of the sample to an N of twenty-one for both groups.2*

P» 109* 23£ismf P* 117*
21<SyBXai P* 139.

Female elementary students showed a stable profile of 
high and low interests.

The majority of these students were above the 6?th 
percentile in social service and persuasive Interests 
and below the 35th percentile in outdoor, scientific, 
computational, and clerical interests in the October, February, and May administrations of the Record.22

Areal Adjustment
Test: California Test of Personality
Female elementary students appeared to be better 

adjusted than male, secondary, physical education students.
The female means for both self and social adjustment 

in October, February, and May were significantly higher 
except the May self adjustment mean. The elementary 
group remained ten points ahead in October, February, 
and blay in social adjustment through a mutual gain of 
ten points in group means. In the self area elementary 
remained ahead but the difference was steadily decreased from 8.8 to 3*5* 2’

Testi Sociometric Quiz
Male, secondary, physical education students appeared 

to have a wider acquaintance circle than female, elementary 
students.

Using the number of times students could be named by 
fellow-students as an index, male students appeared in 
the lower of two bi-modal groups only six out of a possible forty-nine times in March, April, and May.2*
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Testi Self and Supervisor Evaluations
Female elementary students and their supervisors 

agreed closely on their evaluation of students’ work in 
agency youth groups#

The small difference (*6)  between the mean elementary 
students’ ratings and the mean supervisors’ rating was not significant.25

Male, secondary, physical education students rated 
themselves higher than their supervisors on students’ work 
in agency youth groups#

The male students’ mean rating was significantly 
hlgheg^than their supervisors’ rating, with a t-ratio of

Supervisors rated female elementary students higher 
than male, secondary, physical education students on their 
work in agency youth groups#

The supervisors’ mean rating of female elementary 
students was 6#7 points higher than that of male, secon*  
dar^fg^hysical education students, with a t»ratio of

teUilea la Ealtsra &X £h£n£& la S.M.snls.t EslaiM la 
Issahlna Iszsi, ss, fi, Mzls^liaa st Ssx az. Issahlua lezsi#

zM asazlBslaas. xzlzlM la
Areal Adjustment
Testi Guilford-Martin Personnel Inventory
Female students appeared more amenable to personality

25£2EXSLi P*  172. 27ibid.
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change than male students*

The female groups (elementary and control) changed significantly on all scales while the male (secondary) 
group did so only on the cooperativeness scale* 2”

Elnaings. find. £2Z2£lB£12Ilg. ISlslM M level*
Areal Adjustment
Testi Vocational Choice Data
Elementary students were favorably influenced during 

the spring semester towards social reasons for choice of 
grade level as compared with secondary students*

All three groups were significantly personal in rea» 
sons for choice of grade level in February*  The elemen
tary group alone registered significant change to social 
reasons and was significantly higher than both secondary and control in F^y* 2°

HMlngS. Xfilfilsa, 12. fl. S2SS1112. £2Q- 
Mm.Uan 21 sss, snS. Isxsl*

Areat Adjustment
Testi California Test of Personality
Female elementary students and male, secondary, phys

ical education students appeared to be favorably affected in 
the same degree during the freshman year as to self and 
social adjustment as measured by the California Test of Per
sonality*

Although the significant difference between the ele
mentary and secondary groups on self adjustment disap
peared (because the change during the spring semester

28SUDra. p*  135* 29sur)ra. p*  1^*
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was significant for secondary and not for elementary), 
there was no significant difference in the amount of change for the two groups for either semester*30  

Tests Vocational Choice Data
Male, secondary, physical education students regis

tered favorable change as to awareness of professional needs 
although there is no evidence as to causation*

Since both the elementary and control groups were 
already oriented towards valid needs and registered no 
significant change, the question is legitimate—what 
did cause the significant change of the secondary group if the community experiences course did not?31

XalHS, 21 SoSSlXlS. toexlgBSSS.
The conclusions presented in this section were based 

on a rating scale and written subjective comments, the weak
nesses of which have been previously acknowledged*  Proof of 
results from individual activities In a constellation of 
activities such as were Included in the community experi
ences course would logically depend on an experimental 
design permitting the elimination of one activity at a time 
from a control group*  There is little point in such an 
experiment until instruments have been identified capable of 
measuring the combined influences of the course, and the 
unsatisfactory results with certain instruments in the pres
ent study have been reported above*32

30SBD££.> P« 119. SI^uqj^, p. 168*  32gupr&> Pe 193
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In this section, then, have been summarized the 

results of analysis of data pertaining only to the experi
mental group and arising out of the ongoing activities of 
course during the spring semester*  They are of value mainly 
in making decisions as to the desirability of change of 
emphasis in development of the course on the provisional 
assumption that all the activities are valuable if correctly 
administered#

As in the previous section the conclusion has been 
presented first, followed by the findings upon which it is 
based with a footnote to the tables and discussion presented 
in Chapter IV# The order in which they have been presented 
is of no significance, being merely that of appearance In 
Chapter IV#

Conclusion X# Students became more objective in 
reporting group contacts through use of observation journals# 

The shift in emphasis was from judgmental and causal 
entries to observational, significant above the #01 
level with chi-square of 19#7l*‘ (6#61f required)# The 
number of students who made judgmental entries declined 
from eleven in February to six in I4ay and for causal declined from twenty-five to thirteen#33

Conclusion II# Socialization of the class group was 
only partially realized#
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.mes of less than half

Conclusion III* Student comment and rating as to the 
most valuable activities coincide with emphasis in this 
study on the value of (1) contact with children^? (2) self
evaluation,36 6nd (3) personal conferences^?

On a rating sheet in March, April, and May, students 
rated “working with children" first and self-evaluation and conference activities in the next four places#38

Conclusion XX*  General class sessions, writing and 
discussion of observation journals, and use of the text on 
child development need careful study and improvement*

These activities were consistently in the bottom 
ranks on rating sheets and received the most adverse comments*39

Eatsniial IssXtilnssa. 2£ I22I2.
Having gathered, analysed, and summarized data from 

various test instruments, the original question remains, 
“Are any of these processes worth incorporating into the 
activities of the Community Experiences for Prospective 
Teachers course for purposes of evaluation or guidance?"• 
The answer to this question depends, in the final analysis,

3l|,512I2Za.i P*  139.
36Subx£, pp*  ^7-53.
38S&I3,> PP*  177-52*

P*  33*
STguBXs., p, 68*  

39s.unra* pp*  186-89*
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on judgments as to the most profitable use of tine available 
in or out of the classroom by students or staff*

The answer would be quite clear if we could point to 
tests measuring accepted objectives which demonstrated sig
nificant changes during the period covered by the course*  

These tests could then be used in the process of evaluation 
of the course by identifying fruitful activities and those 
requiring attention*  Students could be aided in self
evaluation and in planning professional programs by pointing 
out areas of comparative accomplishment or need*  That this 
is not the case has been pointed out*  Certainly it has not 
been proven that the instruments used will not measure 
influences of the course under any circumstances, but a rea
sonable doubt to that effect is a charitable conclusion*  As 
was suggested earlier, the accomplishment of significant 
personality changes may be a matter of coordinated efforts 
over a much longer period of time*  At any rate, the evi
dence does not support a recommendation that the standard
ized tests and techniques of analysis used in this study be 
retained for purposes of evaluation of the course*  For pur
poses of emphasis this has been restated asi

Conclusion X*  None of the standardized tests used in 
this study contributed evidence useful for evaluation of the 
course, Community Experiences for Prospective Teachers*

The term standardized was used advisedly In the above
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conclusion in order to exclude the two’ instruments developed 
for the studyf Vocational Choice Data Sheet (ES-1) and Per
iodic Rating of Course Activities (ES-k)*  In view of the 
negllglible cost', the simplicity and small amount of time 
required, the subjective comments and the analysis of data 
presented in Chapter IV should warrant the retention of 
these Instruments both for curricular data and for Individ
ual counseling• This view has been restated asi

Conclusion XL,- Evidence from Vocational Choice Data 
Sheet and from the Periodic Rating of Class Activities 
appears useful for personal counseling and for course 
development*

Finally, the data summarized in Figure 1^ indicate 
that all of the tests and instruments used produced evidence 
of significant differences between male and female, elemen
tary and secondary, or male physical education and female 
elementary students*  The universality of this phenomenon 
attests to its validity and suggests the value of its use in 
the training program*  This use would appear to be in one or 
all of three directions*

1*  Use by the instructor in providing for differen
tiation in emphasis within the course between the 
obvious grouping of freshman education majors into male 
and female, elementary and secondary*

2*  Use in the professional training program at some 
point as training material In development of the guid
ance point of view, e*g«,  the desirability of utilizing
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CONCLUSION INSTRUMENT

Concerning Charaeterletlee
Related to eex

•Female students have more favorable attitudes 
towards groups a teacher contacts

•Female students are more socially oriented

Related to grade level
•Elementary students are more democratic

•Elementary students are better adjusted

-Secondary students are oriented towards 
self as to choice of subjects

Related to ccmbination of sex and grade level
•Female elementary students are higher in 

social service interest
-Female elementary students are better 

adjusted
•Male secondary physical education students 

had the wider acquaintance circle
•Female elementary students evaluate them

selves more realistically*than  male sec*  
ondary physical education students

Concerning Changes During Freshman Year
Related to sex

•Female students more amenable to change

Related to grade level
-Elementary students became more social in 

reasons for choice of grade level
Related to combination of sex and grade level

•No distinction between self and social adjust
ment in amount of change for either group

•Male secondary physical education students 
registered favorable change as to awareness 
of professional needs*  Female elementary 
and secondary students were significantly 
favorable at the start

Wandt Inventory of 
Teacher Opinion 

Vocational Choice
Data

Wandt Inventory of 
Teacher Opinion 

Guilford-Martin Per
sonnel Inventory

Vocational Choice 
Data

Ruder Preference 
Record

California Test of 
Personality

Soclometric Quia

CLP-8,9, Self and 
Supervisor Evalua
tion

Guilford-Martin Per
sonnel Inventory

Vocational Choice 
Data

California Test of
Personality

Vocational Choice 
Data

FIGURE 11*

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING DIFFERENCES OBSERVED IN 
FRESHMAN EDUCATION STUDENTS RELATED TO SEX, GRADE LEVEL 

OR COMBINATION OF THESE CHARACTERISTICS
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data on group differences within a class in making 
instructional plans*

3e . Use in guidance program by building up local 
norms for such groups to be used in interpreting person
ality data to students in a self-evaluation program*  
This la especially Important In respect to the use of 
the California Test of Personality In counseling fresh
men*  Bvidence suggests that Interpretation of personal
ity test results based on national norms Is not justi
fied In the first part of the freshman year*

Conclusion III* All instruments used produced evi
dence of group trends Indicating different characteristics 
and needs on the basis of sex and/or grade level*

III*  RECOMMENDATIONS

1*  Community experiences should be utilized in a 
reciprocating.relationship with theory courses throughout 
the training program* 1^ The entire faculty should be avail

able for student conferences concerning problems arising*  

The director*s  duties should be scheduling community agency 
opportunities and faculty conferences, conducting personal 
counseling sessions and small group seminars*

2*  General sessions should be abandoned or planned 
for individual participation through small group reports to 
the session—e.g*,  bringing in of valuable seminar results*

^See supra* p*  17 ff*i  proposed Texas standards*
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3*  Some definite use of text should be planned--e»g.t 

small group reports on age level basis with observations as 
to accuracy of text generalizations in agency situations,

U, Observation journals should provide for factual 
anecdotal observation and frankly .tentative multiple hypo
theses as to causation, with the students1 stage of psycho
logical sophistication In mind. Extra help and attention 
needs to be given to non-verbal students.

The alm of the guidance program should be to 
stimulate self-evaluation and to Illustrate the value and 
use of tools and techniques,

Sansszalng. ifea st lasts.

1, Use of the Kuder Preference Record (Vocational) 
In April to illustrate stability of interest profile (In 
comparison with September administration to all freshmen) 
and its value in vocational planning,

2, Use of Vocational Choice Sheet for counseling 
data,

3, Use of the Periodic Rating Sheet for short term 
adjustment of course emphasis.

It*  Use of the California Test of Personality, The 
Guilford-Martin Personnel Inventory, and the Wandt Inventory 
of Teacher Opinion to illustrate group differences related 
to sex or grade level objective.
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IV, SUGGESTED RESEARCH

1, Investigate changes In personality test scores in 
(1) senior year in high school, (2) first month in college, 
and (3) ninth month In college,

2, Investigate Influence of sex, grade level, and 
subject matter objective on personality profiles with larger 
groups,

3*  Investigate further the reciprocal relation of 
personality, group structure, and changes in attitude,

h-. Investigate the reason for the higher evaluation 
of elementary students by themselves and their supervisors* , 
Does it correlate with school marks?

Investigate the reason for the stability of the 
Projectlve-Introjeetlve Index in the fall for secondary 
students and In the spring for elementary students,

6, Compare student-teaching grades of community 
experiences students with non-community experiences students,

7, Compare teaching success of community experiences 
students with non-community experiences students,

8, Refine the categories developed in this study for 
the Vocational Choice Data Sheet,
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Leadership and Observation Experiences for Prospective Teachers

Purpose of the Program
This program is designed to give prospective teachers care

fully directed and supervised access to experiences with children 
and youth in community situations. These experiences consist of 
opportunities to serve in leadership roles in the group work pro
grams of community agencies*  A basic aim of the program is op
portunities for prospective teachers to participate in teacher- 
leader roles in the non-school activities and experiences of 
children, this participation to occur early in their preparation 
for teaching in order that it may become central*and  characterist
ic in their professional education. To this end, community labor
atory experiences are an arrangement by means of which the pro
spective teacher becomes engaged in studying, conancreytly, boys 

X and girls of the age he expects to teach, the community, and his 
preparation for teaching*

Value to Students
•This program is viewed as a medium for training-in-leader- 

ship, as contrasted with the provision of trained leadership*  For 
the students involved it is an orientation and finding-out exper
ience through which it is expected they will be enabled:

1*  to decide more adequately whether they want to y" 
teach;

2*  to discover what age groups they can work with y 
most effectively and happily;

3*  to find out what areas of the program of profes- 
sional preparation for teaching they need to x 
give special attention*

This program is premised, fundamentally, on the personnel 
point of vievz vzith reference to the students participating in it*  
At the same time, it is premised on the service point of vievz 
with reference to the community agencies cooperating in it*

It is expected that the problems met, the services rendered, 
and the learning done in the program will produce students who 
see teaching as providing vzays and means through which boys and 
girls may grow and develop into well-adjusted and effective mem- Z- 
bers of the groups to which they belong and of the communities in 
which they live.

Core Course in the Program
Central in The Community Laboratory Program, is the following 

course:
BED - SED 231 - COEHUHITY EXPERIENCES FOR PxiOSPECT- 
L/Z TEACHERS. Directed participation in childrens‘ 
and youth programs of cooperating community agencies*  
Study and observation of needs and characteristics

• of boys and girls, social environment» relationships 
with schools and teaching*

v/ith special reference to EED-SED 231. * COUUNITY EXPERIZNCZS 
FOR PROSPECTIVE TEACHERS.
HRB
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The activities incorporated in this course require prospect
ive teachers to carry forward five inter-related functions:

1. working with a group of boys and girls;
2. observing the characteristics, needs, and 

behavior of boys and girls;
3. exploring aonununity environment and in

fluences;
4. interpreting their own experiences and 

leadership;
5. improving their own understandings and 

skills in. working with groups and in
dividuals.

This course provides a sequence of observational and investi
gative problems through which laboratory experiences in leadership 
activities and classroom instruction are correlated. (See Study- 
Observation Guide.) Each problem involves;

1. becoming familiar with characteristics and 
needs of boys and girls;

2. recording and reporting observational data 
from a particular group of boys and girls;

3. stating in considerable detail what the 
task of the school is.

Thus, students are guided and assisted as they learn how to 
obtain and use data about children and communities in relation to 
the professional and citizen activities of the teacher. As they 
accumulate experience in working with people, and practice in 
social leadership, it is expected that they will increasingly ex
emplify the principle: Vffi LEARN TO DO V/IIAT Vffi DO AS Vffi LEARN-— 
and realize that "SKILL TO DO COLES OF DOING".

This course follows one in the freshman year, titled "Intro
duction to American Education", in-which the student takes a bat
tery of mental, interest, aptitude, and vocational tests, followed 
by a counseling interview. These data are utilized by the Direct
or of the Community Laboratory Program in counseling the student 
on his participation in. leadership and observation, experiences.

"Community Experiences for Prospective Teachers" is followed 
by courses in Educational Psychology, Child or Adolescent Psychol
ogy, Curriculum, Student Teaching, Guidance, and Special Kethods 
of Teaching.

Services of Resource Persons
"Community Experiences for Prospective Teachers" is set up as 

a laboratory course to be taught and coordinated by the Director 
of the Community Laboratory Program. Members of the staff of the 
College of Education and members of the staff of'cooperating com
munity agencies are utilized as resource persons. They are drawn, 
upon in.such capacities as the following;

1» presentation of basic concepts and informa
tion;

HRB
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2. discussion of problems;
3. assistance in planning; 229
4. training in needed skills;
5. counseling on personal and professional 

problems and plans;
6. evaluation of leadership and observation 

experiences.
Distribution of Student Time

The student,, upon enrollment in the course, commits three 
campus hours per week and tv/o laboratory (or community) hours per 
week to the Community Laboratory Program. In. general plan, one 
of the•campus hours is devoted to instruction in relatively large 
groups, a second hour is used for instruction in small groups with 
the assistance of resource persons, and the third hour is placed 
at the disposal of cooperating community agency personnel, either 
on campus or in the community. This third hour, which may be 
thought of as an additional laboratory hour, affords cooperating 
comimmity personnel opportunity to meet, confer, and counsel with 
Individuals‘and groups on a regularly scheduled basis, giving them 
opportunity, thereby, to exercise their cooperating supervisory 
functions. The two laboratory hours provide for scheduled stud
ent time for participation, on a regular weekly basis, in an as
signed'group work leadership activity in a cooperating community 
agency.

Program Structure
The basic structure of the Community Laboratory Program con

sists of three articulated elements:
1. in the University, the students enrolled 

in a given course;
2. in the community, cooperating group vzork 

agencies;
3. between the University and the community, 

a pattern of cooperative arrangements for 
participation and supervision.

The designated administrative officer of the program for the 
University is the Director of the Community Laboratory Program, 
His functions include:

1. teaching "Community Experiences for Prospect
ive Teachers”;

2. administering the Community Laboratory Program;
3. coordinating staff services;
4. counseling participating students;
5. placing participating students;
6", visiting participating students at work;
7. visiting cooperating agencies;
8. conferring with cooperating supervisory personnel;
9. receiving reports;

10. maintaining records;
11, preparing annual report;
12, extending program services and opportunities;
13. representing the University in Inter-agency meetings.

HRB
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With respect to supervisory functions, a considerable part of 

the Director’s time is spent in the field visiting the student'at 
work and conferring vzith cooperating agency personnel. He has, 
necessarily, to move back and forth between the-instructional-and 
laboratory aspects of the program. It is hoped, particularly, 
that cooperating agency personnel may participate in many ways in 
the on-campus aspects of the program.

Operational Sequence
The Director of the Community Laboratory Program maintains a 

current file of group work leadership opportunities, consisting 
basically of ’’job description” data provided by cooperating a- 
gencies.. (See Form CLP-1.)

The Director alsa maintains a cooperating agency file in 
order to keep current the group work leadership opportunities 
available, the opportunities being utilized, and the cooperating 
agency personnel participating in the program.. Information sheets 
on each cooperating agency are available for student reference. 
(See Form CLP-1B.),

It is assumed, given detailed job descriptions, that the Dir
ector will match as far as personnel makes possible the job to be 
done vzith a student who can do the job. To this end, the student 
initiates his participation by submitting an application or place
ment information blank (See Form CLP-2) to the Director and schedu
ling a placement interview.

Upon placement, the student arranges an appointment with the 
cooperating agency person designated as the supervisor of the group 
activity to vzhich he is assigned. At the ensuing conference the 
student presents the original of his assignment form. (See Form 
CLP-3.)

When the assignment has been effected, the cooperating agency- 
person fills out and signs the form certifying placement and veri
fying assignment details. (See Form CLP-4.) This form is return
ed to the Director by the student.. Upon its receipt, the above 
assignment information is recorded on the student’s cumulative 
leadership record form. (See Form CLP-5)

Assignments are made on a semester basis. At the end of the 
third week of the student’s service period, he submits a report in
dicating his adjustment to the work he is doing, his satisfaction 
with his ability to do it, and any assistance he feels he needs. 
(See Form CLP-G.) At the same time*  his cooperating agency super
visor submits a parallel form indicating agency satisfaction with 
his services and any help the student needs. (See Form CLP-7.->

When these reports are studied, any instances of unsatisfact
ory assignment or unsatisfactory job performance become the subject 
of conferences between the Director, the student, and the cooperat
ing agency supervisor. In cases where an adequate on-the-job ad
justment can not be assured, any one of the three parties involved 
may request termination or transfer.
HRB
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At the conclusion of the student’s period of group work lead
ership service he submits an evaluation of his experiences. (See 
Form CLP-8.) Likewise, his cooperating agency supervisor submits 
an evaluation of his services,. (See Form CLP-9.) Subsequently, 
the student has an evaluative interview with the Director of the 
Community Laboratory Program. These data are summarized on the 
student’s cumulative leadership record form and become part of the 
student’s pre-service teacher education file. As such, they are 
utilized in counseling on his professional preparation for teach
ing.

Program Review and Report
All program data are carefully reviewed at the end of each 

semester and an annual report is prepared at the end of each 
school year.

Program Library
A library of program and agency materials is maintained in 

the office of the Director. Special attention is given to bul
letins and reports descriptive of the purposes and-activities of 
community agencies and to their manuals, handbooks, workers’ guide 
materials, training materials, graphic materials, charts, maps, 
and so on.

Criteria for Laboratory Experiences
Implicit in the arrangements between the University and co

operating community agencies is a mutual guarantee to protect and 
respect the welfare of the College of Education, the community a- 
gency, the student, agency personnel, and, particularly, boys and 
girls. Equally implicit is a guarantee to protect and respect the 
programs of all groups participating in the Community Laboratory 
Program. To these ends, the following statements of criteria are 
offered for the guidance of the College of Education and cooperat
ing community agencies in determining those laboratory opportun
ities that most adequately and mutually meet the educational and 
service objectives of the Community Laboratory Program.

The College of Education, concerned as it is about group 
leadership as a laboratory experience for prospective teachers, 
inquires if a given opportunity meets such criteria as the follow
ing:

1. Is it a group v/ork situation?
2. Is it part of an organized program?
3. Does it operate under trained supervisory 

personnel?
4. Is participation in in-service training 

available?
5. Is continuity with a group assured?
6. Does it have genuine interest for students?
7. Is it within the ability of students?

Is it something for which the student 
can be trained on the job?
Is it something for which the student 
can be pre-trained?

HRB
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8.. Is time for supervisory planning and coun
selling assured? 232

9. Is the agency willing to work on an in
training basis with students beginning 
their pre-service preparation for teaching?

10. Will relationships to teaching be emphasized?

Cooperating community agencies, concerned as they are about 
good group work experiences for boys and girls, inquire if the 
student leadership offered meets such criteria as the following:

1. Is the welfare of the boys and girls ade
quately protected?

2. Does the student meet the training and ex
perience qualifications for the job?

o. Is the student intelligently aware of agency 
purposes, program, and procedures?

4. Can the student uphold agency standards?
5. Is the student genuinely interested in boys 

and girls? in teaching?
6. Is the student willing to work hard?
7. Is the student dependable? punctual?
8. Is the student able to take suggestions and 

criticism and profit from them?
9. Can the student prepare adequate and accurate 

reports and submit them properly and on time?
10. Will the University give the student promptly 

the help his job performance indicates he needs?

Participation of Other Students
Thus far attention has been given to the Community Laboratory 

Program as the operating•vehicle for DDD - SDD 231. In addition 
to this special function, it is designed also to extend opportun
ities for community participation experiences to students not en
rolled in. the above course..

Students who wish to continue participation in group work 
leadership responsibilities beyond one semester may arrange to do 
this through the Director. In keeping vzith the administrative 
plan of the program, all such assignments are made a matter of 
record between the Director and the cooperating community agency.

All education students need to become informed and skilled 
with respect to the community as a learning environment for the 
boys and girls they will be teaching. Particularly, they need 
both instruction and practical experience in group participation1 
and group leadership. Insofar as laboratory opportunities allow, 
and insofar as adequate liaison is assured, arrangements are made 
to accommodate them.

Students other than those entering the teaching profession 
may want to participate in the program. Insofar as possible, 
their1 participation should be sponsored and facilitated. In other 
words, the Community Laboratory Program is viewed as a referral 
and placement center for the University as a whole.
HRB
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Connnunity Excursions Bureau

A special function of the Community Laboratory Program is the 
Connnunity Excursions Bureau,, which arranges and conducts trips and. 
tours to community agencies and to other areas and places in the 
community of special interest to teachers. Plan sheets are avail
able for reference. The Director is available as a resource per
son to help classes and groups plan community tours and field 
trips. The Community Excursions Bureau also handles arrangements 
for group visits to individual agencies and for participation in 
special events and activities of community agencies.

Research Facilities

The Director of the Community Laboratory Program offers the 
facilities of his office to students and groups interested in car
rying on visitations and research projects in school and community 
problems. Requests from students forking at the graduate level 
are given special consideration and attention.

Interneships

Carefully selected advanced students may be offered oppor
tunities as program assistants. The more advanced of such assign
ments will be in the nature of interneships.

Clearing-House on Agency Affairs

As a matter of course, the office of the Director of the 
Community Laboratory Program-becomes an information center and 
clearing-house on activities,, projects, and meetings of community 
agencies. His office will maintain a calendar of such events for 
student and staff reference.

Invitations and opportunities to participate in cooperating 
agency events and affairs are called to the attention of students 
and staff.. One of the designated functions of the Director is to 
see that the University responds to invitations and is represent
ed at agency and inter-agency functions and events.

Special Services of College of Education

In. addition to services of the College of Education indicat
ed earlier, several areas of special services are involved.

In cooperation with community agencies, It may offer occa
sional training institutes, short courses, and work conferences. 
Such activities are directed toward increasing the understanding 
and upgrading the skills of those participating. Such groups 
would be composed of students, teachers„ University staff, agency 
personnel, and laymen.working in the areas of community service 
and group leadership.

HRB
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In the other direationt, services of the staff of the College 
of Education are available for similar activities carried on under 
community agency sponsorship*  Opportunities for participation as 
members in such activities are welcomed*

Of particular interest are. special service activities that 
may be undertaken jointly by the University and community agencies

The College of Education may, either through the Community 
Laboratory Program, as a service to it, or as a service to com
munity agencies, involve itself in sponsoring and conducting field, 
studies and surveys, providing research consultant services, and 
acting in advisory capacities in csommunity study projects.

Organizational Chart

The chart on the following page depicts the organizational 
plan of the Community Laboratory Program.

Program Materials and Forms.

The development, administration,, and operation of such a 
program requires an articulated series of forms for reporting and 
record-keeping purposes. In the following pages are presented, 
first, the face sheet for the Study-Observation Guide to be used 
in the course "Community Experiences for Prospective Teachersi’ 
and, second, Forms CLP-1,. -IB, -2, -3, -4, -5,. -6", -7. (See p. 2; 
4-5.)

Concluding Statement

The Community Laboratory Program is planned to provide 
prospective teachers with opportunities-and experiences design
ed to help them develop into child-wise,, community-wise, and 
education-wise members of the teaching profession. These aims 
can be best achieved by their becoming actively involved at first
hand in real-life teaching-learning situations.. Leadership is 
best learned through guided experiences in leading. Professional 
interests, understandings, and competencies are developed best in 
action-related situations.

The Community Laboratory Program provides a functional com
bination of study, participation, observation, and evaluation 
activities through which prospective teachers may develop a basic 
personal,, social, and professional foundation for their further 
preparation"for service to boys and girls, to schools, and to 
communities.

HRB
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COMMUIIITY LABORATORY PROGRAM

Leadership and Observaitlon Experiences for prospective Teachers

OrsanizatioTial Chari;

Community Laboratory Program

Community Agencies

Group u'ork 
Leadership 
Opportunities

DIRECTOR

BED - SED 231

College of*  Education.

Special

Services

Community 
Excursions 

Bureau.

training short 
institutes courses

Agency Affairs 
Calendar

work con
ferences

Field Studies Consultant
and Surveys Services

H.S.A. B.S. G.S. C.G. 4-H YWCA YMCA S.A. H.R.A. CH.

U.S.A. - Houston. Settlement Association.
B. S. - Boy Scouts
G. S» - Girl Scouts
C. G. — Campfire Girls
4-H - 4.-H Clubs
Y.7CA - Young ’Womens Christian Association
YI.ICA - Young Mens Christian Association.
S.A. - Salvation Army
H. R.A. - Houston. Recreation Association
CH. — Church Programs

- Others
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Study-Ohservation Guide , 236

As foundational preparation for service in the teaching pro
fession,, this course has three basic aims:

1» to build know-how-ability and can-do-ability 
in understanding and helping boys and girls;

2.. to develop sensitivity and resourcefulness
in relation to the coimminity setting in vrhich 
boys and girls live and schools operate;

3. to acquire the concepts and. competencies that 
make for good teaching.

This Study-Observation Guide provides the sequence of obser
vational and investigative problems through which the laboratory 
and. instructional activities of this course are correlated. Each 
problem involves:

1.. becoming familiar with characteristics,, needs, 
and behavior of boys and girls (by age groups);

2„ recording and reporting observational data from
a particular group of boys and girls;

3» stating in considerable detail what the task of 
the school is.

A plan sheet providing questions„ references, and suggestions 
has been developed for each study-area.

Study-Areas
Ap- 1. Orientation and Induction
prox- 2. Personality Patterns of Boys and Girls
Im- 3.. Interests and Abilities of Boys and Girls
ate— 4.. Recreational and Leisure-Time Activities of Boys & Girls
ly 5. Health and Physical Growth of Boys and Girls
two 6. The Peer Culture of Boys and Girls
vzeeks 7. Home and Family Relationships of Boys and Girls
for 8. Community Experiences of Boys and Girls
each 9.. Evaluation
area Optional: 1) a "case study" of a)an individual

b) a group activity
2) analysis of attitudes toward school

It Is suggested that the above study-areas be used as head
ings for a folder file system for observational notes, with each 
notation identified by date, names» situation. Notations are most 
helpful when they provide objective description of • what happened, 
T/hat was said,, what was done,, x-rfio did what to whom, with, whom, 
and how^ and so on..
HRB



FOR: COMLIUNMY LABORATORY PROGRAH Form
Agency CLP-1

Group Work Leadership Description Blank 237
This form is designed to obtain, a detailed description, of a spe

cific opportunity for student leadership in a particular group work 
activity.*

The information provided Is utilized for student placement and in 
program planning.

Agency Date _

Address Telephone

Identifying Group Data:
Kame of group Age Range
Dumber in-group dumber of hoys ITumber of girls  

Place of meeting of the group
Time of meeting of the group: from AM PM to AM PM  

days of week"
Job Descrintion Information:

Major activities of the group,  

Leadership services needed.

Qualifications ESSENTIAL,

Qualifications DESIRABLE.

 
* Accompanying Form CLP-1A is designed to serve as an abbreviated 
master list of all group leadership opportunities available to stud
ents in a particular agency.



SupervisioiL:

Supervisory services extended

Farzot CLP-l, #2

238

Participation expected in. staff and planning activities,

Reports and records to be submitted.

Cooperating supervisor..Telephone  

Office location Hours on. duty  

Preferred, time for conference appointments  
day hour

Return to: 
Harold R» Bottrell 
College of Education 
University of Houston Agency Director

Use space beiow for additional information



FOR:
Agency
File-CLP

COLWIUTY LABORATORY PROGRAM Foria
CLP-1AGroup Work Leadership Opportunities 9„Q

Master List
Date_________________ __

Agency______ _ . ___________ ______ Address______________________________ _

ACTIVITY
E.g.,
Girl
Scouts

Students 
Needed 
Uo»& Sex

12 
Women

Sex—Age 
of*  Group

Girls 
12 - 15

Time of.

Meeting

Tuesday or 
Thursday 
3:00-4:50

Kc»Hours

TfraaLved

Weekly

i- -planning 
M-meeting 
i- -report 

staff
3rd Friday

Leader

ship 

Re- 

spons- 

ibil— 

iti.es

Assisting 
adult 
leader 
(more as 
ready)

Skills

Essen

tial.

mrast have 
been- a 
Scout

Skills

Desir

able

Crafts 
singing 
dramatics 
camping

Com

ments

vzith really 
good adult
leaders ; 
attend staff 
meetings; 
training 
institutes



FOR: 
S-budenir;

Form
CLP-2

COULIUNITT LABORATORY PROGRAM 

Plaeemente TnYonnatiiorL BTanfc
: Each.. studenlt enrolled in EED‘231 and SED 231
: participates as a group leader,, nith children^ 
: or youth of the approximate age he expects to 

This space : teach„ ini one of the community agencies coop- 
: erating in. the program, 

for : The purpose of this form is to obtain, a de-
: tailed statement of your experiences and skills 

photo : related to group work leadership,
: Your interests and qualifications will be con- 
: sidered carefully in your placement interview 
: in an. effort to. match your needs and abilities 
: with, a leadership activity you can perform suc- 
: cessfully. Therefore, provide the information 

 : requested in as accurate detail as possible.

Personal Information:
Name Age Sex Date  

last nameAddress Telephone

Fr, 1-2; So, 1-2; Jr, 1-2; Sr, 1-2 Education. Adviser  
. (circle to. show classification)
Field(s) of interest in.teaching.,

education courses completed education.courses in.progress
 

 

Experience: (membership and activities in. groups and organizations)

Group or organization nature of activity Leadership roles Time(yrs;mos'
  

  

 

 

Current leadership experiences with children or youth (be specific)  
 

 

 



Work Experience:
Form CLP~2,#2

241 
place of work nature of vzork done supervisor dates

  
  

  

Leadership Skills and Abilities: (check ONCE those activities in 
which you:have had some experience and training; check TWICE those 
activities in. which, you: feel competent to provide leadership services

 Athletics Program
Girl Scouts Program
Girl Reserves Program
T.VCA Program.
Club Activities
Handicrafts Activities
Playground Program
Puppetry Activities
Social Games
Art Activities
Game Room Activities
Library Activities
 Church Recreation..
Activities
 Sunday School Program

Boy Scouts Program
Campfire Girls Program
4-K Club. Program
HJCA Program
Dramatic Activities
Woodcraft Activities
Supervised Play Activities
Story TeULing
Photography
Music Activities
Folk Dancing
liursery; Child-Care Program
Indoor Games Program

Home Arts Activities

Preferred Assignment,: (give three choices, is possible)w

First:    
activity agency days & hours

Second.:   

Third:   
Transportation available:city bus automobile 

* Note: consider your needs,, as well as your interests and abilities 11



Form CLP-2,7/3
242Schedule: (shew ALL obligated time; be specific)

Hour Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday :Saturday: Sunda:

AM 8:00
e «

9:00

10:00

11:00

PM 12:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

6": 00

7:00

8:00

9:00
Return, tot Harold R. Battrell, College of Education*  University of 

Houston

Use space below for additional information and questions



COIJUUIJITY LABORATORY PROGRAMFOR: 
Agency 
File-CLP 
Ed.»Adviser

Assignment Form

Form
CLP-3
243

Date.___________________ _

Agency Addr e s s_____________________________

Assignment interview v.rith _ _ . .

Student_________________________________________
last: name

Address Telephone

Ilame of group to. which., assigned _
Place of meeting of the group

Time of meeting of the group: from AM PM to: AM PM
days of week

Leadership responsibilities assigned.  

 

 

Cooperating supervisor_____________________________________ _

College of Educationi 
■University of Houston

Agency

Harold R. Bottrell, Director,- 
Corarainity Laboratory.Progran .

notations



FOR: COMMUNITY LABORATORY PROGRAM Form.
AgeneY Supervisor CLP-4

Aeeeptein.ee Form 244

Date___________________ _

Student ___________  last name

This student has been interviewed and accepted for the following as
signment :

Name of group to which assigned :__________________________________

Place of meeting of the group
Time of meeting of the group: from AM PM to AM PM  

days of week
Leadership responsibilities assigned

Return to:
Harold R» Bottrell 
College of Education 
University of Houston.

Agency

Cooperating Supervisor

Remarks and Suggestions



Form
CLP-5

CQLMJUITX LABORATORY PROGRAM

CTnmrTLfi.ti.VE Leadership Record Form
245

Student EduoatioiL Adviser

Ageney  Cooperating supervis or_

Period of service: beginning: ending 

llame of group to which assigned.______________ 1____________________

Place of meeting of the group ______ ____________________

Time of meeting of the group: from AM PM to AM PM  
days of week

Leadership responsibilities ____________________

Studentr’s evaluation (summary) 

   Date_

Cooperating supervisor*s  evaluation (summary) 
 

 

 Date

Director "s comments;

     Date

Observational data from other sources



FOR: COIS-IUNITY LABORATORY PROGRAM Form
Student) CLP-6

Third Week Report 246
This report is designed to help you begin to evaluate early in; your 

laboratory experience in group leadership the work you. are doing and 
the satisfactions you: are obtaining through it. It directs yoin? at
tention, to: 1) your adjustment to the situation; 2) your ability to 
B§§t_th§_Semands_gf_ygur_assignmenti_3).assistance_you<i.feel_you_need«
Agency Date

Group to which assigned
Place of meeting of the group

Time of meeting of the group: from AM PM to

Assigned leadership responsibilities.

.AM PM  
days of week

Observations on adjustment to situation

Observations on ability to do work

Observations on work performance.. 

Supervisory services provided

Suggestions on developmental needs and vrays to pursue them:

through the agency through the University

Return to:
Harold R».Bottrell
College of Education
University of Houston Student.
Note: You may 
submitting it

’want to show this to your cooperating supervisor before 
(Use back of page for additional remarks)



FOR: COU1U2-JITY LABORATORY PROGRAM Form
Agemy Supervisor CLP-7

Third Week Report.
This report is designed to assure both the cooperating community 

agency and the University that: 1) the student is making satisfact
ory adjustment in his leadership activity; 2) he is giving evidence 
of ability to meet acceptably his assigned responsibilities; 3) he 
is showing readiness to learn and improve; 4) his needs are being

Y19S. 25 SSS-JiSU •____ ___________________ —
Student;Date  

last, name
Group to. which assigned _______________

Place of meeting of the group ________________
Time of meeting of the group: from AM PM to AM PM  

days of week. .
Assigned leadership responsibilities.

 

Observations on-, adjustment to situation .

Observations on ability to do work_  _________

Observations on work performance __

Supervisory services provided ______ ________

Suggestions on developmental needs and ways to pursue them:

 
through the agency through the University

 
 

Return to: Cooperating Community Agency
Harold R» Bottrell.
College of Education _
University of Houston Cooperating Agency Supervisor
iJote: You. may want to. show this to the. student before submitting it.

(Use back of page for additional remarks)



GOI'EIUNITT E’TERIEIICES FOR PROSPECTIVE TEACHERS

BED - SED 132
248

A Guide to IJhat We Do and IJIio Does What

Introductory Statement

This is a laboratory-type course" and, as such, is a part of our 
professional laboratory program for prospective teachers. It. is de
signed to help you 1) u:vJ.e7jitand boys and girls of the age you e^cpect 
to teach, 2) understand the community setting in which they live, 
3) understand the school as a social institution. It is believed that 
the skills needed to make these understandings work for you can be best 
acquired through first-hand experiences with boys and girls. Group 
work agencies in this community share these beliefs and cooperate by 
providing opportunities for you to work with groups of boys and girls 
under their supervision©

General Plan

There"is one general meeting of all studnets each week. This meet
ing is used for a number of purposes, depending upon what is felt to be 
of most importance at the tLie. Problems of general interest are dis
cussed. Procedures are clarified. The purposes, organization, and 
methods of cooperating agencies are presented by agency personnel. 
Demonstrations of various ways of working in groups and with groups are 
conducted. Information on modern developments in education is presented 
and examined in relation to laboratory experiences. Visual aids are 
enployed. In short, attention is given to many ways in which you may 
be helped in your effort to make your laboratory experiences interesting, 
effective, and meaningful.

There are small laboratory group meetings each week at regularly 
scheduled hours. We often refer to them as "observatioh clinics", for 
it is here that we share and study laboratory experiences and observa
tions. The "subject matter" for laboratory group sessions is your 
experiences and questions as you have recorded them in your observation 
journal. (A form is provided to help you get started in recording and 
evaluating your experiences.)

You will be spending at least two hours per week with a group of 
boys and/or girls in the program of a cooperating group work agency. 
You will be having conferences with your cooperating supervisor and 
with other agency personnel to plan and evaluate your experiences. 
You will also be having conferences with your instructor, sometimes on 
campus and sometimes in the agency in which you are working..

Your Plan

There are "common learnings" aid "common activities" in which all 
students will be involved.. At the same time, you as a person will have 
experiences, needs, and plans that are your own. We expect that you 
will have questions and problems. And we intend to help you deal with 
them and to help you get ready to deal with them—but we want you to 
know that we expect you to accept responsibility for managing your own 
learning and meeting your own needs and problems to the greatest extent 
possible. This is what makes this course a professional laboratory experience.



2.
Some Areas You Will Want to Explore

249
You will want to become well acquainted vzith the characteristics, 

needs, and behavior of boys and sirls, especially those of the a^e you 
expect to teach*  You will spend several hours each week as a partici- 
pating-observer with such a group. Regularly, you will be recording, 
studying, and reporting your experiences and plans. You will be pre
paring for your next meeting with your group. But as you go along there 
are some interesting and helpful areas you will want to explore. Let's 
take a look at some of the questions you will want to pursue—remembering 
meanwhile that when you turn a question mark upside down or downside up, 
you have a hook on which to hang all kinds of information and ideas*

How much understanding and skill do I have in human relations?
(The Uth R.) How can I develop ngr "get-along-ability"? What is 
proper "socialization11 for a teacher?
What do I know about the community agency in which I am working? 
about other agencies in the community? How does environment con
dition people and how can I explore the relationships between 
where people live, how they live, and what their experiences mean 
to them? Does a group develop a pattern of its ovm and how does 
this come about? How do members of a group affect each other?
What roles are played by different members? What can I learn about 
group work methods and how can I go about becoming skilful in 
using them?
What do I mean by leadership? What leader-type activities do I 
participate in? What new ones should I undertake?
What are boys and girls really like? How can I become a student 
of them? Are they my real "subject matter" as a teacher?
What are schools for? Are my own experiences in school good 
enough for me to steer by as I prepare to teach?
And many others.

As you participate in the activities of your group of boys and 
girls, you will find it possible to collect (if you are looking in the 
right direction) a wealth of information regarding:

Personality patterns
Interests and abilities
Recreational and leisure-time activities
Health and physical growth
Peer culture
Home and family relationships
Community experiences*

You will want to organize these observations in ways that will make 
them useful to you as a teacher. xou will want to explore their signi
ficance for the school, ^ou will want to read, too, as a way of finding 
out the experiences and observations of those who have gone this way 
before you. And, it is quite likely that you will find out much about 
yourself that will be of real personal and professional value to you as 
a prospective teacher.



APPENDIX B

UNPUBLISHED TESTS AND FORMS 
SUBJECTED TO ANALYSIS 

IN THIS STUDY



ES-1

VOCATIONAL CHOICE DATA 251
NAME DATE

1. I v/ant to teach because ______________

2. I chose grades because 

3. I chose as subject(s)

to teach because_______________________ .___________________________

 

4. I need to acquire the following to be a good teacher;

CD
(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

Use other side If necossary.



DATE

ES -3
252

INSTRUCTIONS: First write the names of your classmates whose full 
names you know. Next place a number in each of the four spaces 
following their names according to your feelings as indicated by 
the following key:

1 Dislike a great deal
2 Dislike
3 Don’t knovz well enough to rate
4 Like
5 Like a great deal

Example; In the sample lino below John Doe has boon rated as follows: 
"1" in the first column means that he is disliked a great deal as 
a personal friend; 112" in the second column moans that he is not 
considered a good prospect for teaching but the feeling is not 
extreme; "3" in the third column means that he has never bo.sn 
observed as leader of a group or is otherwise not well enough known 
to rate as loader; n4w in the last column roads that he is thought 
of as a good member of a group, but not the best possible; "5” in 
any of those spaces would moan that John was considered tops in 
that respect.

NAME
ROLE

FRIEND
POTENTIAL 
TEACHER

GROUP 
LEADER

GROUP 
MELTER

John Doo 1 2 3 4

,, .
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PERIODIC EVALUATION OF CIP ACTIVITIES ES - 4
Date , .

There are many methods that may be used to reach similar goals in educa
tion. Any teacher needs to examine his methods continuously. An impor
tant psychological element in evaluation of activities of a course is 
student reaction. As prospective teachers and as students in SED 132 
will you give your best judgments on the items below as they relate to 
your experiences thus far in this course?

ACTIVITY ... . ____
s x ir 
iLow
t 1 t

proper space t Reason for rating, or 
High i suggestion for improve-

2 J .3 1 4_ 5 » ment

Working with children
l 
f

1 
s

l 
|

t
__ i___

t
« .... . .

Personal conferences
(with instructor)

$
I

t
$

< 
f

i 
i _

t 
e

Laboratory Group work .
t 
I

1
1

l
I

t 
i

l
. t ....................  -

General sessions
8 s

1
1
1

I 
i

$ 
t

Group meetings (with agency 
representatives on campus)

s 
j

s
1

1
?

f
__

i 
t

Observation journals 
(writing them) 5

1
1

I
J

s 
s

I
—. I........................ ... ......... .........

Observation journals 
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AmiCAN COUNCIL CH EDUCATION 

WASHINGTON, D. C»
PROJECT OFFICE 

Room 101, Building IK 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA Los Angeles 2b-. California 

January 28, 19J2
Mr. Elvan P. KeUey
Houston b>, Texas
Dear Mr. Kelley
I am enclosing a copy of the short form of the WITO (Wandt 
Inventory of Teacher Opinion). This form has been developed 
for use with a standard IBM answer sheet. The Inventory has 
been used for research purposes only and there is no manual 
available for use with the inventory.
You are free to use it in your doctoral research if you so 
desire5 however, I should like to have a copy of your pro
cedure and results as they relate to the Inventory.
This short form contains seven attitude scales of 12 items 
each. The scales are scored In the Likert fashion with 60 
(5 x 12) being the highest score In each of the scales, and 
12 (1 x 12) being the lowest possible score in any scale.
I have a small supply of these forms on hand and will be 
happy to make some available to you If you want them and 
need only a relatively small number. You may duplicate the 
material if you find it more convenient.
I shall be very interested in seeing the results of your 
study. Please let me know If you have any other questions 
regarding the Inventory.

Sincerely,

EWtdkc 
Encl.

Edwin Wandt
Statistician and Research Associate



INVENTORY OF TEACHER OPINION

(SF H)
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Do not write on this booklot. Mark your responaos on the spooial 
answer shoot given you for this purpose.

General Direotions
This booklet contains a number of statements. You are to road 
each statement and decide which number (1,2,3,4,5,) on the scale 
belovz most nearly represents your reaction to the statement. 
The scale is as follows:

1 Strongly disagree
2 Disagree
3 Indifferent
4 Agree
5 Strongly Agree

When you have decided which of the numbers on the scale best 
describes your reaction to each statement, blacken the corrospondr- 
ing space on the answer shoot.

Example

85. Teachers  salaries are tooJLxit^ 85 •• ;;*
, * #

86. Teachers’ salaries are too high. 861 :• jj

In response to the statement number 85, the 5 indicates 
agreement.

In response to the statement number 86, the 1 indicates 
disagreement.

strong

strong

Definitions of terms used on the Inventory

ADMIN 18 T R.AT OR - principals, vice-principals, superintendents.

NON-TEACHING EIvIPLOYEE - janitors, clerks, secretaries, and 
others employed in the school in a noh-toachlng position.

SUPERVISOR - supervisors, coordinators and others, who serve
primarily in a supervisory capacity.

Answer each question as you come to it. Do not omit any item ,

Remember that there are no right or wrong answers. The responses 
to a statement will vary extensively from one individual to 
another.



Use the following scale to indicate your reaction to each 
statement. Mark your responses on the special answer sheet.

1 Strongly disagree
2 Disagree
3 Indifferent
4 Agree
5 Strongly agree
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1. Most administrators try to help their teachers as best they can

2. Pupils make teaching a very enjoyable Job,

3. Most teachers are honest.

4. A teacher should occasionally leave the class to its own 
management.

5. Most supervisors are interested in trying to help the teacher.

6. Parents usually cooperate with the teacher.

7. Most non-teaching employees are honest.

8. Most administrators do a pretty good Job,

9. Most pupils try to do their vrork to the best of their ability.

10. Most teachers are tactful.

11. pupils should have a largo share in planning their classroom 
activities.

12. Most supervisors are fair-minded.

13. Most parents take an interest in their childrens’ progress in 
schoolr

14. I ecnsiior it a privilege to associate with most non^toaching 
empljyeeSo

15. Most administrators have regard for their teachers  feelings.*

16. Most pupils are obedient.

17. I consider it a privilege to associate with my follow teachers.

18. Pupils should bo allowed to speak with each other without 
first getting the teachers’ permission.

19„ Supervisors are usually tactful.



Uso tho following sonlo to indioato your reaction to each 
statement. Mark your responses on tho special answer shoot.

1 Strongly ^disagree
2.Disagree
3 Indifferent
4 Agree
5 Strongly agree
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20. Most parents make an effort to teach their children good manners.

21. Most non-teaching employees show consideration for tho teachers.

22. Administrators are usually high-principled persons

23. Most pupils take their responsibilities seriously.

24. Most teachers have an unusual ability for leadership.

25. Pupils should bo allowed to govern themselves.

26. Supervisors usually have duo regard for teachers’ feelings.

27. Parents usually respect tho teacher’s opinion.

28. Non-teaching onployoos aro usually quite discroot.

29. Most administrators keep up with current educational thought.

30. Most pupils aro dependable.

31. Most touchers arc sincere in thoir actions.

32. Democracy can bo successfully practiced in the average classroom.

33o Supervisors are usually high-principled persons.

34, Parents are usually considerate of the teacher’s feelings.

35= Mon-v'^ching empioyoos are usually vorj’ good people.

36. Administrators are usually courteous to their teachers.

37. A teacher’s greatest joy is her pupils.

38. Most teachers aro broadly educated.

39. Pupils should bo allowed more freedom to do as they wish.

40. Supervisors aro usually familiar with current educational 
thinking.



Mark your rosponsos on the spooial answer shoot using tha same 
scalo : 1~ Strongly disagroa 2-3-4-5- Strongly agroo.

25841. Most parents make an effort to be pals to their children.

42. Non-teaching employets usually try to help the teacher in 
overy vzay that they can.

43. Most administrators trg to see the teachers’ sido of overy 
question.

44. Pupils make teaching vzorth the effort.

45. Most teachers do not meddle into other teachers’ affairs.

46. Pupils can behave themselves without constant supervision.

47. Most supervisors are raally interested in trying to improve 
Instruction.

48. Parents usually realize that children are not perfect.

49. Non-teaching imployees usually have very desirable traits.

50. Most administrators back the teacher up in her decisions.

51. Most pupils are considerate of the teacher’s wishes.

52. Most teachers' a^a willing to assume their share of the unpleas
ant tasks associated with teaching,

53. Pupils will usually select good students for their class officers.

54. Most supervisors do not reveal their opinions of a teacher.

55. Parents usually can. see the teacher  s side of the problem 
when semathing hr.ppens in school.

1

56. Non-a ch Ing ooir-loyeos are usually quiet and unassuming.

57. T. c ancle.er it a privilege to associate with administrators,

58. Liost pupils are well behaved .

59. Most r.uucheis hav^ clue regard for their fellow teachers’ feelings.
class

60o Anyii,s capable of governing Itself sensibly if the teacher 
. will allow it to.do so.

61. Supervisors generally do a very good job.
62. Parents usually tffr to meet, the teacher halfway*

63. Non-teaching employees are usually quite intelligent.



Mark your rosponsos on tho special ansv/or shout using the same 
scalo : 1- Strongly disagrbe’^vS-S-^Sn Strongly agree.
64. Most administrators have an unusual ability for leadership.
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65< Pupils can usually be trusted.

66. Most teachers take a sincere interest in their students.

67. Pupils should bo allowed to formulate their own rules.

68. Supervisors are usually oxcollont teachers.

69. Mostparonts realize that rhe teacher has thirty-five or forty • 
other children to- take care of and cannot give their child
the attention he gets at home.

70. Non-teaching employees usually sot a good example for the pupils.

71. Most administrators are sincere in their actions.

72. Most pupils-are respectful toward their teachers.

73. Most teachers hav-' a good understanding of child psychology.

74. The teacher should sometimes allow a class to do as it wishes 
oven if it ccnf?_icts with previously made plans.

75. Supervisors usually make an effort to help toachorssolve their 
practical problems.

76. Parents realize that teachers have a hard Job to do and try to 
help them in every way they can.

77. Non-teaching employees are usually a good influence on the pupils.

78O AdmAnistrators arc. usually quite diplomatic in their dealings 
wirh teachers

79. liosi yrplls are honest.

80. Most :■•-.••• choi‘S do an excellent Job of -f-oaching.

81. rupl.Lc ;r) usually quite competent to select their own topics 
for- th.-lies c.ud sp .'echos.

82. Supervisors ar.j usually very intelligent persons.

83. Most parents are reasonable in their attitude toward teachers.

84. Mcst non-teaching employees are sincerely interested in the 
welfare of the pupils.
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Student Agency ' Group

Period of Service: beginning edning 

Leadership Responsibilities 

Use space below and on back of page for additional statements, remarks, 
and comments.

Characteristics of Cooper
ating Agency E^eriences

Super
ior Good Fair Poor Comments

1, Secured good rapport with 
groupj got on xnll with 
members of group .........

2, Was able to respond to 
and respect personalities 
of all members of group..

3# Met situations well? made 
adaptations; was able to 
figure out what to do,.,.

11, Used cooperative and 
democratic rather than 
dictatorial mathods......

5e Displayed good attitude 
in using suggestions of. 
supervisor......... ..

-

6, Accepted responsibility 
in record keeping and 
similar matters.... ....

7, Was resourceful in help
ing group plan and carry 
on activities........ ...

8. Was able to combine in
terest in children and 
program of the agency....

9e Was consistent in social 
control of the group; ad
hered to agency policy...

10, Showed dependability;
acceptable manners; ap
pearance; courtesy.......



COIEIUIUTT LABORATORY PROOLAM GLP-9
College of Education University of Houston

Evaluation by Cooperating Agency Supervisor 261

Student Agency Group
Period of Service: beginning ending  

Leadership Responsibilities ____

 

Characteristics of Cooper
ating Agency Experience

Super
ior Good Fair Poor Comments

1, Secured good rapport 
with group3 got on well 
with members of group,..

.2, Was able to respond to 
and respect personalities 
of all members of group..

3. I'fet situations welljmade ' 
adaptati ns3 was able to 
figure out what to do....

U. Used cooperative and 
democratic rather than 
dictatorial methods......

5« Displayed good attitude 
in using suggestions of 
supervisor......................

6. Accepted responsibility 
in record keeping and 
similar matters....... ....

7. Was resourceful in help
ing group plan and carry 
on activities.. ..............

*

8. Was able to combine in
terest in children and 
program of the agency,.,.

9« Was consistent in social 
control of the group3 ad
hered to agency policy...

10. Showed dependability3 
acceptable manners3 ap
pearance; courtesy....

Date • ______
Cooperating Agency Supervisor 

(Please use space below and on back of page for additional information 
and remarks that you think would be helpful,)



CLP-11
S t ud ent

Agency ____ ______________ Group_____________________ __________ Week Beginning

OBSERVATION JOURNAL

Chronology 
of 

Activities

cSITUATIONS PROCESSES
Who Did VJhat About What

Where When Why With Whom How

What I DidjWhat I Will Do
What I Learned
What I Want to Know

This is how we 
got started:

•

These are the 
things we did:

-

These arc the 
things we are 
going to do 
next time:

262
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Evaluation is an attenp*  to identify and measure change, an at*  
tempt to point out idiat happened end to tell how and why it happened, 
and to take a long, hard look at what it means when it has happened to 
us*  At any rate, thia is what evaluation means in cur case*

Evaluation requires comparing something with something*  You can 
best see where you ore now by comparing where you are now with where you 
were four months ago.

You are to report and evaluate vour observations, your participa*  
ticn, your experiences by preparing the most thoughtful and accurate 
written analysis you can make in each of the fcxir major areas as outlined 
below*

Kith reference to observations and Information you will record, 
the real aim of the evaluation is to put down on paper and study your' own 
reactions, to find out what you, have learned, to figure cut why end how 
you learned it. and to add up i^iat it means to you as a prospective 
teacher and as a person*

It is assumed, as matters of professional ethics and perscnal in
tegrity, that your self-analysis will be written with accuracy and hon
esty*  If it is not, then this evaluation (and this course) has been of 
little value to you*

Here, then, is how ycu are to go about the preparation of your 
own Individual evaluatien of what yen have dene and what you have learned

INSTRUCTIONS for Preparation of Individual Analysis
1*  Prepare your analysis for each area separately, l*e*,  start 

each area on a new page*  Clip together the pages for each area*
2*  Put your name (and the page number) on every page In the upper 

ri#it hand corner*
(Note: your individual analysis will be re-assembled on May, 19)

3, Your written self-analysis Is due on May 12, at 12s30 PM*  
(Notes those submitted later can not be included In the final 

reports*)
4*  Write legibly (or type)*  Ycur material has to be read easily 

and quickly by a group of six people*
5*  Head each page as followss 

Areas Name Page

1*  si.
I

6*  Taking each item in the area in numerical order, put down on the 
left hand side of the page the information you have obtained, the observe*  
tlons you have made, etc*  Then, put down directly opposite it on the right 
hand side of the page ycur evaluation, reactions, etc. (See paragraphs 3,4)

7*  Use numbers**(Do  nob write out items*)  Keep numbers even across 
the page*  Use as many pages as necessary. Follow the cutline*
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AREA 11 What Are Boys nnd Girls Like?

1« The basic characteristics of the age-grcup with which I worked arei
2. I have discovered these things about Individual differences!
3. The skills and abilities group has arei
4« The role of environment in determining what ny group of beys and 

girls are like isi
5. Home and family life affect iry group in the following ways!
6*  The most important social adjustment needs of my group arei

AREA 2t What Do Community Agencies Do?

1. The purposes of the agency with which I worked arei
2» The program of the agency with which I worked provides the following 

services!
3« The neighborhood of the agency with which I worked can be best de*  

scribed as followsi
4« I found that the responsibilities of agency personnel include!
5e The agency in which I worked meets the needs of my group of beys and 

girls in these respects!

3*  ^ot Are Schools For?

1, The ways in which schools serve the boys and girls in ny group arei
2e The ways in which schools serve the neighborhood of the agency with 

which I worked arei
3« Schools contribute to the recreational and leisure-time needs of ny 

group of boys and girls in these ways!
4*  The contributions of the school to the citizenship education of ny 

group of boys and girls include!
5*  These are the needs of ny group now being met by the agency for which 

I feel the school should assume responsibility!
6» These are the needs of ny group which are not now being met by either 

a community agency or the school!

AREA 4i Will I Mato A Good Teacher?

1. The following evidence indicates that I like children!
2» These experiences demonstrate that I can earn the respect of children!
3. These things I have done show that I can find out and make use of the 

interests and abilities of children!
4« These things indicate that I can work with adults!
5e I can offer the folloving evidence that indicates that I am interested 

in teaching!
6*  ly preparation for teaching has been helped along in the following ways!
?• conmunity experiences have revealed the following materials and re

sources that I now expect to use in ny teaching!
•■w wwww WMwwurwwwwii eMwwwwwwwwei * wm wwwwww weBwwww MS*  wsbomwo ************ vs*

Note! You will want to keep a copy of your ovaluati'-n for future.reference>
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TABLE XXVIII

•UILFORD-PARTIN PERSO^IEL INV.
Fgbraarv I MayFebrua

5*

5*

M

IDENTIFICATION 
DATA

CAUFORNIA TEST OF PERSONAUTT
October t Febraarv I Far

5*

SUMKAHI OF RAW SCORE DATA FOR EXPERIMENTAL CROUP

1 B pe X J1 63 56 119 79 77 156 77 76 153 64 46 86 72 50 99
2 f nu 1 73 69 142 79 79 158 48 34 57 48 32 60
3 f e 2 51 52 103 55 57 112 22 32 51 16 34 54
4 f e X 1 57 75 132 74 76 150 71 74 U5 60 38 92 56 40 90
5 f e 1 82 79 161 85 79 164 39 35 58 64 45 100
6 f e X 1 70 57 127 77 71 148 82 76 158 60 28 54 58 34 73
7 ■ e 1 75 61 136 83 71 154 76 78 154 57 38 75 55 44 76
8 e X 1 64 48 112 81 75 156 87 78 165 28 17 39 37 38 67
9 f e X 1 59 61 118 78 76 154 84 88 172 49 34 89 61 48 97

10 ■ P* X 1 51 51 102 58 58 116 67 60 127 51 48 63
11 ■ pe X 1 59 123 72 69 141 72 75 147 59 46 75
12 ■ pe 1 75 75 150 71 71 142 59 52 74 55 37 71
13 f e X 1 70 79 152 84 83 167 84 81 165 57 36 81 66 39 96
U M P* X 1 60 53 113 88 79 167 83 81 164 61 46 84 55 53 94
15 f • X 1 71 135 74 72 146 72 80 152 49 33 70 49 30 59
16 f P® 1 74 70 144 71 67 138 53 37 65 54 39 74
17 f • X 1 57 24 48 65 25 62
18 B a 1 57 58 115 60 58 118 45 38 37 26 38 43
19 a X 1 63 47 113 66 55 121 74 60 134 48 36 61 33 24 74
20 ■ pe X 1 53 55 108 66 A^ 130 78 72 150 46 39 39 59 49 65
21 f a X 1 71 64 135 62 73 135 79 78 157 52 49 84 55 54 81
22 f e X 1 81 78 159 79 80 159 84 84 168 48 77 60 54 75

f hl X 1 76 72 148 67 68 48 -22= 86

•Data for students 1 to 23 appear on 1st four pages of table; for students 24 to 46 on next four, 
/Legends pe ■ physical education, m ■ music, e ■ elementary, a ■ secondary, hl ■ history#



TABLE XXVIII (oontlnued)

1 44 38 42 36 45 39 35 279 10 19 27
2 49 44 49 44 50 42 49 323 7 2 U
3 43 32 40 40 42 41 36 274 42 40 41 41 38 44 42 288 U 9 25
4 44 43 43 48 44 43 40 305 45 50 45 53 44 47 40 324 1 8 23
5 47 43 50 41 44 45 42 312 48 47 48 42 47 48 45 325 2 9 5
6 44 38 43 38 45 43 33 284 38 36 42 34 41 33 33 257 11 22 29
7 40 48 46 47 40 48 43 312 14 12 19
8 39 37 42 37 40 40 36 271 43 42 46 37 45 47 42 302 9 20 9
9 42 46 37 43 44 44 40 296 43 48 42 44 44 45 40 306 13 22 25

10 46 34 47 33 48 49 39 316 2 22 28
11 42 39 47 45 44 43 45 305 16 20 30
12 38 42 41 37 40 42 36 276 43 41 44 39 44 48 39 298 13 5 25
13 39 43 38 41 34 41 26 262 44 49 43 50 45 47 42 320 6 20 31
14 58 59 59 47 56 57 53 389 55 54 59 44 55 58 52 377 20 32 33
15 46 45 46 45 39 47 34 302 48 48 49 51 45 43 33 317 10 30 42
16 46 47 44 48 46 48 41 320 1 16 5
17 13 6 10
18 42 42 46 33 40 45 36 284 44 48 46 39 45 43 37 302 1 8 12
19 41 47 48 41 40 45 39 301 43 46 48 40 37 48 42 304 16 23 20
20 42 36 36 36 33 37 37 257 45 40 38 38 48 46 42 297 17 22 23
21 49 48 49 51 48 49 48 342 47 47 54 57 48 49 49 351 15 17 25
22 40 45 45 42 42 48 43 305 41 46 45 41 41 48 40 302 26 20 24 J
23 to to 37 M M yr 38 Z76 -2L______ :



T8SU XXVIII (continued)

5

M

IDEITTIFICA- 
TIOH DATA

_________ RUDER PREFERETJCK RECORD (VOCATIONAL)
October February

1 44 53 20 62 23 19 33 20 3^ 34
2 48 24 13 33 14 27 15 23 76 46
3 30 19 26 42 45 25 4 16 68 49
4 31 45 8 30 52 17 24 11 64 34 24 46 13 35 61 12 21 12 72 29
5 22 24 24 U 41 32 13 29 50 64
6 37 35 14 24 41 39 14 15 59 38
7 73 20 16 47 16 16 31 20 63 41
8 44 40 37 59 26 20 16 10 42 37 46 52 32 61 18 22 24 10 35 42
9 8 9 19 16 46 31 38 25 53 61

10
11
12 46 31 21 26 41 35 16 11 55 47
13 33 15 12 27 48 23 24 20 67 37
14 39 39 29 41 38 16 U 13 65 52
15 24 20 24 53 32 11 7 72 75
16 41 32 6 23 53 36 10 13 60 30
17 *
18 27 19 26 44 63 8 28 20 41 55
19 68 33 23 41 35 12 29 1 55 40
20
21 24 33 9 20 44 33 30 29 54 33
22 54 221120 29 33 26 14 68 29 46 22 n 27 37 42 13 7 75 30

J23.-...39.. 17 24 22 64 39 » 17 32 52 Z8 27 -J2LJ5S--J2L-J2- 18 ^2-



TABIS xxnn (eontinued)

M

1 39 59 20 62 27 15 34 44 38 30
2 50 27 13 38 11 30 16 21 75 40 3 30 5 0 26 2 33 36
3 void 0 13 9 2 21 6 34
4 34 49 13 35 61 14 15 11 71 29 1 21 7 0 19 0 30
5 18 9 27 21 41 35 31 30 36 66 2 21 4 0 17 0 32 31
6 42 34 10 26 40 40 U 16 60 41 0 12 0 0 6 0 28 29
7 76 23 22 44 17 U 30 17 53 46 0 14 7 0 8 3 29 30
8 37 52 34 61 18 21 18 7 43 39 30
9 5 12 24 14 51 26 36 27 48 62 0 17 8 0 15 3 33

10 27 U 41 35 37 18 29 12 54 57 10 31
11 57 U 20 36 38 22 15 18 41 44 29
12 44 29 22 26 49 32 18 9 59 44 27 24
13 30 7 13 27 60 27 21 71 42 0 19 1 0 17 3 30
U void 0 15 1 0 14 1 30 32
15 21 15 20 25 49 33 18 7 75 61 0 14 5 0 17 0 37
16 38
17 1122114 0 33 30
18 27 17 26 31 55 11 33 29 38 58 0 17 7 0 9 6 29 26
19 70 34 27 42 22 6 23 6 51 2 21 1 2 19 1 38 32
20 61 49 22 42 35 21 12 21 42 37 20 28
21 24 40 10 20 57 30 24 30 33 38 1 6 3 1 10 0 33 34
22 54 32 7 22 38 37 16 14 77 27 30

^3 26 90 -22- 6L. ?? -22- ^9 41 27 ______________________________22___________
s



TABU XXVIII (continued)

3

IDEHTIFICATIOH 
DATA

GUILFORD-MARTIH p. I, 
„ February Jiiajfc

CAIZFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY 
r February I MavOctober

f/-
A
%

? /

yj

///
'/it7^//Sy;

A 
»v*/ 
/<

#7
rZS*/ *r

*»z/f S A
<7
V?A j

9
'f §

4 
1/

'//
f/§
///

'^7

74 f ^7
#/V/ 
74

X A / // / 5 /f i/ S/ 4 / A® / 
*§ / Si f / 5/ / // 
///

24 t e X 1 70 64 135 74 82 156 80 88 168 60 43 79 51' 90
25 f • X 1 69 62 131 75 58 133 77 69 146 50 28 52 55 34 70
26 f • X 1 73 79 152 70 73 143 72 78 150 56 29 69 64 41 90
27 f e 2 79 67 146 81 83 164 63 38 67 60 43 98
28 f • 2 73 72 145 83 80 163 52 45 71 65 53 100
29 ■ pe X 1 49 56 105 64 62 126 67 63 130 27 19 45 43 25
30 f • X 2 59 58 117 73 68 141 73 69 U2 39 35 61 37 30 80
31 f • 1 77 68 U5 79 68 147 60 29 64 6*4 45 70
32 f e X 1 68 72 140 68 68 136 84 65 149 46 37 52 54 46 67
33 ■ P* X 2 41 40 81 36 38 74 47 41 88 23 20 29 48 38 60
34 f • X 1 58 52 110 65 63 128 60 61 121 24 21 54 36 17 58
35 f • X 1 64 63 127 74 72 146 77 77 154 34 35 67 45 45 70
36 t • X 1 72 76 148 86 88 174 81 83 164 58 47 78 64 59 100
37 » • X 1 64 66 130 75 79 154 72 72 144 63 33 66 61 23 79
38 f • X 1 72 59 131 74 77 151 78 73 151 42 34 48 36 41 59
39 ■ pe X 1 76 59 135 59 44 70
40 » pe X 1 76 62 138 64 54 118 82 65 147 56 37 45 56 38 69
41 ■ pe X 1 47 57 114 59 48 107 75 54 129 34 13 21 49 20 48
42 » pe X 1 58 48 106 67 131 76 60 136 54 38 52 55 39 58
43 e pe X 1 58 59 117 82 75 157 76 75 151 68 53 68 69 45 85
44 f e X 1 76 75 151 80 72 152 86 86 172 51 40 61 58 50 94
45 ■ P» X 1 73 55 128 76 76 152 77 69 146 46 29 55 51 33 66
IL--2__ Efi-—Z- J5 -5L...JI.- 1Q7 JKL- 6^ 136 -52L -J£L- -AL.-52_________



TABLE XXVIII (oontlnued)

IDENTIFICA'
TIOM DATA

momag, 
ctrrz

________lANMJffliWOBI.. PF.TEAGm ..aPISICT__FgbZU^Z_______________ I.. ............ I$ax

24 48 42 49 39 48 44 47 317 56 49 52 38 55 49 44 343 iy 16 26
25 52 42 46 56 49 44 45 334 49 47 50 54 45 37 39 321 16 16 20
26 46 50 38 45 49 47 44 319 47 51 46 44 47 46 43 324 3 16 31
27 44 45 45 45 47 47 42 315 59 56 56 56 56 55 55 393 4 8 15
28 46 46 51 44 51 49 45 332 49 48 47 35 45 48 46 317 4 15 25
29 46 33 43 39 44 37 35 277 44 45 39 31 48 43 36 286 20 33 37
30 49 57 55 41 47 47 49 345 55 52 52 37 49 49 45 339 6 9 14
31 47 42 44 47 45 34 36 295 47 42 36 54 41 28 37 285 9 15 27
32 48 46 47 44 47 53 43 328 17 19 21 23 26 14 24 U5 7 11 15
33 46 48 48 38 44 48 44 316 48 48 48 40 44 45 43 316 21 29 35
34 46 53 49 50 46 45 47 336 43 59 49 56 43 37 43 330 2 15 22
35 46 45 46 43 44 44 42 310 44 47 46 48 46 43 41 315 21 30 35
36 52 53 54 47 52 44 53 355 49 51 48 40 44 46 47 325 3 5 9
37 43 42 43 46 43 41 41 299 0 15 20
38 50 43 53 51 50 47 47 341 53 52 56 55 49 48 46 359 16 19 26
39 44 44 37 47 44 39 42 297 0 18 21
40 44 41 39 42 44 48 40 298 48 44 46 45 46 48 42 319 15 21 10
41 43 39 40 31 42 43 44 282 46 36 47 35 48 42 39 293 22 33 36
42 33 39 42 44 46 44 40 288 48 41 46 42 48 43 38 306 13 20 26
43 44 37 43 43 41 41 37 286 17 3 25
44 43 48 42 47 44 39 42 305 48 48 48 49 48 48 48 337 14 31 30
45 43 50 45 36 47 46 38 305 48 48 47 41 44 48 46 322 23 2 23 !
4L.-2L. -M--J2- JM--J2L-22L. -41--IL.-46--41- 222--12-^21 28 *



TABLE XXnil (continued)

BSRSl

IDENTinCA 
TI08 DATA

BHmsasssEsanHacsxsscasssBSWESssaKCDcssssssBKSHxaa

FebruaryOctober

CH

2A ▼old
25 28 30 19 33 26 46 21 8 60 32 23 39 9 26 39 45 18 9 61 26
26 30 19 20 15 31 33 33 29 55 44
27 28 31 25 29 38 9 17 27 70 59
28 20 22 20 29 47 38 18 8 56 42
29 40 44 24 32 27 26 26 18 37 45 32 38 28 35 28 23 20 13 47 43
30 48 30 12 24 27 36 28 12 65 38
31 33 34 11 36 41 20 38 8 44 43
32 41 20 33 38 39 16 U 19 69 59 31 16 35 34 48 15 7 16 64 70
33 ▼odd
34 ▼old 34 26 22 29 40 29 25 11 45 46
35
36 14 17 18 36 57 12 23 13 71 49
37 ▼old
38 26 19 22 25 35 20 30 12 55 60 25 18 24 28 21 23 31 U 59 59
39 28 56 25 44 13211124 4837
40 51 58 23 43 51 16 4 17 50 44 void
41 50 37 17 42 34 35 17 20 52 37
42 void ▼old
43 35 43 27 41 41 38 23 3 35 44 42 52 33 40 31 37 18 8 40 39
44 28 39 19 U 38 48 32 19 46 52 29 52 13 30 33 36 31 22 34 44
45 void 50 48 29 48 33 22 6 9 51 59
Z66L_31_2L_4e—22- 37 26 7 46 41 11

2



TABLE XXVIII (continued)

71 23 1 22 4 2 26 0 28
47 50 1 13 2 0 14 4 30
17 55 0 24 2 0 15 0 33 28
46 45 31 34

32 
63 35 0 21 6 0 38 15 36

70 38 1 14 8 0 15 2 33

24 30 16 19 9 Al AD 16 26
25 32 29 12 39 39 48 13 8
26 31 14 26 17 31 30 33 28
27 15 29 19 30 39 8 21 25
28 19 28 24 19 49 50 U 18
29 ▼dd
30 37 24 15 31 38 28 31 19
31 32 30 43 49 14 28 10
32 36 18 28 43 49 8 13 16
33 59 48 27 48 36 15 19 16
34 35 32 25 14 48 26 29 13
35 35 22 20 43 29 38 27 8
36 16 18 17 35 60 13 27 13
37 53 51 13 26 32 29 20 21
38 27 23 25 27 19 44 33 12
39 27 56 29 44 16 24 22 28
40 56 56 35 41 29 28 20 5
41 59 29 n 39 46 27 23 24
42 37 41 31 23 41 22 19 10
43 38 51 24 49 32 43 19 10
44 35 41 18 23 31 38 28 18
45 40 43 31 46 45 29 19 4
AL.-62 41 ?6 JSL.-jik. 21

61 69
35 53 17 31
44 47 0 17 2 0 21 0 27 34
62 41 0 25 2 0 8 0 32 27
76 40 0 26 7 0 19 2 33 31
42 35 38
57 41 1 12 1 0 17 0 32 37
53 33 40 38
35 37 17 30
44 29 27
46 51 0 6 0 0 5 0 30 36
34 32 32
37 63 0 11 5 1 5 0 31
45 56 18 29
XL.^5__________________________ 21 26



TABLE XnX

SUMSARI OF DATA FOR CONTROL GROUP

May

2 f pe 45 6 93 53 42 33 55 48 30 59 39 40 43 48 44 33 TH 284
3 n hi 48 42 122 68 44 43 65 38 43 47 45 35 43 33 53 40 71 286
4 f bu 38 5 123 51 40 37 61 43 39 59 47 44 45 41 47 45 43 312
5 f dr 6 9 93 44 31 45 42 80 37 46 44 40 40 45 43 295
6 f pe 24 4 130 48 56 42 70 53 43 59 47 36 38 44 47 48 41 301
7 t P* 34 35 148 27 22 53 45 47 71 48 36 43 43 46 45 46 307
8 t ®a 35 45 127 36 41 17 61 36 18 63 40 41 43 40 46 42 43 295
9 t P* 15 26 U5 70 39 40 76 47 52 88 48 46 44 49 46 43 44 320

10 t pe 32 15 113 74 46 40 32 57 41 46 4SL.-2L- 46 -51--2L.-222_______

1 47 48 47 4^ 45 47 38 318
2 41 46 43 47 44 39 40 300
3 46 42 41 39 45 47 39 298
4 46 45 46 46 48 47 42 320
5 39 43 39 38 40 46 46 291
6 48 44 42 39 41 51 42 307
7 47 48 47 41 46 48 44 321
8 45 42 37 48 46 47 41 306
9 48 50 48 50 49 49 49 343

12__________________________________________________________5L. -5L. 47 -52--54--4L.
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TABLE XK

ANALYSIS OF POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS OF STUDENT 
GROUPS INVOLVED IS THE STUDY

^ale Female
Grcup Eleeen- Phyei*  Aoa*  Other Elemen- Phyei*  Aoa- Other

tarv oal Ed. demle tary eal Ed. demlc

Control 0 0 1 0 0 5 4 0

Experimental 
Criteria 2 13 0 1 17 0 0 1

Experinental 
Non-eriteria 12 0 1 6 10 1
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Synopsis of Henry Maas, "Personal and Group Fac

tors in Leaders’ Social Perception," Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, ^15^-63, January, 1950,

The Problem. Group life depends partly on the nature 
of the leader’s perception of members’ behavior in the group. 
When concurrent academia training of group leaders alms to 
develop an understanding of human behavior, in what kinds of 
group setting are what types of group leaders able to alter 
their modes of perceiving members’ behavior?

Hypothesis. Group and personal factors are jointly 
related to modifications In leaders’ social perception. In 
this study judgment reactions bias an observer and prevent 
understanding, causal inferences are desirable because they 
initiate inquiry and testing actions. The use of these lev
els of inference is a function of the amount of anxiety 
which in turn is a function of group structure in relation 
to leader’s personality.

Procedures. Twenty-two liberal arts juniors enrolled 
in a course on adolescent development with dynamic approach 
were concurrently the sole adult leaders in a youth group 
for at least one hour a week for a year,

1. Changes in perception were measured by classifi
cation of entries in the first two and last two dally 
journals as judgmental, observational, or causal.

2. Leaders were typed as projective or introjectlve
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of blame In social situations by analysis of autobio
graphical material• This grouping was validated (77 per 
cent agreement) by the ratio of self to social score on 
the California Test of Personality, e.g., a larger self 
score was classed as projective and larger social score 
as introjective# The concept is similar to Rosenzwelg*s  
extrapunitlve and intrapunitive.

3*  The youth groups were classed as open on the 
basis of free activities, open membership, lack of for
mal procedures, and closed when opposite*

ElZlMSKSL.
1*  All projective leaders in open groups and intro*  

jective leaders in closed groups showed desirable changes in 
both judgmental and causal reactions*  The opposite align
ment led to undesirable changes*

2*  Members1 demands on leaders were found to be 
greater in open groups than in closed groups*

Synopsis of Henry J*  Maas, “Attitudinal Changes of 
Youth Group Leaders in Teacher Trainings A Preliminary 
study,*  isBznal st Ssssazslit ^31660*9,  May, 1950.

Need for the study. The behavior of teachers affects 
the behavior of pupils, therefore the selection and training 
of teacher attitudes have become proper foci In teacher edu
cation*  These attitudes include those toward adolescent 
behavior, toward community processes and agencies, and 
toward group process both in and out of school*  Youth group 
work has become extensive In teacher training institutions 
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and yet all evaluations of the past have been unsupported by 
evidence or consist of uncontrolled testimonies or question
naires.

Procedures.
1. The subjects consisted of fifty-one liberal arts 

juniors in a one year course on adolescent development. 
Twenty-eight were enrolled as youth group leaders and twenty- 
one were not; both groups were comparable in age, marks, I.Q. 
and were taught by the same instructor.

2. The youth groups were chosen for adequacy of 
supervision and sampling of racial, sectarian, and socio
economic classes. The ages of group members were from nine 
to nineteen and each leader was sole official counselor fox  

his group.
*

3. The following pre- and end-tests were utilized:
a. For understanding and acceptance of young peo

ples*  behavior: a scale was devised consisting of 
seventy-two paired statements designed to test value 
judgments, belief in single causation, or degree of permissiveness. Split half reliability was .8b-9 and valid
ity was .9? agreement with content analysis of early and 
late anecdotal diaries.

. b. For social attitudes in re: family, church, school, business, progress, individualism, Americanism, 
democracy: a scale was devised consisting of 120 paired 
statements based on Middletown. Split half reliability 
was .857♦

c. For concepts of the school1s function: Mort’s 
What Should Our School Do?
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d. Concepts of selfi £alX£2I21U 2t larSga- alltr. self adjustment score as measuring social skills 
and social ease that might be affected by field vorke

le Attitudes towards adolescent behaviori
a*  A decrease in judgmental attitudes in experi

mental groups, significant at the e01 level*
b*  A decrease in judgmental attitudes In the con

trol group not significant at the *05  level*
e*  Difference between decreases not significant 

at the *05  level*
d*  Greater number of decreases in experimental 

group than in control group significant at *05  level*
2*  Social attitudes!

a*  Differences not significant at *05  level*
b*  More of the experimental group became more 

like Middietowners, but the number was not significant 
at *05  level*

3*  Attitudes toward functions of school! differ
ences not significant at ,05 level*

U*  Self-eoneeptst
a*  Mumber of experimental group below median was 

reduced from twelve to one*
b*  Number of control group below median was 

reduced from twelve to seven*
c*  This difference is significant at *01  level*

SanciHsisaa*
1*  Youth group leadership seems to affect under

standing and acceptance of adolescent behavior favorably*
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2« Program appears helpful in modifying attitudes of 

students less well adjusted to self*
3*  Ho data in this study support the hypothesis of 

change in general social attitudes or attitudes towards 
school*s  place in society*  The fact that a larger per 
cent of the experimental group became more like Middle*  
towners adds to evidence that mere “first hand experi
ence In the community” has unpredictable social effects 
on students*


